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ABSTRACT 
 
 My dissertation research examines how the right to education, stated explicitly in 
the Chilean constitution, has been interpreted as educational policies are being enacted. I 
contrast this analysis with the use of the right to education by a group of poor Chilean 
parents, who in 2014, successfully resisted school closings in their community. I address 
these issues by conducting a mixed-methods study based on two methodological 
approaches: A critical discourse analysis of the right to education as it is elaborated in 
the Chilean constitution and a multi-sited case study in three schools of parent and 
community resistance to school closings. There are two main findings that can be 
summarized based on my research: 1) The commission in charge of developing the 
constitutional right to education did so with the goal of developing an educational 
market to promote a school choice policy in Chile, shielding it in a neoliberal imaginary 
of society; and 2) Parents and guardians of my multi-sited case study have an active role 
to play in the policy-making process, they cannot be reduced to educational consumers 
but must be understood as politically engaged persons that can articulate a resistance 
process by networking with other political agents. 
 A general conclusion of my dissertation is that the right to education should be 
reframed considering Tomasevski 4 A’s scheme, and be reviewed based on how 
inclusive an educational system is, how diverse and non-standardized the provision of 
this education is, and if the relationship of meso-level institutions with schools is 
actually supporting the realization of this fundamental human right.  
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PREFACE: FROM HUMAN RIGHTS TO COMMUNITY ACTIVISM  
 On September 11, 1973, the Chilean government was deposed by a military 
coalition led by its Chief Commander, Augusto Pinochet, who remained in office until 
1990. Education was one of the central concerns of Pinochet’s regime, which introduced 
the right to education into the Constitution of 1980. The Chilean formulation of this 
right is a modification of international agreements, such as the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights (1948) and the Covenant of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966), 
which emphasize that schooling education must be free and of equal quality for all 
people, and that it should promote and respect the identity of local communities (Lee, 
2013; McCowan, 2013).  
 My dissertation research aims to examine the changes in the right to education in 
Chile which privileges choice over inclusive access belying its true effects: unequal 
education provision as reflected in an alarming number of school closings in the poorer 
sectors of the country. I specifically address these three questions. First, generally, how 
has the right to education, stated explicitly in the Chilean constitution, been interpreted 
as educational policies are being enacted? Second, what does this right mean to a group 
of poor Chilean parents who in 2014 successfully resisted school closings in their 
community? Third, what should be the role and influence of parents in the design and 
implementation of educational policies in their community? 
 My research is positioned at the intersection of legal studies, human rights, and 
resistance to neoliberalism in education. I address these questions by conducting a 
mixed-methods study (Greene, 2007) based on two methodological approaches. First, a 
critical discourse analysis (Fairclough, 2001, 2003, 2005) of the right to education as it 
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is elaborated in the Chilean constitution and, second, a multi-sited case study (Stake, 
1995; 1998; 2005) of parent and community resistance to school closings. 
 Increasing implementation of neoliberal policies, such as marketization, 
privatization, and standardized testing, has become a global trend in public education 
(Apple, 2005; Rizvi & Lingard, 2010). These policies have been associated with a 
growing number of public school closings, which have escalated the gentrification and 
segregation of cities, harming traditionally marginalized minority groups (Lipman, 
2011; McCarthy & Nyandiko, 2014; Núñez, Soto, & Solís, 2013).  
 In Chile, a recent study showed that 2,822 schools were closed between 1994 
and 2012; 52% were public schools. A striking pattern associated with these 
developments has been the creation of new schools, the vast majority of which are 
private. Although they receive some state funding in the form of a government voucher, 
most charge tuition, which has heightened the marketization of education while 
attenuating access for the disadvantaged (Grau, Hojman, Labra, & Mizala, 2015). These 
private schools enroll students selectively—not all children, particularly the poor and 
minorities, have the same access to them. More disturbing is the evidence suggesting 
that many of these institutions are of dubious quality (Bellei, 2007, 2015).  
 In 2014, parents in a poor neighborhood in Santiago claimed the right to 
education for their children, protesting the closing of three public schools in their 
community by occupying the schools. After seven months of resistance they forced the 
central government to reopen these schools under local community management, a 
system without precedent in Chile. 
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I began my multi-sited case study in June through August of 2014, then 
continued from July until November of 2015. I believe this case offers a useful 
opportunity to explore the possibilities and complexities of an alternative education 
management system that involves the active participation of a local community. As I 
examine the promise of school reform in one community, I am also exploring how the 
constitutional right to education has been, and is being, interpreted and enacted in Chile 
as a whole. I argue that the right to education was introduced into the constitution as a 
pathway for the privatization of much of the Chilean educational system, in the process 
developing one of the most market-oriented educational systems in the world (Harvey, 
2007; Klein, 2007; Taylor, 2006).  
 One of the promises of the current Michelle Bachelet administration (2014 – 
2018) is to create a new democratic constitution, revisiting the meanings of 
constitutional rights and to reform the structure of the educational system. In pursuance 
of this goal, the government has already passed via congress a new law to change the 
current public education administration system. It is my anticipation that the findings of 
my research will contribute to reflections on some of the considerable gaps in current 
understanding of the right to education in Chile and provide some guidance to this new 
public education administration.  My dissertation is organized as follows. 
The Chapters 
In my first chapter (A History of the Right to Education as a Human Right: 
Dignity as Political Struggle) I discuss the historical background of human rights that 
informs the Right to Education, highlighting the fundamental principle of dignity that 
allows the existence of these rights. Then I respond to critical approaches to human 
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rights regarding their universality and supposed westernization of the world. I describe 
different perspectives about the right to education as a human right, highlighting 
Tomasevski’s 4’A scheme (2001, 2004) about the right to education which frames my 
own understanding about this right. This last point implies that education must be free 
and of equal quality for all people, and that it should promote and respect the identities 
of local communities. 
In my second chapter (Principles, Educational Policies, and the 
Contradictions of the Chilean Neoliberal Imaginary), I explain common 
characteristics of a neoliberal imaginary (Rizvi & Lingard, 2010) in education and how 
it has been enacted in Chile during the Pinochet regime. First, I examine the principle of 
individual freedom developed by Hayek and Friedman and its contribution to the 
development of School Choice as a crucial element of a neoliberal imaginary in 
education. Then, I describe how the Pinochet dictatorship privatized most of the 
educational system, emphasizing the decentralization of the educational system through 
the municipalization of education. I present this policy in relation to the funding system 
that included a voucher tied to pupil enrollment and a national standardized test for 
accountability purposes. Finally, I describe some contradictions of these educational 
policies. 
In my third chapter (Mixed Methods as “Ways of Thinking”. A Critical 
Discourse Analysis and a Multi-sited Case Study of the Human Right to Education 
in Chile) I describe my research design, framed as a mixed method study (Greene, 
2007). I use two separated methodologies and combine them at the level of their 
inferences. First, a critical discourse analysis (Fairclough, 2001, 2003, 2005) of the right 
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to education as it is elaborated in the Chilean constitution, and, second, a multi-sited 
case study (Stake, 1995, 1998, 2005) of parent and community resistance to school 
closings. I address these methodologies considering their philosophical assumptions and 
how I have applied them in my research. Finally, I explore the strengths and limitations 
of my methodological approach.  
In my fourth chapter (A Critical Discourse Analysis of the Right to Education 
in Chile) I present my critical discourse analysis. I scrutinize transcripts taken from 
conversations that took place inside the constitutional commission appointed by the 
Military Junta to draft the 1980 Constitution. I show how the text about the right to 
education in Chile is a recontextualization1 of the right to education as it appears in the 
Universal Declaration. I argue that the commission in charge of writing up the right to 
education did so with the goal of developing an educational market to promote a school 
choice policy in Chile, shielding it in a neoliberal imaginary of society, influenced by 
organs of the Catholic Church. Despite appearing unrelated to the Universal Declaration, 
it is profoundly connected to that declaration through a process of recontextualization of 
its meaning, relegating its fundamental values.  
In my fifth chapter (Bastard Schools. Struggling for Legitimacy, Dignity and 
Inclusion), I describe the closing, resistance challenges to this development, and the 
																																																								1	Upon applying a critical discourse analysis one can discover how the texts that come from one 
discursive genre are utilized in another, recontextualizing their meanings. For that, one can analyze Chains 
of Genres in which a text passes from one discursive genre to another, becoming altered in format. This 
intertextuality can be evident, for example, when a text directly cites another, or it can be more complex 
and vague, such as when an author summarizes the position of another, or changes the format of 
representation from one genre to another. For example, when a journalist takes an academic text and 
simplifies it for a different audience. When texts undergo these complex processes of intertextuality, being 
part of the social practices begins to give form to or reproduce social discourses, reproducing and 
promoting "regimes of truth," producing "certain possibilities of thought," which sets a field of 
possibilities of "what can be said, and thought, but also about who can speak, when, where and with what 
authority" (Ball, p. 14, 1993). 
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reopening of three public schools: Sergeant Mandelaria, Fabricio Bombardi and Holy 
Day2, which constitute my multi-sited case study. The closing and the reopening of these 
schools is marked by narrations of abandonment, first by the state, then by the 
municipality and finally, to some guardians, by the new administration – led by a 
woman. Through an anthropological lens, the identity of the country has been connected 
with a story of abrogation. It is the story of the huachos, bastard boys of Chile—
youngsters neglected by their fathers during colonial times.  These colonizers refused 
the progeny of their relationships with Indian women whom they had raped or consorted 
with. The huachos were therefore their illegitimate children. Even Bernardo O’Higgins, 
the most important founding father of the nation was a bastard boy (Montecino, 2010; 
Salazar, 2006). A similar story is present in the voices of the participants of my research. 
They portray these schools as bastard kids of the state and the municipality as the absent 
fathers that reject them. The new administrator appears as a mother, responsible for 
these poor orphaned children. While for some she is regarded as an evil stepmother, for 
others she is their holy savior. 
My multi-sited case study also involves a story of profound accomplishment. 
The resistance process was new for all of the mothers who were mobilized to reopen the 
schools, and although they suffered heavily through this process, they also developed a 
new sense of capability. The mothers narrated how they felt dignified by occupying the 
schools, attending local meetings, organizing protests and confronting important 
national authorities. Many of these women were poor housekeeping mothers. But they 
transformed themselves into the great defenders and protectors of the schools and the 																																																								
2 In order to protect the identity of the participants of my research I have created pseudonyms for them and 
for the schools. 
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community. They were the stalwarts of resistance against the closings. They were 
defenders of the right to education for the children.  
Far from being a smooth process, the reopening of Sergeant Mandelaria, Fabricio 
Bombardi and Holy Day was extremely difficult. There were significant differences in 
the relationships between each school and the administration, Sergeant Mandelaria being 
very close to the ideal of new public education that the administration wanted to enact in 
each school, while Holy Day was in a constant process of conflict, disagreement, and 
crisis. One of the main challenges of the new administration was their goal of 
developing an ideal of inclusive education in the schools without sufficient resources to 
accomplish it. Critically, the enrollment of new children, many of them rejected by other 
institutions, often sparked physically violent confrontations among students and even 
between parents of the schools, creating new conflicts between the administration and 
some guardians.  
The guardians, teachers, principals and administrators in my multi-sited case 
study generally agree that quality of education is defined by a holistic approach to 
pedagogy and student learning that is mainly centered around teachers’ dedication to 
their students and the communication that the school can achieve with the guardians, 
rather than revolving around student achievement on standardized national tests, The 
latter, for most guardians and administrators, are invalid and stigmatize public 
education.		
Thi multi-sited case study of community resistance illustrates how the right to 
education goes beyond educational access and also involves community heritage, 
educational resources, and quality of teachers. The mixed method research shows an 
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evident contrast between the meaning and implications of the right to education as it is 
written in the constitution, which promotes a market oriented educational system, and 
how the participants of my case study are portraying it. Nevertheless, a small group of 
guardians frame their resistance through a neoliberal imaginary, and they would 
probably agree with the words of the constitution even if they have never read it. 
In my last chapter (Conclusions. Reframing the Right to Education) I 
established that the right to education should not be reduced to school choice or school 
access because those understandings divert attention from a fundamental value of the 
right to education. Instead, the right to education should been defined based on one of its 
essential goals, which is the full development of the human personality and the 
strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms.  
The poor community of Las Lilas is an extreme example of how it is wrong to 
equate right to education to access to education. Even though these mothers – and not 
the Chilean state – were able to organize themselves to construct the schools that I have 
studied, when the state assumed the administration of these schools, they did not fulfill 
their duty to uphold the right to education due to a poor and vicious administration 
which was directly connected with the municipalization educational policy imposed 
during Pinochet’s dictatorship. 
 There is an evident contrast between my critical discourse analysis and my multi-
sited case study. From my critical discourse analysis I conclude that the Ortuzar 
commission tried to remove the role of communities in the design and implementation 
of local educational policies, restricting the role of parents to consumers of the 
educational service. According to these lawyers, parents are responsible for their 
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children’s education, but, paradoxically, without influencing the policies that might 
affect them. Based on my multi-sited case study, parents should have three roles in 
influencing the design and implementation of local policies: a) a role in the policy-
making process, specifically about the provision of public education such as school 
closing or school openings, b) contributing to the design of educational policies/projects 
that affect them, and c) supporting the implementation of educational projects.  
 This investigation contributes to the international debate over the human right to 
education. In general, this debate has been limited to giving students more access to 
schooling in order to develop their human capital (Heyneman, 2003; De Moura, 2002; 
Psacharopoulos, 2006). My investigation proposes reviewing these types of proposals, 
connecting them with other authors (McCowan, 2013; Lee, 2013; Tomasevski, 2004) 
who have emphasized the importance of thinking about the right to education beyond 
access to a scholarly institution, linking them with the rights of communities and social 
movements (Wall, 2014). Based on my research the right to education should consider 
the 4 A’s scheme developed by Tomasevki, but, more precisely it should be reviewed 
based on how inclusive an educational system is, how diverse and non-standardized the 
provision of this education is, and if the relationship of meso-level institutions with the 
schools is actually supporting the realization of this right or is, on the contrary, not 
allowing students to achieve the dreams that they have for their own education.  
 Additionally, my research contributes to the general field of parent and 
community involvement in the education of their children. Beyond supporting student 
learning, they can create a resistance process and work for a closed school to be 
reopened; they can influence the design of local policies and act as a fundamental factor 
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in the success or failure of the implementation of these policies. It is not about the 
researcher giving them a voice – they have their own voice, and many of them can seek 
the spaces to be heard. The problem might be that some researchers and policy makers 
are just not willing to heard their voices.  
It is particular significance that there are almost no men in this process of 
cultural resistance. This multi-sited case study is marked by a prominent departure from 
the critical tradition in educational ethnographies. It has revealed a critically different 
agent driving resistance practices against neoliberal education models. These agents are 
the mothers of the las huachas schools, neglected and abandoned by local municipalities 
across Chile. These strong women have had a unique role in this resistance process and 
should change how we think about the meaning of what constitute resistance to 
neoliberalism in education. Thanks to these mothers resistance can be conceptualized as 
taking care of those who have been abandoned, taking care of those who are closer to us, 
that need us, our young little children, instead of fighting against a theoretical evil. 
Resisting is to recognize our own dignity, as women and mothers, to recognize our deep 
strong female side.   
Finally, the results of this investigation also contributes to the existing body of 
knowledge on public policy, in particular on administration in education, especially in 
the current context in Chile where an educational reform is being carried out to 
demunicipalize schools. This case study on the experience of demunicipalization treats a 
topic that is under-examined in Chile and could be one more helpful input in the 
discussion of the new policy that is being generated, or later on, could influence its 
implementation. The Chilean educational system is now in a process of profound 
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transformation; people are hopeful, but at the same time there is a general sense of 
incertitude and frustration. In a way, my multi-sited case study portrays this national 
general feeling, and sheds light on the implementation of these new policies. It is clear 
to me that a reform that does not link its procedure to personal experiences with the 
school will eventually fail. The political field of education is not reduced to a 
sophisticated design of policies, but rather is alive in the way that people enact and resist 
the ideals of these policies. To construct a new educational system, it is necessary to 
count on the support of the families of the schools that the reforms are addressing, 
because, in the end, they are the life of the schools that we are dreaming of. 
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CHAPTER 1: A HISTORY OF THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION AS A HUMAN 
RIGHT: DIGNITY AS POLITICAL STRUGGLE 
The obviousness that segregated education generates fragmented 
societies raises the difficult question of how to reconcile the freedom 
of parents and communities to educate “their” boys and girls, with the 
need to educate all boys and girls together to create inclusive societies. 
Katarina Tomasevski (2000, p. 345) 
 
The right to education is like a human right, like the right to 
healthcare, there must be the right to education, with all the things it 
entails, books, materials, adequate infrastructure, and above all things, 
a good human infrastructure that gains satisfaction from what it does. 
Luis (Father from Holy Day School, 2014) 
 
  The right to education is one of a variety of human rights. It does not have a 
single, unique meaning, and it has been used for a variety of political purposes 
(Douzinas, 2014; McCowan, 2013). In order to position my research in this theoretical 
field and to provide an historical background to the idea of the right to education, in this 
chapter, I explore the history of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (hereafter, 
the Universal Declaration) and current discussions about the moral and political 
dimensions of human rights, particularly about the right to education.  
 The words that define the right to education in Chile are connected with how this 
right is delineated by the Universal Declaration, which has also been the case in 
countries that have changed or reframed their constitutions after the proclamation of the 
Universal Declaration, such as Spain, Brazil and Portugal (Encinar, Miranda, Lamounier 
& Nohlen, 1992). This background information on the Universal Declaration in the 
context of my dissertation will help in understanding the concordances and differences 
that I will later develop in my analysis of the right to education in the Chilean 
constitution. More importantly, in this chapter, I present and discuss the values that 
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are central for the parents in my case study who resisted the closing of their children’s 
schools. 
 In this chapter I present the three generations of human rights formulations 
(Vasak, 1977), which, as a legal framework, are usually used to introduce and describe 
the Universal Declaration. Then, I reconstruct a history of the moral value of dignity and 
respond to critical approaches to the universalization of this value, as part of the process 
of westernization of the world. Finally, I position the human right to education as part of 
political debates about human rights. In this context, I highlight the challenges of paid 
education for promoting the ideal of free quality education for all people, and then I 
present the significance that the right to education has in promoting local community 
identities. This last point is particularly significant for my research, because Chile has 
been identified as a neoliberal experiment in education and has promoted a market-
oriented educational system. The process of school closing (which has affected the 
parents who participated in my case study) is a result of the commodification of public 
education in Chile. In my next chapter, I discuss these policies and their consequences in 
greater detail. 
Generations of Human Rights: A Legal Description 
The first international declaration that explicitly defined the Right to Education 
is the Universal Declaration (1948), which states, in Article 26:  
(1) Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the 
elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be 
compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made generally 
available and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of 
merit. 
(2) Education shall be directed to the full development of the human 
personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and 
fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and 
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friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the 
activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace. 
(3) Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be 
given to their children. 
 
In legal terms, the human rights in the Universal Declaration are classified 
according to three generations: The first generation aims to preserve Civil and Political 
Rights, seeking to protect the basic freedoms of individuals, such as the freedom of 
speech, suffrage and freedom of religion, from the State. The second generation includes 
Social, Economic and Cultural Rights. These rights must be promoted by the State. The 
right to education is included in this generation, as well as the right to health and work3. 
In the 70s, a third generation of rights became popular – Collective Rights. These rights 
include the self-determination of people as a collective and respecting the environment 
and are based on the principle of solidarity (Vasak, 1977).  
These three generations of human rights can be equated to the three principles 
proclaimed during the French Revolution (1789 - 1799): Liberty, Equality and 
Fraternity. In this way, Civil and Political Rights capture the idea of freedom, Social, 
Economic and Cultural Rights safeguard the principle of equity, and Collective Rights 
are guided by the principle of fraternity (Vasak, 1977). There is a lively legal discussion 
about how the rights from the second and third generations can be protected, because 
they are usually positioned in a second level or category with respect to the first 
generation of human rights (Golay, Mahon, Cismas, 2011; Vyver, 2008).   
While this categorization is didactic, it can be confusing, since it insinuates that 
some rights precede others, like how a generation of adults precedes a generation of 
children. This suggests a generation of rights that was derived from previous ones, as a 																																																								3	These concerns have historically been present in constitutions of socialist-communist countries 
(Pimentel, 2006).	
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kind of progressive evolution of rights, implying that some rights must be honored 
before others. The problem is that all human rights are interdependent, meaning that the 
improvement or deprivation of one affects the others, so they cannot and should not be 
organized into a hierarchy – all are equivalent rights (Vyver, 2008; Wellman, 2000).  
Instead of exclusively focusing on how the right to education became a part of 
the second generation of human rights, it seems more appropriate for me to maintain the 
logic of the interdependence of these rights, and show how human rights principles have 
historically developed and provided the basis for the existence of human rights.  
I do not intend to tell the true story about human rights nor use historical facts to 
support my position. In the Foucauldian (2000) sense, the use of history permits 
identifying certain conditions of possibility for the emergence of certain events, which is 
not equivalent to telling and narrating the facts of the true story.  History is usually 
composed of the big events constructed in a linear and almost logical way, while for 
Foucault, history is composed of complex and diverse small events, which do not always 
follow a pattern and constitute conditions of possibilities for historical events. To 
understand them, it is relevant to review a variety of historical documents, such as 
novels, political discourses and historical archives. My interest is to use these conditions 
of possibility to explain some of the principles that support the idea of human rights, 
particularly the idea of the universal dignity of all human beings, which is fundamental 
to all human rights and to the right to education.  
A History of Human Rights: Discovering our Dignity  
In the eighteenth century, a form of writing emerged and became popular in the 
lives of Europeans – epistolary novels. This type of novel is characterized by avoiding 
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the classic omniscient narrator and instead uses letters or other documents, giving the 
reader the impression that the narrator is real, as it builds the story from his or her 
subjective experience in the first person (the author of the letters). Those who developed 
this style of writing used to call themselves the editors of these letters. Three novels that 
were particularly relevant were Pamela (1740) and Clarissa (1749) by Richardson, and 
Julie (1761) by Rousseau. In general, these novels portrayed dramatic stories of plebeian 
women, maids suffering the abuse and whims of their masters. They were very popular 
in Europe, with high sales for the period and Richardson and Rousseau received rave 
reviews (Hunt, 2007).  
Readers, generally men and some women of the nobility who could read, would 
usually send letters to Rousseau commenting on the impact that these works had on 
them. For example, a military officer wrote to Rousseau about the shocking outcome of 
Julie, “You have driven me crazy about her. Imagine then the tears that her death must 
have wrung from me . . . . Never have I wept such delicious tears. That reading created 
such a powerful effect on me that I believe I would have gladly died during that supreme 
moment” (p. 48).  
According to Hunt (2007), this literature played a central role in eliciting a 
feeling that European nobles had not allowed themselves to feel – identification and 
empathy with those whom they considered inferior (less than human), the commoner. 
The women of these novels suffered dramas that the readers could understand and even 
more, with whom they could empathize, especially due to the first-person narratives, 
making them believe that they could be the authors of these letters. Human rights 
assume this sentiment, affirming that all human beings should be treated with dignity, by 
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the mere fact of being human. For Hunt, the epistolary novel had a key role in provoking 
this feeling.  
Readers learned to appreciate the emotional intensity of the ordinary and the 
capacity of people like themselves to create on their own a moral world. Human 
rights grew out of the seedbed sowed by these feelings. Human rights could only 
flourish when people learned to think of others as their equals, as like them in 
some fundamental fashion. They learned this equality, at least in part, by 
experiencing identification with ordinary characters who seemed dramatically 
present and familiar, even if ultimately fictional. (p. 58) 
 
The dignity of human beings, by virtue of being human, is a fundamental 
sentiment of the existence of human rights. The fact that these novels are part of the 
history of Europe does not mean that the concept of human dignity is a product of 
Europe, in fact the principle of human dignity may have different cultural forms, such as 
in Hinduism, Maoism and Islam (Ishay, 2008; Glendon, 2002; Rawls, 1999). My 
intention is to highlight how human rights are based on a principle, or if you will, a 
feeling, which is so familiar and simple, which emerges even with the reading of a 
novel, but paradoxically one that we must declare and defend to be respected: the 
dignity of human beings.   
Universal Declaration of Rights of Man and Citizens: An Unequal Equality  
The idea to declare rights rather than legislate them has particular historical 
value. In the 18th century, two statements were written that made a global impact, the 
Declaration of Independence of the US (1776) and the Declaration of the Rights of Man 
and of the Citizen in France (1789). Both carry the word Declaration, not legislation or 
regulation, since during that period all legislation was referred to a higher authority, the 
Kingdom of England in the case of the US and the King of France for the French. From 
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these cases, to declare rights implied a desire for independence in these countries, a 
search for sovereignty (Hunt, 2007).  
Both the French and the US documents were written based on universal rights 
that men possess due to the mere fact that they were men. The American Declaration 
established, “all men are created equal” and have “inalienable rights” based only on the 
factor of being born. The French Declaration also stipulates “Men are born and remain 
free and have equal rights.” These universal rights support the idea that all men are 
worthy of rights regardless of those who govern. The French case specifies that 
“sovereignty rested exclusively in the nation,” not in the king or other authority (Hunt, 
2007).  Through these concepts, the promises of the Enlightenment began to be created, 
mobilized by the scientific advances of the time and Rationalism as a philosophy, 
proclaiming the right to life, private property, freedom of religion and freedom of 
opinion (Ishay, 2008).  
The paradox of these declarations is that they use a universal language, but only 
to ensure national sovereignty, to promote national states independent of domestic or 
foreign monarchs (Moyn, 2010). One of the unintended consequences of these 
declarations was that people began to create new ways to explain differences between 
men, which could not be determined by the social context where they lived, but rather 
were defined by biological differences of birth. It is at this time that the science of races 
or scientific racism began to develop, which later provided the basis for Nazism in 
Germany (Hunt, 2007).  
This universalism, limited to the borders of the nation-state, was also used in 
totalitarian terms to justify the colonization of other people. Napoleon was a champion 
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when it came to the interpretation of the rights of man, illustrating it via the need to 
enlighten other nations under the idea of equality, conceiving it as a higher value than 
freedom, claiming,  “The French did not desire true liberty . . . . they simply aspired to 
rise to the top of society. They would sacrifice their political rights in order to ensure 
they legal equality” (Hunt, 2007, p. 180). In turn, Europeans were considered to be the 
light of the world and saw themselves as justified colonizers: “Europeans generally drew 
only one lesson from their conquest: they had the right - and the duty - to ‘civilize’ the 
more backward, barbarian places they governed” (Hunt, p. 193).  
At the same time that the world declared equality a universal value for men, by 
the mere fact of being born, it also produced the seeds that have justified the annihilation 
or subjugation of the other: “Ironically, then, the very notion of human rights 
inadvertently opened the door to more virulent forms of sexism, racism, and anti-
semitism” (Hunt, 2007, p. 187). It is not that strange that this happened, since these 
rights were never extended to women, who were never considered in the same category 
as men. Male honor was tied to the res publica (from the Latin “res” meaning thing or 
matter, and “publica” meaning public - res publica is a public matter), while the honor 
of women was confined to the home (Debray, 2000). The rights of man belonged to 
learned men who held the task of mastering or enlightening all those who were not 
biologically equal to them, like women, Jews and blacks (Hunt, 2007).  
From Individual Nationalists’ Rights to Human Rights  
The nation-state is inextricably linked to the rights of man and the citizen 
promoted by the French and one of the foundations to support it was the idea that rights 
were natural. Moyn (2010) argues that in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century 
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this meant that rights came directly from God, they were entitlements possessed by 
individuals: “The alliance with state and nation was not some accident that tragically 
befell the rights of man: it was their very essence, for the vast bulk of their history” (p. 
30). This is an issue that is very different from the contemporary idea of human rights, 
which tends to challenge the notion of the nation-state rather than promote it.  
Also, the rights of man and of the citizen were strongly criticized by socialist and 
communist thinkers, who considered that the pursuit of these rights protected the 
bourgeoisie who had promoted such rights. Marx saw these rights as an impediment to 
building a better world, because it both strengthened the idea of the State Exploiter 
(bourgeois) and also constantly reaffirmed the idea of private property (Moyn, 2010). 
Fourier, an important socialist intellectual, criticized how these rights of man did not 
protect citizens so they had the right to work nor did it allow them to demand decent 
working conditions from their employer (Hunt, 2007). In addition to these socialist-
communist ideologies, there were social movements (such as French feminist and labor 
movements) that over time avoided the use of the word “rights” as the banner of their 
fight, since “rights” were strongly utilized by the individualistic bourgeois masculine 
figure that promoted the rights of man (Moyn, 2010).  
World Wars and the United Nations  
In 1914, the First World War erupted, eventually claiming the lives of over 14 
million people, mostly soldiers. To prevent the emergence of such atrocities, the League 
of Nations was founded; however, this institution failed to prevent the onset of the 
Second World War, which was worse than the first, over 60 million people were killed, 
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mostly civilians, and of these, 6 million Jews were killed based on the simple fact that 
they were Jews (Hunt, 2007).  
During the Second World War, in 1942 the Allies, proclaimed themselves as the 
“United Nations” and made a joint declaration that would later will become a new global 
organization, in which they stated that victory was essential “to defend life, liberty, 
independence and religious freedom and to preserve human rights and justice in their 
own lands as well as in other lands.” (Glendon, 2002, p. 11).  
When the war was over, and the atrocities that human beings were capable of 
committing against millions of other human beings began to surface, these words 
referring to human rights started to take on a whole new, profound meaning. Humanity 
itself was under siege – if we were capable of destroying ourselves so eagerly, were we 
able to build a more peaceful world? An imperfect response to this difficult question was 
devised: The Universal Declaration of Human Rights.   
A Diverse and Complex Commission to Write the Universal Declaration 
The United Nations (henceforth U.N.) was established as an international 
organization that would improve upon its predecessor, the League of Nations. In April 
of 1945, delegates from fifty nations gathered in San Francisco for the first foundational 
conference of the U.N., forming its General Assembly. Before this event, in 1944, the 
Big Three – Britain, the United States, and the Soviet Union, represented by Churchill, 
Roosevelt, and Stalin, respectively – met to create the U.N., but also to found the World 
Bank, in an effort to help repair the world economy. These same nations assumed 
control of the U.N. Security Council, which had executive powers, later inviting China 
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and France. Each one of these nations had the power to veto decisions made by the 
council.    
From the beginning, human rights were not one of the most relevant concerns for 
these nations. In fact, each one of the Big Three had different geopolitical concerns and 
local national issues that could potentially contradict a declaration calling for every 
human being to be treated equally. It is fair to say that these nations were forced to deal 
with the human rights issue by other less powerful but notorious leaders4.  
In June of 1946, the General Assembly created a Commission to write the 
Universal Declaration. This Commission was composed of 18 representatives of the 
U.N. Countries, including the five members of the Security Council along with 13 other 
countries that served for three-year terms before being replaced by other members5.  
The participants in this Commission were extremely diverse in culture, character 
and profession (including lawyers, philosophers, politicians, and journalists). All 
members played a role in writing this declaration, but it was clear that some of them had 
more influence in shaping the actual document. Among the relevant figures was John 
Humphrey, an international lawyer from Canada, appointed as the first director of the 
																																																								
4 For example, one famous representative of the Philippines that illustrated this point is Carlos Romulo, a 
well-known journalist and winner of the Pulitzer Prize. He was very critical of the previous economic 
meetings of these powerful nations, emphasizing that they basically divided the world for their own 
interests. He delivered an eloquent speech defending the rights of small nations and colonies. A small 
extract of it, worthy of repeating, is the following: “We know that to these people self-government is a 
meaningless word, while independence stands for all their hopes and dreams. Although we had no 
authority to speak for these millions in the Far East who were not represented at the Conference, we could 
speak of them and plead their cause” (in Glendon, 2002, p, 13).  The process of writing the Universal 
Declaration was slow and involved many negotiations, struggles and tensions. Soon after the Second 
World War, the United States and the Soviet Union started to become wary of one another other, 
especially of their regional influence that, on many occasions, almost led to a new international armed 
conflict involving both nations. For this reason, the declaration was written in a time of delicate and 
precarious peace.  
5 The First Commission included the following countries: Australia, Belgium, Byelorussian SSR, Chile, 
China, Egypt, France, India, Iran, Lebanon, Panama, Philippines, Ukraine, USSR, United Kingdom, 
United States, Uruguay, and Yugoslavia    
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Human Rights Division of the UN Secretariat. He wrote the first draft of the declaration 
based on profound and extended legal study of past and present constitutions of almost 
all the countries of the world. Pen-Chun Chang, head of the Chinese delegation, was 
able to articulate Western and Oriental philosophies and cite them to refute or reframe 
arguments during the discussions as if he had the books in his hands. Charles Malik 
from Lebanon posed crucial philosophical questions to the commission to force its 
members to reflect considerably on the words being put into the declaration. Both Chang 
and Malik were recognized as the intellectual leaders of this committee, even though 
they came from opposing philosophical standpoints (Glendon, 2002).  
From the small nations a significant representative was Carlos Romulo from the 
Philippines, he played an important role in holding the Big Three accountable for their 
promises about human rights during the war and was very committed in his effort to 
defend colonies and the independence of their people; another relevant member from a 
small nation was Hernán Santa Cruz from Chile, who played an important role in 
highlighting the importance of Social and Economical Rights. René Cassin, from 
France, reshaped the initial draft of the Universal Declaration into a more organized 
document, including a preamble (suggested by Chang) and chapters. This design of the 
declaration provided a structure that made it clearer and more legible to a much broader 
audience than the first one (Glendon, 2002).  
Each of these men had a crucial role in shaping the declaration. But there were 
also two unforgettable women: Hansa Metha from India, who was the strongest 
advocate for women’s rights, and, of course, Eleanor Roosevelt, elected unanimously as 
the chairman of this Commission, who had possibly one of the most important roles in 
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guiding this commission, establishing negotiations that led to an agreement (Glendon, 
2002). Her contributions helped to take complex philosophical discussions and a 
turbulent political context and arrive to a written document – a practical outcome – one 
that has lasted for decades and will likely serve as a reference forever: the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights.  
Struggles to write one Universal Declaration 
Writing a Universal Declaration was a somewhat uncomfortable task to all the 
Big Three nations that led the Security Council. The UK feared that the Declaration of 
Human Rights could threaten its control over its many colonies, a central component of 
their global influence. The Soviet Union did not want interventions in its influence over 
its regional areas. They not only wanted to keep control over their neighboring 
countries, but also had clear intentions of expansion, and thus were very reluctant to 
accept any paragraph of this declaration that might address the matter of the internal 
sovereignty of member states.  Representatives of the United States were also 
concerned, given the growing internal problems with racism, about a declaration stating 
explicitly that men from all races should have equal rights, as it might have ignited a 
profound national conflict that they preferred to avoid (Anderson, 2003; Espinoza & 
Vossoughi, 2014; Glendon, 2002; Hunt, 2007).  
The pressure from medium-size governments of Latin America and Asia, and the 
inclusion of international organizations and activists that lobbied within these countries 
was key so that the declaration could be established. Furthermore, the pragmatism of 
Eleanor Roosevelt contributed to the success of negotiations. Finally, England, the 
United States and the Soviet Union gave their consent for the Universal Declaration, 
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provided that the United Nations would never intervene directly in domestic affairs of  
their respective countries (Glendon, 2002; Hunt, 2007).  
Nevertheless, a permanent tension persisted among the United States and the 
Soviet Union. The U.S. was very committed to the Civil and Political Rights, and had a 
significant influence on the prominent presence of the liberal rights guarantees that were 
included in the Universal Declaration; while the Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 
were promoted by the Soviet Bloc and small countries that were strongly resisted by the 
United States.  This tension continued for several decades during the Cold War (Roth, 
2004). Due to this tension, in addition to the Declaration of Human Rights of 1948, two 
international documents were penned which gave legal body to the United Nation in 
1966: the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (CPR) and the Covenant on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights (ESC). Unlike the Universal Declaration that proposed a 
moral horizon, these covenants have legal implications for the countries that ratify them.  
Dignity as a Central Moral Dimension for Human Rights  
 Despite the struggles in writing the Universal Declaration, there was a general 
agreement to protect the dignity of all human beings. This is explicitly stated in the 
preamble of the declaration: “Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the 
equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of 
freedom, justice and peace in the world.” (UNDHR, 1948).  
 The fact that the declaration promotes an inherent dignity for all members of the 
human family as a foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world, implies that an 
idea or ideal of humanity, one that shares the same universal dignity, is central to the 
declaration. Dhillon (2007) highlights how this preamble is making a moral claim about 
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humanity. Human rights are not given by a god or supported in a theological ideal, they 
have been constructed by an important collective group of people who have come from 
different parts of the world to support and protect an idea of universal and equal dignity 
of all human beings.  
 Dhillon (2007; 2011) gives special attention to this moral dimension of human 
rights. Based on Kant’s Metaphysic of Morals, she explains how human rights are moral 
ends, which are distinctive from pragmatic ends: “Pragmatic ends are those that are 
merely technical; moral-practical ends are those we adopt as a matter of duty” (p.53). 
The distinction between pragmatic and moral ends opens a philosophical discussion 
about human rights that is not reduced to a legal debate. The procedural technical 
implementation of these rights among countries corresponds to a pragmatic (legal) end, 
but the declaration is supported by a moral principle. Thus, from this perspective the 
issue should not be narrowed to how we can implement these rights, but should also 
address the question of why it is imperative to understand humanity as a whole 
supported in the universal principle of the inherent dignity of all human beings.  
 To tackle this question, Dhillon (2007) proposes a reading of Kant, his notion of 
perpetual peace, and a rigorous (not partial) consideration of his Metaphysic of Morals6. 
For the purposes of my research, I will not delve into the entirety of Dhillon’s argument, 
but I will highlight how she supports the principle of universal dignity that provides 
meaning to the declaration by responding to critical approaches to the idea of a 
universality that, for her, should always be contextualized.  																																																								
6 One of the claims that Dhillon (2007) made is that Kant’s Metaphysic of Morals is criticized by many 
philosophers who do not consider the full scope of the book, which has two sections: the Doctrine of 
Rights and the Doctrine of Virtue; the second doctrine is usually disregarded by a reading of the first 
doctrine. Dhillon proposes that a good understanding of this book requires a full reading of the book and 
an understanding of the relation between both doctrines.    
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Universality under Siege: Responses to Contextualize Human Rights   
 Dhillon (2007) describes what has been called the “Asian Challenge” to human 
rights, which refers to four contestations to the universality of human rights. The first 
one is the abuse of normative universal claims to cover practices that contradict the 
values that should be promoted by these claims; that is, the universalization of a value is 
not because it is an inherent good, “rather, it is chosen to be promoted because it 
provides a cover for the legitimation of the violent treatment of the territories and 
peoples of those who are not of our mind" (Dhillon, 2007, p.54). The second challenge 
is the universalization of values that are considered as irrefutable goods, which might 
lead to cultural domination, human rights could emerge as a form of fundamentalism. 
The third challenge is the idea that values are tied to local cultures; therefore any global 
propagation of a set of values will be an imposition of the global over the local. The 
fourth challenge considers all of the previous and adds power relations, which are at 
stake in any universalization project. This last criticism exposes that human rights can be 
an example of Westernization, as a way of cultural and political colonization. 
 Dhillon (2007) describes different philosophical approaches to these issues. 
What is interesting to me is her approach to these issues, because it entails the role that 
education can have for realizing the Universal Declaration. Dhillon expounds how 
education is the means for people to live to their fullest, not as individualistic beings but 
acknowledging the value and autonomy of others “[t]hus, we come to the educated 
realization – the enlightenment- that the freedom of humans as species comes from the 
shared knowledge that we can act from a moral law of pure reason” (Dhillon, 2007, p.5). 
In this sense, for Dhillon, Kant’s morality requires autonomy, and therefore freedom, a 
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freedom that requires respecting others as autonomous beings, which can be achieved by 
educating ourselves with others. In her words: 
It is through education that individuals not only come to recognize their 
humanity, but can then begin to act autonomously such that they can build a 
society and a community of societies where relations are based on valuing each 
others as ends in themselves and not instrumentally. This is the Kantian legacy 
for human rights and human rights education (p. 57).  
 
 Dhillon (2007) argues that rights are also duties, which is a usual understanding 
of rights from Asian non-Western perspectives. “[T]hese duties guide one’s behavior not 
only towards those who are in authority over us but also those more vulnerable that we 
are obligated to honor” (p. 58).  From this point of view, the universalization of human 
rights is not an imposition of one part of the world over the other – a powerful West over 
a weak East – it is more a framework on which to build respectful relationships between 
those who are in power and those who are not. Furthermore, Dhillon (2011) argues that 
the categories of West and non-West are inadequate to understand the diversity of 
countries and regions in the world, and also reduces the scope of human rights which are 
needed as much in the West as an non-Western countries; this polarity seems poor and 
unfair to describe countries in the complex and connected current global society, and 
more importantly, it is inadequate to the idea of human rights, which is an ongoing 
project of uneven development –locally, nationally and internationally–.  
 Dhillon (2007) explains how this global complexity of the world had lead 
philosophers to be suspicious of moral principles to guide local societies. A universal 
moral principle might be an imposition over this diversity. For example, religions, such 
as Christianity, had used values for the benefit of a group over a majority of Others. 
Because of this, many theorists opted for a “moral minimalism” and criticized Kantian 
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perspectives that propose a moral horizon to guide all societies. For Dhillon this is due 
to a partial understanding of Kant, one that only recognizes his legal approach, as 
individualist and contractual, but have disregarded his dialectical moral approach which 
implies a relationship that can widen our moral horizons. It is more a project where we 
establish a bound of respect, a relationship, and a right that implies a moral duty to the 
other. 
 The idea of promoting particularities over universalism can be flawed when 
those particularities are not located in a widened context. To explain this idea, Dhillon 
(2007) describes how the Nazis focused their energy on promoting and then imposing a 
particular set of values that denied the humanity of Jews and black people. If we do not 
contextualize this particular understanding of other, then we cannot contest these 
catastrophic ideologies. At the same time, Dhillon proposes that universal values have to 
be contextualized in local context; they should not be taken as general claims that are 
imposed without knowledge of the particularities of the context where they would be 
implemented. From this approach, human rights are not normative fundamentalist claims 
that should be applied without any reflection. Instead, they ought be evaluated according 
to each case, and respect for these particularities is crucial for promoting a higher moral 
value of dignity, rather than being just an imposition of a set of rules, in this sense the 
contextualization of human rights is also dialectical (local-global).  
 The Asian Challenge to human rights is relevant for continuing to recognize that 
the universalization of human rights is controversial and for remembering the risks of 
imposing rights and duties without any discussion or understanding of where they will 
be applied. The responses developed by Dhillon (2007) to the Asian Challenge helps to 
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explain that the universalization of human rights is not, in itself, westernization, 
imposition or fundamentalism, but human rights are a productive framework that helps 
us to read and act on specific situations in a dialectical manner with the ultimate goal of 
promoting the dignity of all human beings.  
Politics for the Human Rights  
Recounting the steps towards the Universal Declaration and highlighting its 
universalization helps to describe the philosophical idea of dignity emerged as profound 
moral concern. However, Moyn (2010) argues that, in practice, the Universal 
Declaration was an obsolete document directly after being declared. He claims that 
human rights as a moral guide did not have a relevant impact until the 1980s.  
The quality of political neutrality, which allowed human rights to prosper, is 
also, for Moyn (2010), one of the great challenges that human rights must overcome to 
survive as a moral guide. In his words, “because they [human rights] were born at a 
moment when they survived as moral utopia when political utopias died, human rights 
were compelled to define the good life and offer a plan for bringing it about precisely 
when thy were ill-equipped by the fact of their suprapolitical birth to do so” (p. 214). 
For Moyn (2010) the current use of human rights should no longer be subject to 
the old logic of the nation state. In the context of globalization, human rights can 
transcend or cross these borders. However, this implies that human rights cannot be 
protected by their neutral origin, or just as moral prescriptions that may or may not be 
followed by the nations that subscribe to them.  
The emergence of “democracy promotion” revealed that human rights would 
have to incorporate concrete policy commitments and fuller-bodied social 
thinking to be meaningful and to address the wide range of problems that 
required more than a set of abstract moral norms. The pure struggle of morality 
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would have to enter the realm where political visions clash, with its hard choices, 
compromising bargains, and dirty hands. (p. 218) 
 
From this perspective, human rights must take a more active role, which means 
they must go from being ethical prescriptions to political programs with concrete actions 
that allow them to materialize. This concern is a debate that Baxi (in Wall, 2014) has 
also posed, where the central question is how human rights should be deployed in order 
to perpetuate or change power relationships inside and between countries.  
My perspective about the right to education recognizes the values of dignity, freedom, 
and equality for all human beings, and involves assuming a political stance and 
strategies to ensure that these rights are being respected. As I describe in my next 
chapter, the Chilean constitution also uses the language of the right to education as it is 
written in the Universal Declaration, but the Ortuzar commission that was commanded 
to draft the Chilean constitution defines these duties as obedience and nationalistic 
obligations and not as a moral obligation to our communities to affirm a commitment of 
the person to their community, based on the principle of solidarity. In the next section I 
will argue that if the dignity of the people is to be respected, it is important to think 
about the right to education from a political approach beyond policies of school access 
and school choice, as it has been developed in Chile.  
The Human Right to Education as a Social Entitlement  
In the Universal Declaration there is a tension that is commonly highlighted 
between the right of parents to educate their children, meaning their ability to choose the 
education that they believe is the most appropriate, that could be private for profit 
education, and the right of children to participate in inclusive education (Lee, 2013; 
McCowan, 2013). Katarina Tomasevski, the first rapporteur of the United Nations’ right 
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to education, exemplifies this tension when she says, “The coexistence of private and 
public education can reproduce - or even aggravate - existing educational inequities in 
society, which often coincide with racial, ethnic, religious or linguistic discrimination.” 
(p.363) Therefore, educational policies that center on the privatization and marketization 
of educational systems, for the mere purpose of increasing access, do not achieve the 
highest goals of the human right to education, and even beyond that, they might 
undermine the full implementation of this right. For Tomasevski this tension -private vs 
public education- is resolved if the principles of non-discrimination and equality in the 
dignity of people are set as our horizon.  
The Right to Education in a Globalized World 
In her reports and articles, Tomasevski (1999, 2000) criticizes the way in which 
the World Bank has understood the Right to Education. She states that World Bank 
loans have been designed to support the privatization of education, which tends to hinder 
the full realization of the right to education. These funds have also been given to 
developed countries or countries on their way to development that did not need the funds 
as urgently as others. Even researchers that have worked as representatives of the World 
Bank have recognized that loans from this organization have been poorly or carelessly 
distributed (Heyneman, 2003; Psacharopoulos, 2006). But beyond a technical issue, 
Tomasevski (2000) criticizes the objective of these funds, which are usually distributed 
for the procurement and delivery of materials, such as textbooks, and thus not aimed at 
improving the skills or the working conditions of teachers, which would have a greater 
and better impact on students of these countries.  
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At the root of this problem is how the right to education should be interpreted. 
According to Tomasevski (2000), the World Bank interprets the right to education as a 
means for the economic development of countries, understanding education as an 
efficient producer of human capital. For Tomasevski, this way of understanding 
education limits the breadth of education, reducing the criteria that can be used to 
evaluate education to skills that one must have to improve the economy. An even more 
serious consequence is that this framework defines people as “human capital” and not as 
subjects of rights.  
McCowan (2013) also shares this view of the World Bank and critically observes 
this reduction of the Right to Education as an economic issue. For McCowan, this 
phenomenon is related to an instrumentalist conception of the right to education as a 
practical matter techne (methods or activities) without focus on the telos (goals and 
purposes) in education. This issue is not unique to the World Bank; McCowan suggests 
that the initiative Education for All (EFA), led by UNESCO, began emphasizing the 
idea of education as a means to obtain economic benefits, and then the majority of its 
responses - the policies it proposes – are narrowed to that perspective. 
The economic approach to address the right to education is usually framed in the 
logic to produce efficient human capital and value its consumers (parents), so that they 
can choose the best schools that provide this service. This viewpoint acknowledges and 
defends the idea that parents have the right to choose the education of their children, 
which can be argued using the right to education, as defined by the Universal 
Declaration. From this standpoint, the privatization of education systems can and should 
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be promoted. If the parents have the right to choose the educational institution for their 
children, then they can choose private schools that charge fees.  
For Tomasevski (2004), this logic does not match the principles of human rights, 
which seems especially contrary to the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
rights (1966), which clearly establish that “compulsory education (should be) free of 
charge for all” and “that education shall enable all persons to participate effectively in a 
free society, promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations and all 
racial, ethnic or religious groups” (Article 13), which is difficult to achieve in a 
fragmented society where the rich can finance their own education, whereas the poor 
cannot access it. In the words of Tomasevski (2000): 
The obviousness that segregated education generates fragmented societies raises 
the difficult question of how to reconcile the freedom of parents and 
communities to educate “their” boys and girls, with the need to educate all boys 
and girls together to create inclusive societies. (p. 345) 
 
 For her, the situation is exacerbated in contexts where they have also opted to 
privatize the school system. In this sense, having access to a private or public 
educational system is not equal from a human rights perspective. The rights of parents to 
choose an education should be respected, but school choice, rather than being a path to 
privatization, should be considered a challenge for public education to be more diverse, 
articulating a variety of educational projects in connection with local communities. In 
this sense, the right to education is not equivalent to the same educational project for all, 
but the right to a quality, dignifying education for all (McCowan, 2013). As Lee (2013) 
has stated, "It is not enough simply to defend the child’s right to access education— one 
must defend the child’s right to an education, which is focused on the need to develop 
the child’s own autonomy and potential for independence" (p.8).  
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In the intent to solve these controversies, Tomasevski proposes a new framework 
for assessing how states guarantee the Right to Education, known as the “4 As scheme” 
(2001, 2004): availability, accessibility, acceptability and adaptability. Availability 
refers to the existence and opportunities for the population to have access to an 
educational institution, including the presence of teachers and good educational 
infrastructure. Accessibility means that there are no barriers to student access to 
educational institutions (be they economic or otherwise). Acceptability is linked to how 
the curriculum is structured, the quality of education, how education meets the needs 
and socio-cultural identity of the community where the schools are located, and a respect 
of parental choice of education (when this choice does not generate discrimination). 
Adaptability means that states should encourage educational institutions to respond to 
the changing needs of its population, like children with disabilities, minority children 
and indigenous children.  
The perspective of Tomasevski is particularly relevant for my research in Chile, 
which has established the right to education based on the principle that parents are 
responsible for educating their children and also should have the right to choose their 
education, where the state only has a subsidiary role. The issue is aggravated when 
considering the way in which another constitutional article named the “freedom of 
education” has been conceptualized to basically guarantee anyone the right to open an 
educational institution in order to promote competition between schools through market 
logic (Assaél et al, 2011; Donoso, 2013; Pitton, 2011; Redondo, 2007).  
At this point, I have conceptualized the right to education as a social entitlement. 
However this right is not limited to the political role that a nation-state or an 
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international organization can play to guarantee its implementations, but has usually 
been claimed by collective groups of people, in everyday practices (Espinoza & 
Vossoughi, 2014). The right to education is not necessarily constrained to national or 
international agreements, but it has also ignited social protest that does not follow an 
institutional framework. The right to education is also a way in which collective groups 
of people shape their own societies, which opens a different political dimension for 
human rights in general.  
The Right to Education as Resistance and Right-ing  
Wall (2012, 2014) shifts the framework of the political analysis of human rights 
from one that focuses on the role of national or international organizations, to one that 
acknowledges the collective will of people under the idea of constituent power, which is 
“the democratic power of a collectivity to determine the nature of its being-together; it is 
the power of world-making, exercised collectively by a multitude, a people, a proletariat, 
etc; it is radical democratic power to generate new modes of political being-together” (p. 
113). In this sense, the political dimension of human rights should not be limited to how 
nation states actually deploy human rights, but how people use these rights even if they 
are not fully aware of what is written in the Universal Declaration.  
 Wall (2014) exemplifies this idea based on the Chilean students’ movements of 
2011-2012, and the Colombian protest against Law 30. In both scenarios, students 
organized to defend the right to education, but instead of using legal, institutional 
procedure to protect this right in front of national or international courts, they defended 
this right in a political discourse of resistance, making human rights a direct issue of 
popular politics. I believe that this political approach to the right to education is also 
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present in the way that the parents in my case study organize themselves to resist the 
closing of their public schools, demanding the full realization of their children’s right to 
education. The students movement in Chile, had a much broader goal, a profound 
revision of a series of neoliberal policies that had been imposed since Pinochet regime. 
Colombians sought to avoid the implementation of a tertiary education policy that would 
have privatized higher educational systems to increase student enrollment.  
Wall (2014) argues that these resistances avoided any institutional mediation and 
did not follow the rule of law. For the case of Colombia, some might even argue that the 
movement was against the idea of access to education, as part of the higher goal of 
preserving equality. The Chilean and Colombian cases go beyond rebellion against a 
non-democratic and illegitimate rule. These movements are not limited to generic and 
acceptable civil disobedience – though that might be the first step, they do not stay 
within those bounds, which would be acceptable in a Kantian understanding of the law7. 
The difference with Kant is that from this philosophical and political approach there are 
not clear ends. These resistance movements do not have a clear telos, despite being 
guided by the hope of social justice. Instead of a specific project, these experiences are 
the enactment of a hope – they are just means. This mean-ingful process is also what 
constitutes the process of right-ing, which is “always a matter of thinking creatively with 
the given human rights framework. This may involve generating new rights . . . or using 
old rights to re-frame the question.” (Wall, 2014, p. 117). Right-ing then is a way of 																																																								
7 In Kant the idea of rebellion is only acceptable when it is enacted for preserving a higher law, in short 
the dignity of humanity. In this sense its judicial system (respecting the rule of law) has to be related with 
following a moral superior system (the dignity of men), rebellion is only admissible against an inmoral 
tyranny, but then the rule of law (constitutionalism) should be again established. This conceptualization of 
resistance and rebellion is problematic, when we consider that in practice usually the victorious are the 
one who write the history and the new laws, framing and fixing the history of its rebellion accordingly to 
their own higher law (Douzinas, 2014).  
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shaping society, imagining and hoping to create a more just society using a human rights 
framework, knowing that this process might never end, and is a collective will instead of 
a clear project. The parents of my case study also began to shape an imaginary about 
what they wanted their children’s education to be like. Though there were many 
differences, disputes, and controversies, it seems that they empowered themselves with 
the goal to create the education that they imagined for their children.  
Wall (2014) adds to the traditional way of understanding the human right to 
education as a social entitlement to quality, dignifying education, a resistance and 
transformation component, where the right to education is not limited to the proper but 
to the improper movements that also shape society and not always are supported by 
national or international organizations.  
Concluding Remarks  
I started this chapter by describing a traditional legal framework of human rights, 
as a generation of human rights and highlighting that it is a limited approach, especially 
considering intimate interrelation among all of the rights that exist inside the Universal 
Declaration. I explored the history of human rights in order to illustrate how the equal 
dignity of all human beings is a central moral principle of the human right to education. 
In this historical approach, I have specified how those who wrote the Universal 
Declaration came from a diverse cultural background and shaped this document after a 
long and profound analysis, considering multiple cultural perspectives. Then I responded 
to critical approaches to the Universalization of human rights highlighting the moral 
duty and required contextualization of the implementation of these rights. Finally I have 
engaged with the political dimension of the Universal Declaration, which is especially 
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relevant for the right to education. On this last point, I argued that the State should 
guarantee this right to its population in order to create a more just and equitable society. 
I specifically took into consideration Tomasevski’s (2001, 2004) 4’A scheme which 
urges considering the right to education beyond the idea of school access. I extend this 
understanding about the right to education by considering this right as a source of 
resistance and social transformation.  
Human Rights are the culmination of a long and profound examination of what 
constitutes moral principles to guide our global society. They are imperfect, and, in 
many cases, disregarded by national States, including several nations of the so-called 
developed world. Nevertheless, as Eleanor Roosevelt predicted, human rights are being 
used by the general public to denounce social injustices and to mobilize large groups of 
people to transform their own societies. The Universal Declaration is not a dead 
document of well-meaning words, but a crucial international tool for humanity to 
improve itself. It is a whisper of hope that must be heard, appropriated and used to 
change the living conditions of many people that face systematic injustices. The right to 
education, especially, when it is defined beyond the idea of school access and school 
choice, can be a powerful mean to promote a more equal and just society. The right to 
education as a social universal moral entitlement and as a source of resistance for social 
transformation is an appropriate theoretical framework for understanding and 
contrasting how the right to education was written in the Chilean Constitution during 
Pinochet Dictatorship.  
In the next chapter, I introduce the principles and main policies of the Chilean 
neoliberal experiment implemented during Pinochet’s dictatorship, the first government 
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to define the right to education in the Chilean constitution. These policies reflect the 
meaning that Pinochet’s dictatorship created for this universal right, focused mainly on 
the right of parents to choose the best education for their own children. The systematic 
implementation of these neoliberal policies also helps to provide a broader context for 
the hopes and frustrations of parents with respect to what they understand as the right to 
education and how they have used this right to resist school closing and to demand a 
quality education for their communities.  
Despite the fact that the Chilean educational system has been structured as an 
individual merchandise, or perhaps because of this, it is now possible to find many 
social movements that imagine and try to enact a more just, collective, and equal 
society, where education is not framed as a means to improve the productivity of a 
country, but a path for the full development of the human personality and the 
strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. 
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CHAPTER 2: PRINCIPLES, EDUCATIONAL POLICIES, AND THE 
CONTRADICTIONS OF THE CHILEAN NEOLIBERAL IMAGINARY 
The result of these measures would be a sizable reduction in the direct 
activities of government, yet a great widening in the educational 
opportunities open to our children. They would bring a healthy increase 
in the variety of educational institutions available and in competition 
among them. Private initiative and enterprise would quicken the pace of 
progress in this area as it has in so many others. Government would 
serve its proper function of improving the operation of the invisible 
hand without substituting the dead hand of bureaucracy.  
Milton Friedman (1955, p.144) 
  
 There are people who barely make enough to get by for the month. It 
sucks that they don’t see this. The people who made the law are the 
people who have money and can put their children in any school they 
want.  
 Pelso (Father from Holy Day School, 2014) 	
				
As I have discussed in my previous chapter, a central moral principle of the 
Universal Declaration is the equal dignity of all human beings. The universality of this 
value is fundamental in order to promote a more equal and just society around the world. 
This universality, far from being a westernization of the world, must be contextualized 
in order to respond to local needs, promoting a dialectical relationship between the 
global (universal rights) and the local (particular context of application of these rights).  
 The right to education is fundamental to this declaration, because, through its 
enforcement, other rights can be taught, and because it is the path for people to 
understand their rights and to the “full development of their personality and to the 
strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms” (UDHR, 1948). 
Governments should guarantee this right to their populations in order to create a more 
just and equitable society. I specifically took into consideration Tomasevski’s (2001, 
2004) 4’A scheme which urges considering the right to education beyond the idea of 
school access. 
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 I extend this understanding about the right to education by considering this right 
as a source of resistance and social transformation. The right to education has been 
particular significant to the case of Chile, where the educational system is undergoing an 
important process of revision, spurred on by the 2011, 2012, and 2013 student 
movements that claimed that they should have a right to free public quality education. 
The resistance of parents to school closings is contextualized in a broad context of 
resistances to an ideal of society supported by a neoliberal imaginary based on 
individual competition. Currently the right to education in Chile is enacted by a series of 
policies that promote school choice as the best path for promoting the quality and equity 
of the educational system. Far from accomplishing these goals, the world’s “neoliberal 
experiment” does not seem strong enough to keep tolerating the social inequality that it 
produced.  
In this chapter, I discuss principles, educational policies, and consequences of the 
neoliberal experiment in the Chilean educational system, with a special emphasis on the 
municipal jurisdiction of administrating public education. First, I present the idea of 
individual freedom and its development as School Choice. Then, I describe how 
Pinochet dictatorship privatized most of the educational system, emphasizing the 
decentralization of the educational system through the municipalization of education 
based on the idea of school choice. I present this policy in relation to the funding system 
that included a voucher tied to pupil enrollment, and a national standardized test for 
accountability purposes.  
 I argue that these three policies (municipalization, vouchers, and standardized 
testing) are connected and share similar values in the Chilean context and are also 
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connected to how the right to education in the Chilean constitution was drafted. It is 
important to highlight that these policies, by themselves or in conjunction with others, 
can and have been implemented in various countries, not necessarily under an equivalent 
neoliberal imaginary. My argument is not about how these policies by themselves play a 
political role, but how all of them together have been framed in the Chilean context to 
produce and reproduce a neoliberal imaginary, one that contradicts the values supported 
by the Universal Declaration. Finally, I describe some contradictions of this educational 
model.  
Individual Freedom as a Neoliberal Principle in Education: Building an Unjust 
Society 
 Chile has been characterized as one of the first countries in the world to 
implement a set of neoliberal policies. Called the “neoliberal experiment,” Chile began 
to impose these policies during the military dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet (1973 - 
1990), and they were subsequently developed and updated by a center-left coalition of 
parties, during the democratic governments named la Concertación (1990 - 2010) 
(Bellei, 2015; Harvey, 2007; OECD, 2004; Taylor, 2006). A key group in the 
implementation of these policies was the “Chicago Boys,” a group of students from the 
Catholic University of Chile in the late sixties who studied with Milton Friedman 
through an agreement at the University of Chicago and then occupied key positions in 
the government during the military dictatorship (Salazar & Pinto, 1999; Silva, 1991).8 
In theory, the neoliberal model is basically a political and economic project that 
promotes the development of individual and business skills in an institutional framework 																																																								
8 This group is very famous now in Chile thanks to a documentary recently exhibited entitle “The Chicago 
Boys”.  
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that protects private property, trade and market logic within a broad program of 
deregulation, liberalization and the loosening of government restrictions. According to 
Harvey (2007), this model is a response to the decline of Keynesian economic policies 
as a mode of political organization known as embedded liberalism. The embedded 
liberalism is an economic policy organization based on the logic of the capitalist market. 
It is held in the industrial economic production, but it is constrained by state regulation 
to ensure an incremental redistribution of wealth and the amelioration of the conditions 
of existence of the poor and disadvantaged in society; it is the return of the classic 
welfare state. Neoliberalism is free from this dependence on industrial production and it 
works together with the financial market, operating through the privatization of public 
services and goods shedding State regulations. 
This perspective proposes that the organization and the management of education 
systems follow the same logic as markets. Schools must compete for students, and if this 
service is not of quality then they will lose their customers and close (Peirano & Vargas, 
2005). Lubienski & Lubienski (2014) point out those who support the market as a way 
of organizing public education promise that this logic will be more effective to establish 
a direct link with consumers, who will choose the best education for their children, 
without having to go through bureaucrats or education experts that intervene with the 
power of their own decisions. 
The idea that parents can choose their children’s education is supported in the 
fundamental principle of neoliberalism: the power of individual freedom. This is its 
central value and largely what builds a wide variety of neoliberal policies. A leading 
proponent of this individual liberty was Friedrich Hayek, founder of the Mont Pelerin 
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Society in 1947, a group of economists (including Friedman), historians, and 
philosophers who fervently supported the neoliberal model of society (Harvey, 2007). In 
his book The Constitution of Freedom (1960), Hayek is dedicated to defining the idea of 
freedom, explaining that his interest lies in discussing ideas, but at the core of his work 
there is a narrative for neoliberal policies.  
Individual Freedom from the Coercion of Men 
In The Constitution of Freedom, Hayek argues that the word “freedom” has been 
abused and its meaning distorted. In order to begin to define what is restricted in a 
relationship between people, Hayek asserts that a man is free when he is free from 
coercion from another man or group of men. Hayek then distinguishes this concept from 
various other ways of understanding freedom. First, he distances the concept from 
“political freedom,” which is understood as the ability of men to choose their 
representatives. For Hayek, this is an inappropriate way to define freedom as people can 
choose tyrants and thereby end up restricting their freedom (for example, Nazism). For 
Hayek group freedom can suppress individual freedom. This idea allows one to oppose 
and distance themselves from communist or socialist conceptions of man that would 
favor collective freedoms over individual freedoms, but in turn it is a dangerous 
criticism against a basic element of democracy: the possibility that people can choose 
their leaders.  
Hayek (1960) also opposes the Liberal conception of freedom. He notes that 
liberals like Dewey confuse liberty with power (understood primarily as wealth). For 
Hayek freedom does not have any relation to the material conditions of the existence of 
people. He states that powerful people can exist, like a prince or a general, but believed 
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that although one is rich and powerful, one is much more limited than poor peasants or 
artisans, if they had more freedom to live and make decisions about their own lives. In 
his own words, “we must recognize that we may be free and yet miserable” (p. 18). 
Beyond this debatable and naive example, for me the core of Hayek’s argument is 
against the role of the State, which should not be responsible for those who have less 
purchasing power or are in poverty.  
The State should not play a redistributive role because people are individually 
free but also individually accountable for their actions. For Hayek, “liberty not only 
means that the individual has both the opportunity and the burden of choice; it also 
means that he must bear the consequences of his actions and will receive praise or blame 
for them” (p. 71). The only coercion that Hayek allows the State is the monopoly of the 
safety of the people, especially to protect their private spheres. In fact, he reflects 
broadly about the role of the law and order when they serve to guarantee individual 
freedoms. In this regard, the State must allow conditions to exist for this individual 
liberty to be manifested and not organize the lives of people, since it operates thanks to 
the moral of the market.  
This idea of freedom has some resonances in a human rights framework. For 
example, Sen (2004), a theorist of human rights, has also been a champion of the 
protection and reflection of fundamental freedoms as a basic concept to understanding 
human rights. Like Hayek, Sen criticizes the role of the state in denying people freedom 
by choosing for them, which, for him, implies a violation of basic human rights. But 
there is a distinction between Sen, as a liberal, and Hayek. Sen highlights that freedom 
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requires means and opportunities, otherwise they are not proper freedoms. This 
conjunction is what he calls capabilities:  
For the opportunity aspect of freedom, the idea of “capability” (that is, the 
opportunity to achieve valuable combinations of human functionings: what a 
person is able to do or be) . . . The capability approach can capture the fact that 
two persons can have very different substantial opportunities even when they 
have exactly the same set of means: for example, a disabled person can do far 
less than an able bodied person can, with exactly the same income and other 
“primary goods”9 (p. 332).  
 
 The distinction between Sen’s (2004) liberal point of view from a neoliberal 
perspective about the notion of freedom is relevant to my own argument. My point is not 
that freedom as a value should be denied, but rather how Hayek has appropriated this 
concept and its values, which has significant consequences in the design and 
development of public policies, especially in education. One of the most famous 
proponents of the design of policies based on Hayek idea of individual freedom is 
Milton Friedman, who applied this notion to the freedom of parents to choose an 
educational establishment. This has a direct resonance in the way that financing 
management policies have been conceived and then violently implemented in the public 
educational system in Chile. 
Freedom From the State 
																																																								
9 Amartya Sen was awarded with the Nobel Prize for Economics in 1988. Sen’s contributions to the field 
of human rights and economics are very significant to overcome Friedman’s idea of freedom. Though the 
example that I am presenting about disabled people can be controversial (Grech, 2009), what is significant 
for me is how Sen (2004) highlights social conditions and opportunities as elements of what constitute the 
freedom of human beings and are central to a theoretical approach on human rights. This perspective on 
freedom challenges Friedman’s idea of individual competition for resources and that each person is 
individually responsible for their own decision and life conditions. Sen argues that the focus of 
economics should be human development, which is not the same as human capital, which requires similar 
social conditions for countries and communities to develop. For example, he successfully probes that 
hunger and starvation that affects many countries is a consequence of global inequalities and that many of 
these countries cannot develop because of international unjustness. Then, these countries and its 
population do not have the same social conditions to compete, and theirs current life conditions are not 
consequences of their individual decisions, but consequences of social and global inequalities.   
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Milton Friedman became famous after winning the Nobel Prize in Economics in 
1974, and thanks to a television program expounding his ideas, which he and his wife 
then adapted to a book in 1980, entitled Free to Choose: A Personal Statement10. In 
regards to education, in this book he revisited many ideas that he started to develop in a 
essay published in 195511 and republished in one of his most famous books in 1962, 
Capitalism and Freedom, dedicating a full chapter to education named “The role of 
government in education.”   
 Friedman (1980) argues that full market development is the only way for 
prosperity of nations and to ensure human freedom. From his perspective, people make 
decisions based on incentives using a cost-benefit logic, always seeking the maximum 
benefit and avoiding costs. Friedman believes that the market works best without State 
planning, so that millions of people can collaborate freely in product development, 
precisely because each of the parties seeks to benefit from such collaboration. 
Friedman (1980) believes that the State’s only role is to provide internal and 
external security from other countries. He even questions an idea of Smith about the 
State’s maintenance of jobs and public institutions, which seems like an intervention that 
can generate more costs than benefits. Then he proposes to dismantle a set of US public 
services that form what he calls the “Welfare mess” such as “unemployment insurance, 
Medicare, Medicaid, aid to families with dependent children, supplemental security 
income, food stamps, and myriad minor ones most people have never heard of, such as 
assistance to Cuban refugees” (Friedman & Friedman, 1980, p. 107). He argues that 
																																																								
10 Although he wrote this book with his wife, in this paper I discuss the ideas of Free to Choose: A 
Personal Statement in reference only to him, as the television show was primarily about him.  11	Friedman, Milton. 1955. The role of government in education. In Economics and the public interest, ed. 
Robert A. Solo, 123–44. New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press.	
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these paternalistic measures mainly benefit the bureaucrats who control the State and 
those who want to maintain their position of power, restricting the individual freedoms 
of people to emerge, transforming these people into the State’s responsibility. 
The Welfare State would be particularly negative for the poorest people, because 
they do not get the direct benefits they would have if they had greater freedom to choose 
what they really wanted. For example, Friedman (1980) criticizes Social Security for 
elderly people, arguing that poor children generally enter into the workforce at an earlier 
age than rich children and when they are older, they stop working at an older age than 
the rich, which in net terms leads to the poor obtaining fewer benefits than the rich, who 
also benefit from retirement. 
Using this market base logic, Friedman proposes specific policies to dismantle 
the public education system and introduce the logic of competition and opportunity. In 
1962, he argued that the state should only finance public education, not administrate 
educational institutions, and he also proposed a loan supported by the federal 
government as an “equity capital” to support vocational education12.  
Freedom and Inequality in the Educational System  
According to Friedman (1962, 1980), a myth has spread that free market 
capitalism would increase inequality in society, which for him seems quite far from the 
truth. His argument is, essentially, that there is no way to eliminate inequality, but there 
are systems that handle it better than others. To support his idea, he states that countries 
like Russia and China, which operate on the ideal of equality, still maintain a great deal 
of social inequality and do not allow their citizens to be free. He concludes that “[a] 																																																								
12 In 1980, his thoughts seemed a little more radical when he criticized the idea of equality, arguing that 
inequality is inevitable.  	
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society that puts equality—in the sense of equality of outcome13—ahead of freedom will 
end up with neither equality nor freedom.” (Friedman & Friedman, p. 148).  
The difference between socialist and capitalist societies would be that the former 
reproduce positions of privilege at an institutional level, whereas in a capitalist society, 
this position is not permanent, or, in the words of Friedman (1980), capitalism “does not 
prevent some people from achieving positions of privilege, but so long as freedom is 
maintained, it prevents those positions of privilege from becoming institutionalized” (p. 
148). 
These ideas are widely developed by Hayek (1960), who argues that equality 
before the law is opposed to equality of material conditions of existence. For him, the 
predominance of the law and the condition of individual freedom necessarily imply 
social inequality. In fact, the equality of material conditions is like a relic of a primitive 
society, which was altruistic and sought the common good, while civilized society 
functions thanks to commercial morality, what Smith calls the invisible hand of the 
market, which allows for individuals to choose to work in a company, not because they 
are obliged to, but because they voluntarily choose to do so. Friedman (1980), in a 
similar way, believes that equality is unnatural and denies “the most basic instincts of all 
human beings. In the words of Adam Smith, ‘The uniform, constant, and uninterrupted 
effort of every man to better his condition —and, one may add, the condition of his 
children and his children's children’” (pp. 144-145).  
																																																								
13 Friedman distinguishes between equal opportunities and equal outcomes. The first appears to be an 
appropriate condition for capitalism and is basically equal conditions of competition, while equal outcome 
is basically the redistribution of goods and appears to be an intromission of the logic of competition. 
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Markets do not require any State to regulate them because they have the property 
of regulating themselves thanks to the role that prices have on products. Friedman 
describes three basic functions of prices:  
First, they transmit information; second, they provide an incentive to adopt those 
methods of production that are least costly and thereby use available resources 
for the most highly valued purposes; third, they determine who gets how much of 
the product— the distribution of income. (1980, p. 22)  
 
While the market regulates competition, success or failure in this competition 
depends on the individuals who make the right decisions, who decide to strive for 
success, and who get lucky14. But whatever the case may be, the improvement and 
efficiency in the production of products depends mainly on the competition of having 
more consumers. 
For Friedman (1962) a crisis exists in the American educational system, which is 
explained by the fact that clients do not have the power to decide on the educational 
product, being that it is a government monopoly system. There is no competition and 
therefore no incentive to improve the system, or as he says:  
In schooling, the parent and child are the consumers, the teacher and school 
administrator the producers. Centralization in schooling has meant larger size 
units, a reduction in the ability of consumers to choose, and an increase in the 
power of producers (1980, p. 157) 
 
To improve this school system, he suggested that the range of school choices for 
parents be increased, which would require a public school system reform that adds 
private institutions that low-income parents are eligible to choose from. In fact, in 1962, 
he argued that having private investors to administrate public education, and not forcing 
parents to attend to a monopolized nationalistic educational system, would help to 																																																								
14 Friedman acknowledges and legitimizes that some individuals can begin to compete from an advantage 
position thanks to the heritage of their parents or other benefactors, and that they were luckier than others.  
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improve social segregation, because parents would not be forced to send their children to 
their assigned district, but have the opportunity to choose the best education for them.  
Free to Choose, Free to Succeed: The New Market of Public Education 
In 2008, the Commercial Club of Chicago Renaissance School Fund organized a 
symposium, entitled “Free to Choose, Free to Succeed: The New Market of Public 
Education,” to promote the charter school movement in black communities in poor areas 
in Chicago, arguing that the freedom of parents to choose is the most important power 
that parents and communities can have to improve the education of their children 
(Lipman, 2011). The idea that the market is the best way to help those with fewer 
socioeconomic resources represents the materialization of Friedman’s proposals about 
public education.  
Friedman (1962, 1980) proposed giving parents a voucher that could only be 
invested in the education of their children, allowing the parents the freedom to choose 
the educational establishment for their children. For Friedman, this measure gave more 
opportunities for parents to choose and, at the same time, encouraged institutions to 
finance themselves and compete with each other without depending on the State. 
Friedman (1955) understands that a general education for citizens is important 
for a country. He argues that this education has a “neighborhood effect” that is hard to 
measure and not only benefits the individual, but society in general by the transmission 
of national values. He believes that the state should keep financing this education but not 
administrate at all. In order to ensure that the values of this general education persist, he 
proposes the development of some minimum standards that should apply to the entire 
provision of public and private education. 
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The result of these measures would be a sizable reduction in the direct activities 
of government, yet a great widening in the educational opportunities open to our 
children. They would bring a healthy increase in the variety of educational 
institutions available and in competition among them. Private initiative and 
enterprise would quicken the pace of progress in this area as it has in so many 
others. Government would serve its proper function of improving the operation 
of the invisible hand without substituting the dead hand of bureaucracy (p. 144) 
 
Based on this logic, lower quality schools – that are not being chosen by the 
parents – and the ones that do not meet minimum standards would simply cease to exist. 
Lubienski and Lubienski (2014) argue that Friedman’s followers continue to insist that 
“the beauty of a system based on competitive incentives is that it generates a self-
correcting mechanism that promotes organization effectiveness on the part of schools, 
thereby benefiting students” (p. 35); one of these mechanisms is the closure of public 
schools. 
The threat of the closure of public establishments became a disastrous reality in 
Chicago in 2004, when the Commercial Club along with Mayor Daley announced the 
Renaissance 2010 initiative, which “called for [the] closing 60 to 70 public schools and 
[the] opening 100 new schools by 2010, two-thirds to be charter or contract schools 
(similar to charters) publicly funded but privately operated by outside vendors with 
nonunion teachers” (Lipman, 2011, p.42). This dismantling of public education 
administered by the State requires a parameter for judging the quality of facilities and, as 
such, justifies these drastic measures. In order to do this, standardized accountability 
testing has been used. 
Standardization and Accountability in Market Oriented Society   
De Lancer (2006) states that those who advocate for standardized accountability 
testing affirm that these systems are easily implemented and that they produce results 
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that are comprehensible to society. Chouinard (2013) points out that in general, 
accountability has two purposes: (a) the administration of public resources as a function 
of evaluation results; (b) public transparency of results, allowing a public auditing of 
public services. In this sense, the logic of accountability implies a notion of democracy, 
where society counts on public information to judge the best and worst public services 
(MacDonald, 1978, in Greene, 2006).  
In public education, the results of standardized tests seem to fill the space that 
Friedman gives to product prices in a market society, since these tests should provide 
information to the customers (the parents), and producers (schools) should strive to be 
efficient and get high results using the fewest possible resources. At the same time, it 
would regulate the quality of the market, since parents would opt for schools that 
perform better. The logic of accountability in standardized testing is sustained in a 
market perspective about society and education, where liberty and competition are 
considered fundamental for its development and permanence (Lipman, 2004, 2009, 
2011; Pino, 2014). 
The guiding principle of individual freedom developed by Hayek and applied to 
the field of public education as school choice by Friedman has justified the 
commodification of education systems, changing the way in which education was 
traditionally funded and managed, affecting the working conditions of teachers and how 
teachers assess their students, and, thus, modifying their teaching practices. In 1962 
Friedman explicitly argued that competition would introduce flexibility into school 
systems, making the salaries of teachers responsive to market forces.  
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These policies have been developed in the United States, Chile and in different 
parts of the world as part of a global phenomenon named altogether as neoliberal 
policies, there are a variety of conceptualizations of what neoliberalism means and how 
we can understand it, which could be confusing. To provide some clarity, I will briefly 
dwell on this concept, presenting my own understanding of it. 
Neoliberalism(s)  
There are several conceptualizations of what neoliberalism means, but all of 
them seems to rely on an idea of individual freedom and individual choice (Sobe, 2013) 
that I attribute to Hayek and Friedman. Sobe (2013), based on England and Ward (2011) 
and Larner (2007), describes a very useful classification that helps to understand the 
different approaches to this term neoliberalism: a) as an hegemonic project, implying a 
sense of alienation of the proletarian class in the process of helping to reproduce the 
capital and power domination of the bourgeoisie, b) as the implementation of market 
oriented economic policies, reducing the control of the state over public affairs, c) as a 
form and function of states and government which adds to the previous versions an 
active role from the state in order to provide the condition for the capitalist market 
policies to succeed reducing the power of citizen over the control of public services, and 
d) as governmentality which goes beyond a set of policies and involves social discourses 
and subjectivities, where people identify themselves as entrepreneurs and understand the 
consequences of their social condition as individual responsibility15.  																																																								
15 As many categorizations, these are not pristine and when researchers refer to neoliberalism they usually 
mix some or all of these different conceptualizations. In this footnote I expand a little more on each of 
these categories. I also have included some mainstream or significant authors:  
a) An ideological hegemonic project: the argument of this approach is that a form of common sense is 
being produced by the dominant class, using political and cultural artifacts, to subordinate groups that 
enact their own subordination. To accomplish this ideological goal, the bourgeoisie use ideological state 
apparatus, like the churches and schools where ideology is produced and reproduced by the dominant and 
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I feel uncomfortable with the idea that people reproduce a hegemonic ideology 
and somehow have a lack of self-awareness, but I agree there are powerful social 
discourses that produce a particular common sense in order to reproduce and preserve an 
unequal power relationship. I cannot avoid the idea of a neoliberal state, because Chile 
has usually being recognized as a neoliberal experiment, and the state regime 
administered  by Pinochet was one of the first in the world to implement a series of 
drastic neoliberal policies (Bellei, 2015; Harvey, 2007; Klein, 2007; Taylor, 2006;). 
For my research I prefer to use the notion of neoliberal imaginary, this approach 
takes many ideas of the other neoliberal conceptualizations, but is focused on the way 
people think about their own place in their society, considering their expectations of the 
future and their concrete material conditions of existence. A neoliberal imaginary 
materially and symbolically guides policies and influences the way in which individuals 																																																																																																																																																																			
dominated class. One initiator of this approach is Althusser (1971) who focused his reflection on how the 
reproduction of the capitalist system was operationalized. Others apply a similar understanding of the 
notion of ideology applied to neoliberalism, a good example being Fairclough (1992, 2006).   
b) Policy framework and program: a series of policies or political actions that produce the circumstances 
of existence of neoliberal policies. From this perspective, a key component is the creation of crises that 
produce conditions for the implementation of neoliberal policies, such as the displacement of public 
services, traditionally supported by the state, to private providers, or the transformation of these services 
into market-oriented organizations, understood as the new public management (Labri, 1992). Good 
examples of this trend are provided by Harvey (2007) and Klein (2007). 
c) Neoliberal States: one well-known characteristic of neoliberalism is the privatization of public goods, 
their marketization, a deregulation of state requirements on private enterprise, and a reduction of the 
state’s scale of activities. Although, in theory, Hayek and Friedman advocated limiting the State’s role, in 
various neoliberal models, the State has played a crucial role, acting as a pivot for anchoring neoliberal 
policies in their societies. Basically, the State has allowed for the legal and political environment in which 
neoliberalism is implemented, and it has also intervened to rescue the model when major financial crises 
have arisen. Harvey (2007) and Klein (2007) clearly develop this argument, but I believe that a strong case 
study of this phenomenon is discussed by Taylor (2006) in his book about the implementation of 
neoliberal policies in Chile during Pinochet’s dictatorship (1973 – 1990). 
d) Neoliberalism as governmentality: this perspective is focused on how socio-political neoliberal 
discourses produce certain kinds of subjectivities. From this stance, neoliberalism is not reduced to 
economic or social policies, but is conceptualized as a way in which people build and understand their 
own identity. Neoliberalism is being produced and reproduced by autonomous entrepreneurial subjects. 
As McCarthy (2011) notes, neoliberalism builds a series of discourses that “position individuals as the 
locus of success or failure: based on their self-discipline, hard work, ambition, personality and efforts, 
they will fail or succeed procuring for their well-being” (p. 303). Foucault (1981, 1982, 2006) is a 
classical and repeatedly referenced example of this conceptualization.  
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interpret their lived experiences, relate to others (based on a competition for limited 
resources), and imagine their future (as uncertain and risky).  
In education, Rizvi and Lingard (2010) and Lipman (2011) have used the 
neoliberal imaginary conceptualization to explain how neoliberal policies have been 
globally developed, highlighting their local effects and also the way individuals interpret 
their own social living conditions and expectation of the future. The neoliberal policies 
implemented in Chile are deeply connected with global forces, especially with the 
influence of well-known scholars from the school of economics at the University of 
Chicago. Reflecting on Chile can also illuminate reflection on other contexts, as the 
United States and England, where similar policies has been implemented. Also, I find 
particularly significant the idea of neoliberal social imaginary, because it seems to me 
that we are in a decade where images are shaping our society more than words (Belting, 
2007; Debray, 1995; Rose, 2012), For these reasons, in the next section I develop a little 
further the sociological background of the idea of the neoliberal imaginary.  
Neoliberal Imaginary 
The notion of the neoliberal imaginary is based on the concept of social 
imaginaries developed by Taylor (2004), who proposes a sociological analysis on how 
people share a common understanding of their reality, and also imagine their lives, 
usually carried by images, stories, and legends. In this sense, a social imaginary includes 
how things regularly occur as norms and factual events, but also “is interwoven with an 
idea of how they ought to go, of what missteps would invalidate the practice” (Taylor, 
2004, p. 24). People also rely on social imaginaries to explain the relationships that they 
build with others. In the words of Taylor: 
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The ways people imagine their social existence, how they fit together with 
others, how things go on between them and their fellows, the expectations that 
are normally met, and the deeper normative notions and imagines that underlie 
these expectations. (p. 23) 
 
In the current global society (Held, 2000; Mundy, 2005), a new social imaginary 
has been shaped as neoliberal imaginary that facilitates the implementation of public 
policies that, far from promoting a more agreeable coexistence or helping individuals to 
be happy, they just  
Build a threatening environment to validate policies that are limited to providing 
security, which is never achieved, as there are always unexpected threats and the 
possibility of failure in a heartbreaking competition. These are policies that make 
us fear not dream, they are politics of survival (Abélès, 2008, in Pino, 2014, p. 
21). 
 
Since the scenario has been built as unfavorable and highly competitive, policies 
framed by this neoliberal imaginary promote values such as efficacy and efficiency. This 
social neoliberal imaginary has played a significant role in influencing how policies 
should be implemented around the world, establishing that There Is No Alternative 
(TINA) but to privatize public education in order to succeed and survive (Rizvi & 
Lingard, 2010). Even though these policies also have a discourse about equity, it is 
framed as equality of opportunity to compete and as supposed freedom to choose, 
centering principally on the administration of economic resources. For example, the 
well-intended goal of increasing educational access for boys and girls around the world 
is framed as a need for countries to be more competitive, reducing the idea of the right to 
education and the whole purpose of public education as mass production of trained 
workers (Lipman, 2011; McCarthy & Nyandiko, 2014).  
This neoliberal imaginary has spread across several countries and cultures and is 
part of a global phenomenon named all together as neoliberal policies, and has been 
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supported by diverse US and international organizations, including the Friedman 
Foundation for Educational Choice, Melinda Gates Foundation, the Walton Family 
Foundations, the University of Chicago and international banks such as the World Bank 
and the Inter-American Development Bank (Lipman, 2011; Lubienski & Lubienski, 
2014; McCarthy, 2011; Rizvi & Lingard, 2010). Despite the fact that it is a global 
phenomenon, it is not always the same. Chile is a particularly violent case where a set of 
neoliberal policies was implemented indiscriminately in all-public systems in the 
country during the Pinochet dictatorship (Harvey, 2007; Klein, 2007; Matear, 2006; 
Taylor, 2006).  
In the next section, I describe the Chilean neoliberal experiment based on the 
decentralization of the educational system through the municipalization of education and 
how this policy is articulated with the standardized testing and the voucher system. I 
have chosen to focus on the policy of public administration based on municipalization, 
because it is directly connected with my case study about community resistance to 
public school closing.  
The Chilean Neoliberal Experiment  
The United States, from the beginning, supported the military coup in Chile. 
Kornbluh (2004) explains how Nixon and Kissinger made a series of efforts to 
overthrow the government of Salvador Allende, from financial support for efforts aimed 
at destabilizing the government to meetings with Chilean military and opposition to plan 
the overthrow of Allende. After the coup, this link continued mainly through the School 
of Economics at the University of Chicago, where the economists who made the 
economic reforms in Chile studied.  
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Friedman also visited Chile, and on April 21,1975, he sent a letter to Pinochet to 
congratulate him for the actions that were being carried out and gave a set of suggestions 
for implementing neoliberal economic reforms. Also, Hayek in April 1981, presented a 
paper entitled “The Ethical Foundations of a Free Society” in the Lecture Series on 
Fundamentals of a Free Social System, organized by the Center for Public Studies, 
explaining that Chile has taken the right path to install a neoliberal model, which 
accounts for the evolution of man thanks to his commercial moral and as such this 
model is superior to primitive values such as altruism and the moral pursuit of common 
goals. At the end of his lecture he identified the next victim of neoliberalism: 
Since about 100 years ago, we had been reasonably successful in taming the wild 
[meaning the primitive altruistic people] by implementing certain basic rules that 
led him to form an abstract order that he could not understand (the moral of the 
market) [emphasis added]. Since then a new wild has emerged, which we must 
tame. We started domesticating the wild; and we must finish this process, 
although we have not yet begun taming the State. (p. 82)  
 
The main purpose of the dictatorship was to change the mindset of Chileans, 
from citizens who once embraced the socialist project of Allende to entrepreneurs who 
follow a market-oriented society. To accomplish this objective, all public welfare 
institutions that mediated the relationship between the State and citizens (education, 
housing, healthcare and social security) were privatized (Harvey, 2007; Taylor, 2006). 
In the words of Hayek, the State began to be tamed. 
Most of these changes were inspired by Milton Friedman’s approach to society 
and the economy. The idea was that market forces would regulate institutions and make 
them more efficient, which would contribute to the economy of the country (Aedo & 
Sapelli, 2001; Carnoy & McEwan, 2001; Peirano & Vargas, 2005). At the base of this 
logic were Friedman’s ideal of freedom to choose, basically that individuals will choose 
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the best services to satisfy their needs, so that suppliers that do not provide good services 
will eventually disappear because they will lack consumers (Harvey, 2007; Taylor, 
2006).  
In Chile’s schools, a set of educational policies oriented towards the neoliberal 
imaginary were implemented “amongst these policies, the following stand out: the 
privatization of public education through municipalization, the voucher system set up to 
finance the educational system, and the creation of a standardized test for accountability 
purposes (SIMCE)” (Inzunza, Pino, & Oyarzun, 2014, n/p).  
These three policies – municipalization, vouchers, and SIMCE – are intimately 
related, as schools compete with each other because they have different administrators 
(public and private) and the competition is for the voucher that provides the resources to 
enable them to subsist and the SIMCE would come to govern the supposed quality of 
these services.  
I focus on analyzing the municipalization of the Chilean school system, although 
it must be noted that the analysis of this policy inevitably makes reference to the other 
two. The logic of the policy was to develop a system oriented to the market and 
competition, in which not only private schools compete for students, but municipalities 
have to face this challenge as well, competing for enrollment against each other 
institutions.  
A Brief Background to the Municipalization 
The municipalization of education in Chile is the process by which public 
education that was previously administered by the central government, under the 
coordination of the Ministry of Education is delegated to the municipalities of the 
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country the promise was that this new measure could meet local educational demands. 
Municipalization was supposedly planned to be a phased process, a first phase of 
experimentation to detect errors and correct them and then a phase of expansion (Núñez, 
1991). However, this process was done abruptly and massive, only a short time after the 
decrees were published in June of 1980.  
As of 1 April 1982, 84% of public education in the country was transferred to 
municipalities, which in numbers means 5,724 establishments, 72,531 teachers 
and administrative staff and about two million students in more than 250 
municipalities of the country. (Núñez, 1991, p. 132) 
 
Municipalization was part of a national process of the decentralization of public 
services. In fact, the idea that schools no longer would depend on the Ministry of 
Education did not stem from an educational policy. The first signs of this proposal were 
found in the ideas provided by officials of the Budget Office, responding primarily to 
economic factors rather than an educational evaluation (Núñez, 1991). Issues then began 
to materialize in a document from the Office of Planning ODEPLAN, entitled the 
“National Strategy for Economic and Social Development,” which makes clear that “the 
administration or management of educational institutions shall be transferred 
progressively to the intermediate organizations in the community” (Villalobos, 2014, 
n/p). 
While this proposal did not come from the educational field, a shared need to 
modify the system existed. Núñez (1991) explains that before the military dictatorship, 
the educational system was in the process of constant expansion throughout the country, 
so it was necessary to change the centralized administration to one that would meet local 
needs of each region. During the Allende government, this change was attempted, but 
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the quorums in the parliament were not achieved to change necessary laws to implement 
this transformation. 
First, it required that a system that was more democratic be built; one that could 
cater to the increased school fees and provide more resources to meet the new 
population that would enter the system. Greater diversification was also required in 
order to meet specific regional needs (especially in rural education) and to respond to 
new educational objectives (such as different technical education specialties). In turn, 
the increasing complexity of teaching needed the best proposals for professional 
development and the modernization processes of supervision of and support for teachers. 
Faced with these problems, before the military dictatorship, several initiatives of 
democratization and decentralization had been developed. Among these include the 
University Reform of 1968 and Democratization Decree of 1973 (months before the 
military coup), which stated that school units would be composed of a board of directors 
made up of a Board of the School Community, education workers, and the directors of 
the institution. Decentralization initiatives were also implemented, including the creation 
of the Regional Coordinators of Education (fully operational in 1971) and the Regional, 
Provincial and Local Boards of Education in April 1973.  
These different initiatives were insufficient, since the centralized state apparatus 
was not changed and because there were not adequate resources to fully implement the 
initiatives. In short, the need to change the centralized system remained so that the 
public education system would be planned and managed to meet the local needs of 
school communities. The military dictatorship used this need to justify the construction 
of a new educational administration system, under the slogan of supporting local 
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communities, they create a new actor to administrate public education, the 
municipalities as a meso-level or intermediary institution between the central 
government and the schools (Núñez, 1991). 
A Quick Overview of Meso-Level Institutions  
 The attention paid by researchers and policy makers to meso-level or 
intermediary educational institutions worldwide has been increasing over the last 
decade, especially in regards to the impact that these organizations might have on 
students’ achievement (efficacy) and in promoting social equity (Gonzáles, Gonzáles & 
Galdames, 2015). Some researchers believe that meso-level institutions should receive 
more resources and support because they significantly improve educational outcomes 
(Maclver & Farley, 2003; Marcel & Raczynski, 2009; Raczynski, 2012), but for others 
they are responsible for constant failures in education. For example, Lubienski (2014) 
describes how some researchers and policy makers in the U.K, New Zealand and the 
U.S. have criticized these institutions for their bureaucracy and lack of success in 
increasing students’ achievement, their sluggishness in innovating their practices and 
their difficulties in promoting a more equitable educational system.  
 The municipal Chilean system is very peculiar, because, despite being one of the 
central reforms of the Pinochet dictatorship, it was basically implemented to override 
public education and to privatize the whole system. This policy contrasts with other 
attempts to privatize the educational system, which actually reject the role of 
intermediary educational institutions. For example, Lubienski (2014) describes how in 
the U.S, boards of education that belong to local districts have been in question for not 
allowing the development of a healthy market educational system, where the consumer 
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can better choose the education that they desire. In New Zealand, detractors of 
intermediary educational institutions have argued that these organizations do not allow 
for the development of the necessary autonomy for local organizations to improve their 
practices and respond to the needs of parents.  
 As an alternative to this educational model, private educational institutions, that 
do not depend on governmental intermediary organization, have increased their 
numbers. An interesting point that Lubienski (2014) made about this process is that this 
dis-intermediation process has been accompanied by a privatization of the policy 
making process. Stakeholders that support private market-oriented policies invest a great 
amount of resources in lobbies to influence state and federal policies to promote these 
sorts of policies, and now, they are a new political powerful actor, as Lubienski 
describes  
The new policy actors are actively coopting the policymaking process, taking 
control of what was designed as an open forum for multiple voices. Institutions 
set up to serve common interests are being reconfigured to reflect the agendas of 
a few—a few who typically believe that they are acting to bring about better 
outcomes for all, and especially for disadvantaged students, but a few 
nonetheless. (434) 
 
 The process of dis-intermediation of education is a path to privatization. 
Nevertheless, Chile was a very particular example of promoting a market-oriented 
system by creating an intermediary organization. In the next section, I describe in more 
detail how this process was developed and its main consequences. 
Municipalities as an Intermediary Institution to Privatize and De-politicize 
School’s Communities in Chile  
Municipalization was developed from the beginning as a way to privatize the 
educational system. Decentralization was mainly an opportunity to transfer public 
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facilities to the private sector, creating private subsidized schools that received public 
funds, but were run by private organizations.  
This move sparked a profound transformation of the traditional role of 
municipalities into a new intermediary institution between the state and the schools. 
Before the dictatorship, these organisms were generators of local public policies with 
relative autonomy, but with the dictatorship, they became executive bodies of policies 
designed at a central level. A clear example of this logic is how the majors in charge of 
municipalities began to be appointed by the highest authority of the country (the 
dictator) and were granted tremendous powers to determine the implementation of 
policies without any local control (Nuñez, 1991). 
In the discourse, one reason to justify municipalization was the local community 
of parents, however, its role was reduced to supporting the actions and decisions of the 
mayor. For example, the minister of education in an article in the newspaper El 
Mercurio16 highlighted the role of municipalization and invited communities to 
collaborate and actively participate with their mayors: 
However, as much as it is encouraged (citizen involvement through mayors), 
social participation plays a role, in the end, in the decision that every Chilean 
adopts in order to be the actor of his/her own personal and family destiny . . .  
citizens apathy is the best breeding ground for the success of unfounded or 
totalitarian activism. Effective social participation is instead one of the strongest 
bulwarks against apathy. At the same time, a basic lever of a free society such as 
Chile requires and longs for this type of participation. (El Mercurio, editorial, 
October 5, 1982, in Núñez, 1991, p. 134) 
 
																																																								
16 This is the most important and conservative newspaper in Chile, well-known for supporting Pinochet’s 
Dictatorship. A great documentary about its role in Chile can be seen in the documentary “El Diario de 
Agustín” (2008), produced by Ignacio Agüero. 
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It was also argued that municipalization gave the community greater control to 
improve schools, since customers would have a more direct relationship with the 
suppliers. In the same newspaper, the Minister of Education reported: 
In general, a better educational administration has been appreciated, resources 
are better managed and the interested parties are involved in a more direct way 
with the product they should receive. That is, parents through parent centers, can 
guide the educational corporations of the municipalities and control them more 
effectively; they can be heard with respect to the education of their children, 
because they have easier access to the executive authority. (El Mercurio, 
editorial, October 5, 1982, in Núñez, 1991, p. 133) 
 
These ideas were reinforced by other organizations. El Mercurio stood out as the 
US Embassy had issued a report to analyze the social spending in the country, stating 
that one of the main benefits of municipalization was “that parents are more involved in 
the administration of their schools” (El Mercurio, October 5, 1982, in Núñez, 1991, p. 
133). 
In practice, municipalization allowed for a decentralization of the functions 
exercised by the Ministry of Education, freeing it from the execution of specific tasks, 
but it was not decentralization in the sense that it gave more autonomy or power to 
municipalities. In fact, municipalities became implementers of policies designed 
centrally (Nuñez, 1991).  
In practice, in no case did municipalization mean that the community had more 
control or decision-making power around what happens with their municipalities or their 
educational establishments. This project greatly contributed to the de-politicization of 
the educational communities, removing the influence that these people might have on 
local school systems, because in reality the control of the educational institutions was 
centralized. At the same time, the municipalization was accompanied with the 
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introduction of new stakeholders in education, private institutions that would receive 
state funding via state vouchers based on the number of enrolled students. The idea of 
creating municipalities was to increase the competition among them, but also with these 
new educational administrators (Núñez, 1991; Larenas & Sandoval, 2015; Villalobos, 
2014).  
Municipalization in a Context of Privatization  
The municipalization of education in Chile directly followed the outlines of 
Friedman, implying greater privatization of educational institutions and the development 
of free competition. At the same time, it used the discourse of individual freedom that is 
characteristic of a neoliberal imaginary, especially in the way that parent communities 
are defined as consumers of educational services. Active participation would supposedly 
contribute to generating quality service, not by their involvement in the schools’ 
decisions, but by voting with their feet. 
Municipalities had two options to administrate the educational system; the first 
option was to establish a municipal educational department (DAEM), which was legally 
represented by the mayor of the municipality (Peirano & Vargas, 2005). The alternative 
was a corporate model, which privatized educational administration through a 
Corporación Municipal [Municipal Corporation]. Due to the high cost of the second 
alternative, most municipalities chose the first option (Taylor, 2006). 
 At first private suppliers in conjunction with the state could choose to subsidize 
schools completely, but then, during Lagos Government (2000 -2006) privates suppliers 
could also charge tuitions to the parents as an extra income for the schools. The other 
private option was that parents would have to pay all of the tuitions and fees. Private 
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suppliers were represented by individuals, companies, and/or corporations, which could 
include either for-profit or nonprofit institutions. They had their own regulations and 
their own control of resources (Peirano & Vargas, 2005). 	 The main responsibility of the State was (a) to give the required funding for each 
school based on enrollment rates, (b) to develop a national curriculum, and (c) to 
establish minimal educational goals for schools (Assael et al., 2011). The next figure 
illustrates the educational structure that was developed by Pinochet (as cited in Peirano 
& Vargas, 2005): 
Figure 2.1. Chilean Educational Administration System  
	
	 To support this new administrative system, the funding strategy was 
decentralized. The main idea was to increase competition among schools. This funding 
strategy developed a flexible funding system that was regulated by a demand-side 
economics— the educational market (Assaél et al., 2011; Perirano & Vargas, 2005; 
OECD, 2004). 
Figure	1	Classi7ication	of	Chilean	Schools	
Source:	Peirano	and	Vargas	(2005)		
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An Equal Voucher for a Diverse Context  
Municipalization policy was also accompanied by a financing policy based on a 
voucher. The voucher was associated with pupil enrollment in each school. It was 
changed from one based on school resources (teachers and facilities) to one that was 
regulated by demand-side financing, based on student enrollment rates, which created an 
educational market (Assaél et al., 2011; Carnoy & McEwan, 2001; OECD, 2004; 
Peirano & Vargas, 2005; Taylor, 2006). This financing system was developed in 1976, 
but it began to be installed rapidly after 1980 (Núñez, 1991). 
The voucher did not consider the differences between the communities where 
municipalities operated. Public education has high fixed costs, regardless of the number 
of students an establishment actually has. There were many communities that had a 
lower teacher/student ratio, lower population density and greater vulnerability, and with 
the voucher logic, these communities were underfunded (Donoso, 2013). A clear 
example of this disparity is exemplified by Núñez (1991) to show this great diversity of 
funding depending on the location.  
The Municipality of Providencia, had in 1981 an officer for every 187 
inhabitants, whereas Pudahuel has an officer for every 2,084 inhabitants (...) The 
municipal spending per capita in Providencia amounted to $4,439 (around 9 
dollars), while in Pudahuel it was $316 (around 1 dollar). (p.144)  
 
The municipalities were not prepared to manage public education and were 
forced, many of them unwilling, in a short time to administer it, without training or a 
clear explanation of what their specific role would be (Donoso, 2013; Núñez, 1991; 
Raczynski, 2012). 
A Late and Controversial Economical Support: The SEP 
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This administrative system is still in place today. Democratic coalition 
governments (coalition of center-left parties) following the military dictatorship did not 
make major modifications to the system, nor did they provide more support to 
municipalities. Although now the mayors are elected democratically in each community 
and they work with a group of councilors to help oversee their work, the mayors largely 
hold great control and influence in the way that educational policies are implemented at 
a local level. 
It was not until the beginning of 2005 that a shift in policy began. The most 
important was the Preferential School Subsidy Act (Ley de Subvención Escolar 
Preferencial [SEP]), which involved an increase in the amount of the voucher for 
establishments serving vulnerable students (Raczynski, 2012). To receive the benefits of 
this law, facilities must commit to improving their learning outcomes on standardized 
evaluation for accountability purposes, the SIMCE, a measurement that has been taken 
to heart as the fundamental measurement of this model based on the market. 
While the SEP law was an effective financial support for schools, SEP benefited 
particular schools like subsidized private schools, making them compete for the most 
vulnerable students, even if, in practice, these funds went to more municipal 
establishments since they had a higher enrollment of vulnerable students. Nevertheless, 
since the municipality received this funding, and not the establishments directly, there 
are questions on the part of teachers and guardians on how these funds are spent 
(Raczynski, 2012). In fact, there have been media scandals over the mismanagement of 
these funds by municipalities, who have invested them improperly or have diverted them 
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without using them in the establishments to which they were allegedly delivered 
(CIPER, 2012, 2014).  
The municipal system installed by the military dictatorship harmed public 
education. The majority of the municipalities use most of their resources to pay the 
salaries of teachers but do not have any more resources to support the work of the 
principals and provide educational materials that are required by educational institutions. 
The few municipalities that have more resources are usually in the sectors where people 
receive more income, producing profound educational segregation. According to 
Kremerman (2007) the 25 richest municipalities in the country, after using the total 
resources of the voucher, provide extra resources to their schools that account for an 
approximate for 30% (or more) of the value of the vouchers that they have already used. 
On other hand, many other municipalities that use vouchers provided by the state, use 
these to repay debts that as municipalities they have acquired for other services, not 
necessarily educational (in Larenas & Sandoval, 2015).  
Pinochet’s dictatorship restructured the whole educational system. It privatized 
primary, secondary and tertiary education under the firm belief that competition would 
increase the quality of education. To secure these educational changes, the dictator 
passed a key piece of legislation, the Ley Orgánica Constitucional de Educación 
(LOCE) [Organic Constitutional Educational Law], on his last day in office. This law 
regulated the entire educational system allowing for anyone to open and administer a 
school, using public funding to make a profit from the school. It ensured Pinochet’s 
educational structure because it “made any future amendments to the education reforms 
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of 1980 and 1981 subject to an unattainable quorum in the parliament” (Matear, 2006, p. 
37). 
The vouchers and the municipalization put into place did not respond to 
empirical evidence of the chances of success of these models, but was ideologically 
based (Donoso, 2013), using prerogatives of the market model in education developed 
by Milton Friedman, without previous experience that could help to predict the success 
of these policies. The next section describes some current consequences and 
contradictions of this market model in education. 
Consequences of the “Neoliberal Experiment”: A Decreasing Public Enrollment 
and School Closings  
One of the first direct consequences of the imposition of this market model, and 
particularly municipalization, was a profound privatization of the education system. The 
transfer of a central government to locally administered municipalities also meant that 
teachers lost their status as state workers, only to become private laborers, losing a 
number of the benefits and protections associated with their previously public profession 
(Inzunza, 2009; Núñez, 2004; Núñez, Pino & López, 2011).  
Since the return to democracy, the governments have increased the educational 
budget with the intention to support teachers. Reforms have been implemented to 
improve teacher practices (Beca, Huidobro, Montt, Sotomayor, & Walter, 2006; Nuñez, 
2004; Montecinos, 2003). Also, more regulations have been defined for the creation and 
administration of new private schools, but under the same logic of a market in education 
(Assaél et al., 2011; Bellei, 2007; Carnoy & McEwan, 2001).  
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The market model also generated a rapid drop in enrollment for public schools. 
Subsidized schools received more benefits from this voucher system (Carnoy & 
McEwan, 2001). They also had more liberty to spend and use money because they were 
not supervised by the state (Assáel et al., 2011). Municipal schools began to see 
enrollment rates drop quickly. In 1980, private subsidized schools enrolled about 14% of 
the student population, this is in sharp contrast with school enrollments in 1990, only 10 
years later, when 35% of the student population enrolled in private subsidized schools, 
showing a drastic increase in the number of students attending private subsidized 
schools (Carnoy & McEwan, 2001).  
Between the years 2000 and 2009, public school enrollment dropped from 55% 
to 42%, while private subsidized school enrollment increased from 36% to 51%. When 
analyzing data in a disaggregated way, a more complex situation is reflected. Of the total 
of 346 municipalities in Chile, 29 (8.4%) have had a loss of enrollment of over 40%, 
while 175 (50.7%) had a loss ranging from 20% to 40%. Only 18 municipal 
establishments increased their enrollment from 0.1% to 20% (Portales, 2011). While 
there is a slight diversity, clearly what is highlighted is a progressive loss, which, when 
analyzed over time, reveals a serious trend. The following graph (Figure 2) shows how 
municipal enrollment has gradually fallen in Chile and how enrollment has increased in 
private subsidized schools from 1981 to 2011. 
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Figure 2.2 Enrollment in Public, Private Subsidize and Private School by Year. 
 
Public enrollment in Chile is lower than that of private establishments, which is 
related to the progressive underfunding and the lack of prestige of public education in 
favor of subsidized private education, which now educates more than 50% of students in 
Chile (Bellei, 2014; Donoso, 2013). These statistics demonstrate that Chile is the 
country with the lowest number of students enrolled in public schools of the OECD 
countries (OECD, 2011). 
The Inevitable Increase of School Closing 
The progressive loss of enrollment has also been accompanied by a steady 
increase in public school closings. There are different data regarding the number of 
public establishments that have been closed. Núñez (2013) notes that between 2000 and 
2012 a total of 818 municipal schools have closed. Kremerman (2011) argues that 
between 1992 and 2010 a total of 612 municipal schools (including primary and 
secondary education) have closed, a much smaller number than Núñez.  
In 2014, the former Minister of Education cited research to the Senate to argue 
that about 3,000 educational establishments of all branches and levels (primary and 
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secondary, public and private) had closed. The researchers of this investigation sent a 
note to the press to clarify that the specific data is 2,822 establishments, of which 1,179 
are municipal, which have closed between 1994 and 2012 (El Mostrador, 2014). This 
study was recently published, arguing that between the period of study an average of 
149 schools closed per year, 52% of them being public. The following graph (Figure 3) 
shows the process of school closing from 1994 to 2012 (source Grau, Hojman, Labra, & 
Mizala, 2015). 
Figure 2.3. School exits by type of administration (1994 – 2012). 
 
The same authors also show that there has been a higher increase of new private-
voucher schools, with an entry of 81% between 1992 and 2012. This study shows how 
the privatization of the educational system is extremely prevalent. However, it also 
shows that the process of school closing appears to be implemented without any concern 
for the students, reflecting a lack of consideration for their right to education, especially 
when we consider that it is the educational system that should adapt to the students and 
respect their local communities, not the other way around. In this system, there are the 
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students who have to change schools during the school year because their educational 
establishments, both private and public, are being systematically closed (Grau, Hojman, 
Labra, & Mizala, 2015). At the same time, the process of school closing has been 
correlated with an increase in marketization by the entrance of a large number of 
private-voucher schools into the Chilean business of education. The following graph 
(Figure 4) shows the increase of private-voucher schools from 1992 to 2012. 
Figure 2.4. School entries by type of administration (1992 – 2012). 
 
 As a result of all of these negative consequences and thanks to the constant 
reclamation of the students’ movements, the current government under Michelle 
Bachelet has sent to the congress a new law to reform the administration of public 
education. This law recognizes the current crisis of the public educational system and 
attributes it to extreme marketization. Among the promises of this new law is the 
creation of the Local Agencies of Education, which will assume the meso-level 
administration of public schools. This will be a long and gradual process, with at least 6 
years of implementation and evaluation. It promotes a better selection process for local 
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administrators, one that will no longer depend on local politics but on qualifications.  It 
will also provide more autonomy and preparation for school leaders and promote 
networking among them, based on the ideal of collaboration. In addition, it will create a 
more democratic environment with the introduction of the Local Council of Education, 
which will be comprised of a variety of actors, such as parents, students and academics. 
Finally, it will provide more funding to public schools. Nevertheless, this new law does 
not propose a change in the current financial system and will probably undergo 
significant alterations in the congress. 
Municipalization has been set in a national context of privatization and the 
implementation of a set of neoliberal policies and is intimately intertwined with the 
financing policy based on vouchers and policy evaluation based on the SIMCE. The 
contradictions of this system do not directly depend on the municipalization, but are 
linked to a market model in education that has been implemented in different countries. 
In the next section I describe three contradictions: (a) The market policy is based on 
efficiency, but it gets poor results; (b) Standardized tests for accountability as a quality 
parameter reproduce inequality; and (c) This model promotes parent’s School Choice 
when actually parents are being chosen by the system.  
a) The market policy is based on efficiency, but it gets poor results 
One of the major contradictions of this system is that it has not generated the 
results it promised, even by its own terms (measured by standardized testing). The 
market should supposedly increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the school system 
(Aedo & Sapelli, 2001; Carnoy & McEwan, 2001), but instead it has increased 
educational segregation without demonstrating an increase in the learning outcomes of 
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students (Assael et al, 2011; Bellei, 2007; Matear, 2006; Valenzuela, Bellei, & De los 
Rios, 2013). 
This problem does not seem to depend on specific factors in Chile, but on the 
ineffectiveness of the market model for schooling. In the US, as in Chile, where this 
model has been strengthened, it seems that learning outcomes are linked to the family 
characteristics of students, which have an effect on the schools where they study. 
Lubienski and Lubienski (2014) conducted an extensive investigation where they 
controlled for the demographic backgrounds and location of the students and compared 
student performance of both public and private schools. Their results show that at a 
national level, public schools outperform private schools. They conclude that the market 
model in education and the theory of School Choice must be revised. Apparently “the 
instruction in public schools is actually more aligned with current assessments and the 
latest research on what works – factors that some schools (private) use their autonomy to 
avoid” (p.128). This research is similar to studies carried out in Chile (Bellei, 2007; 
Redondo, 2005) demonstrating very similar results:  using this promoted market model 
has produced results that show clear contradiction with committed prerogatives. 
b) Standardized tests for accountability as a quality parameter reproduce 
inequality  
Another major problem has been found is the abusive and indiscriminate use of 
standardized accountability tests, as if they were the best measure to account for the 
quality of educational processes. Standardized tests have been criticized for reducing the 
teaching curriculum, failing to evaluate higher cognitive processes, and limiting the 
notion of quality to the results of these tests (Cassasus, 2010; De Lancer, 2006). This 
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definition of quality reduces a complex human experience such as teaching and learning 
to a number; it denies the diversity of perspectives that exist regarding what constitutes 
quality teaching, and furthermore fails to consider that the notion of quality is situated in 
a historical and contextual moment, which is to say that it can vary in time and place 
(Greene, 1999).  
In turn, standardize tests profoundly damage the role of teachers, limiting their 
work to obtaining high scores on these tests, which not only reduces their educational 
practices, but it also changes their role from teachers to test trainers, leaving them 
demotivated and causing many of them to abandon the public education system 
(Lipman, 2004). Thus, these measurements that are meant to account for quality from a 
neutral perspective just end up damaging the quality of the educational process that 
public schools could provide. 
The SIMCE seems to have the same consequences with teachers in Chile (Alto al 
SIMCE, 2013; Docencia, 2009, Flórez, 2015). The SIMCE was created in 1988 as a 
system to measure the learning of Chile’s students on a national level. In 1995 the 
results of the standardized test became publicly available in the form of a ranking 
published in the national press. The SIMCE started as a standardize test to measure 
student’s outcomes in Math and Language, but now it is also in three other educational 
sectors (English, Science and Physical Education). Today, a municipal school can be 
closed if it does not achieve the required results in standardized tests (Inzunza, Pino, & 
Oyarzun, 2013).  
Perhaps the worst characteristic of this measure is that this instrument does not 
define the construct of “quality” (Florez, 2013); however, SIMCE still presents this idea 
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of quality as understood, having “quality” as its fundamental objective. In fact, this idea 
is highlighted in the name of the exam: Sistema de Medición de la Calidad de la 
Educación (Education Quality Measurement System). Obviously this is a great technical 
weakness, it does not seem serious and is a little absurd, and it is extremely dangerous. 
A basic component of any evaluation is to have the criteria and the purpose clear 
regarding what will be evaluated (Weiss, 1998). The evaluation criteria are crucial 
because they also reflect the values that the evaluator wishes to promote in the society 
(Greene, 2006; 2012). Being a state-mandated test on a national level that publishes its 
results, and not defining with clarity what it accepts as quality, SIMCE allows 
judgments about the administration, instructors, and students, without any clarity about 
what these judgments are based on (Pino, 2014). 
There is pressure to obtain these results rapidly and efficiently in a highly 
complex context such as education and learning. A great contradiction of the logic of 
accountability is that it aims to generate long-term changes in the processes of learning 
and teaching using short-term measures. It seems that this is not a project that will 
improve public education, rather it seeks to demonstrate that public school goals are not 
achievable, to damage the value of public education, to show that private schools are 
better than public, and as consequence, to justify the closing of public schools that 
perform an important social function (Lipman, 2009; 2011). 
c) This model promotes parent’s School Choice when actually parents are being 
chosen by the system.  
 A third contradiction of the market model in education is the way in which the 
parents are addressed as consumers (Apple, 2005). This phenomenon has been studied in 
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Chile, and those that have been done focus on learning how parents use or do not use 
standardized tests as an indicator of choice, concluding that in general the SIMCE is not 
what is guiding their decisions (Elaqua, 2013; Hseieh & Urquiola, 2006). 
Currently, a group of researchers from the Center for Advanced Studies in 
Education at the University of Chile are in their second year of a study that looks at what 
encourages parents to choose a specific school. The study uses a large amount of 
qualitative data from different regions and involves families from three different 
socioeconomic strata in the country. The researchers have found that parents who come 
from low socioeconomic backgrounds seek institutions that give their children greater 
security, not quality, in terms of learning outcomes. At the same time, the researchers 
say that parents who have high socioeconomic status make their decisions based on 
maintaining or achieving a high social status for their children, again not paying much 
attention to SIMCE. In any case, the decision to choose a facility seems to be informed 
very little by the idea of academic quality, regardless of socioeconomic status. Those 
who belong to a lower sector are unlikely to find a location where their children will be 
safe, while those from a higher sector, must go through a series of screening tests that go 
beyond their purchasing power, where religion, family formation and their child’s ability 
to pass entrance exams are often required. This evidence suggests that it is the 
establishment who chooses the students and that parents do not actually have the 
freedom to choose (Canales, Bellei, & Orellana, 2014). 
In the US, it seems parents have different reasons for choosing an educational 
establishment, which has generated the impression that these can be quite different 
depending on family characteristics and values, without there necessarily being a direct 
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link to the academic results of the students. Apparently, issues like the infrastructure of 
schools and extracurricular activities have greater importance (Lubienski & Lubienski, 
2014). 
Both Chile and the United States seem to have a market model based on School 
Choice, but the parents in both cases have a fairly limited choice spectrum due to 
barriers involving costs for establishments or because of the parameters of selection by 
the institutions. For example, in Chicago and New Orleans, due to an extensive 
privatization process carried out, charter schools seem now to be the only choice left for 
parents (Lipman, 2011). 
When looking beyond the motives of individual families who are choosing an 
educational institution, one can see that what is at stake is the political role that 
communities have regarding the public education that their children receive. The 
question is how communities may or may not influence the education of their children, 
and how they can change their role as consumers to become citizens that act as agents 
creating the public education they desire. Basically, the question is how communities 
can, through education, make use of their right to the city (Harvey, 2012; Lipman, 2011) 
and how the State can guarantee the full realization of the Right to Education for 
children (Lee, 2013), as I discussed in my previous chapter, one of the reactions that the 
population and communities of Chile have recently showed is a systematic and 
organized resistance against these policies. 
Concluding Remarks 
 In this chapter I have discussed how Hayek and Friedman have played a 
fundamental role in framing the meaning to the principle of individual freedom, 
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developing a critical approach to the control of the State or the value of communities 
over people’s lives. This particular understanding of individual freedom is a central 
principle for developing a neoliberal imaginary that guides educational policies under 
the slogan of School Choice throughout the world, but especially in Chile. Both Hayek 
and Friedman went to Chile during the Pinochet dictatorship and their followers, 
particularly in the case of Friedman, had key positions in the government, which 
allowed them to, without any democratic debate, implement what has been known as the 
“neoliberal experiment” of the world.  
 I explained how, during the Pinochet dictatorship, the educational system was 
privatized; in particular, I have highlighted the decentralization of the educational 
system through the municipalization of education. I presented this policy in relation to 
the funding system that included a voucher program tied to pupil enrollment and a 
national standardized test for accountability purposes. Municipalities did not have the 
resources or knowledge to manage public education. Among the consequences of this 
market oriented educational system is a large drop in enrollment in public education and 
an alarming number school closings.  
 In this chapter I have also shown three main contradictions of a neoliberal 
educational system: (a) the market policy is based on efficiency, but it gets poor results; 
(b) standardized tests for accountability as a quality parameter reproduce inequality; and 
(c) this model promotes parent’s School Choice when, actually, schools are being 
chosen for the parents by the system. In Chile, this market oriented educational system 
that has reproduced a neoliberal imaginary about our society, does not achieve its own 
promoted goals, and has deeply harmed the public education. 
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 Many of the socio-political transformations of this dictatorship were made 
through the Constitution of 1980. A day after the military coup, Pinochet sent a Supreme 
Decree “for the study and elaboration of a draft of a new Political Constitution of the 
State” (Soto & Fiamma, 1977, p. 8). In this context of increasing privatization of the 
educational system, the right to education was written into the Chilean Constitution. Not 
even Allende managed to accomplish that goal.  
 Considering the reflections about the right to education developed in my first 
chapter, where this right can be framed as a social entitlement or as a source for 
resistance and social transformation, it is important to understand how the right to 
education has been interpreted, as educational policies are being enacted within the 
Chilean context of profound privatization.  
 Chile is also currently experiencing many public expressions of resistance to 
these neoliberal policies. The student movement has been a major, international, and 
well-known example. However, there are also other experiences that have received less 
attention but that have had a profound impact at the local level. I am particularly 
interested in how a community of parents has successfully resisted the process of school 
closing in their community by claiming the right to education for their children and 
transforming the local municipal administration of their own schools. I would like to 
understand what the right to education means to this group of poor Chilean parents who, 
and what role and influence of these parents should have in the design and 
implementation of new educational policies in their community. 
 It seems that both, the right to education and local educational policies, are much 
more complex than what it is written in the international agreement and the national 
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constitution. In the next section, I explain how I address these issues by conducting a 
mixed methods study (Greene, 2007) based on two methodological approaches, a critical 
discourse analysis (Fairclough, 2001, 2003, 2005) of the right to education as it is 
elaborated in the Chilean constitution and a multi-sited case study (Stake, 1995; 1998; 
2005) of parent and community resistance to school closings.  
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CHAPTER 3: MIXED METHODS AS “WAYS OF THINKING”. A CRITICAL 
DISCOURSE ANALYSIS AND A MULTI-SITED CASE STUDY OF THE 
HUMAN RIGHT TO EDUCATION IN CHILE 
Most fundamentally, to mix methods in social inquiry is to set a large 
table, to invite diverse ways of thinking and valuing to a have a seat at 
the table, and to dialogue across such differences respectfully and 
generatively toward deeper and enhanced understanding.  
Jennifer Greene (p.14, 2007) 
 
 In my first chapter, I discussed how the moral value of dignity for all human 
beings is fundamental to the Universal Declaration. In order to promote and protect the 
rights of this declaration, human rights also need to be reviewed from a political 
perspective. In regards to the human right to education, I contend that the State should 
guarantee this right, taking into account Tomasevski’s (2001, 2004) 4’A scheme – 
availability, accessibility, acceptability and adaptability – which urges considering the 
right to education beyond the idea of school access and school choice.  
 In my second chapter, I argued that the Chilean educational system was 
developed by adhering to the concept of individual freedom defended by Hayek and 
Friedman. This has been a central principle for developing a neoliberal imaginary that 
guides educational policies under the slogan of school choice, which, from my 
perspective, is in direct contradiction to the ideal of the human right to education. The 
Chilean formulation of the right to education is a modification of international 
agreements, such as the Universal Declaration (1948), the Covenant of Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights (1966), and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989), which 
all emphasize that schooling education must be free and of equal quality for all people, 
and that it should promote and respect the identity of local communities (Lee, 2013; 
McCowan, 2013). 
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 Even though the idea of freedom is central to these international agreements, 
Chilean educational policies seem to reduce that ideal to individual competition for 
limited resources, creating a marketized educational system that has dramatically 
decreased the enrollment of students in public institutions and increased the frequency of 
school closings and failing to achieve their own promised goals. For this market-
oriented system, I have show three fundamental contradictions: (a) the market policy is 
based on efficiency, but gets poor results; (b) standardized tests for accountability as a 
quality parameter reproduce inequality; and (c) this model promotes parents’ School 
Choice when, actually, schools are being chosen for the parents by the system.  
 My dissertation research aims to examine the changes in the right to education in 
Chile which privileges choice over access belying its true effects: unequal education 
provision as reflected in an alarming number of school closing in the poorer sectors of 
the country. I specifically address these three questions. First, generally, how has the 
right to education, stated explicitly in the Chilean constitution, been interpreted as 
educational policies are being enacted? Second, what does this right mean to a group of 
poor Chilean parents who in 2014 successfully resisted school closings in their 
community? Third, what should be the role and influence of parents in the design and 
implementation of educational policies in their community? 
 My research is positioned at the intersection of legal studies, human rights, and 
resistance to neoliberalism in education. I address these questions by conducting a 
mixed-methods study (Greene, 2007) based on two methodological approaches. First, a 
critical discourse analysis (Fairclough, 2001, 2003, 2005) of the right to education as it 
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is elaborated in the Chilean constitution and, second, a multi-sited case study (Stake, 
1995, 1998, 2005) of parent and community resistance to school closings.  
 Mixed methods research is a contemporary trend in the social sciences. Though 
researchers have implemented a variety of epistemological traditions for many years, the 
development of investigations designed to mix methods, the procedures to conduct 
mixed methods research, and the philosophical issues related to this field, are 
discussions that began to gain traction in the 1980s and materialized as a way to conduct 
social research after the 1990s (Creswell, 2011; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003).  
 In this chapter I present how mixed methods research is defined according to 
various relevant authors in this field of study. I focus on explaining how the contrast 
between qualitative and quantitative research has been a central element of mixed 
methods for many of its researchers. I challenge this belief using Jennifer Greene’s 
understanding of mixed methods as "ways of thinking," which makes possible to expand 
the boundaries of this field of study, to overcome the qualitative and quantitative 
tension, and to diversify its possibilities for social research.  
 Then I describe the design of my research on the right to education in Chile and 
community resistance to neoliberal policies. For this investigation I carried out a mixed 
research articulating two methodologies: 1) Critical Discourse Analysis to investigate 
the power relations produced by legal documents about the right to education in Chile. 
2) A Multi-Sited Case Study to analyze the meaning of lived experience of the parents 
and guardians who fought to reopen their schools, using the right to education as one of 
their slogans. Finally, I described some of the strengths and limitations of this particular 
mixed methods research. One of the purposes of presenting a critical discourse analysis 
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of the Chilean constitution is to contextualize how this right was framed during the 
Pinochet dictatorship. When describing the results of each methodology, I have favored 
my multi-sited case study, as it seems more interesting to demonstrate the negative 
consequences of a market-oriented education system in the daily life of those with fewer 
resources. At the same time, my multi-sited case study reflects how the right to 
education can be used to resist these policies in order to transform and improve the 
public education system. Therefore, my discourse analysis acts as a sociopolitical 
contextualization of a profound Chilean educational issue, that is the state’s neglect of a 
fundamental commitment: the guarantee of the human right to education. I have not 
found many studies that actually assume the challenge of mixing methodologies that are 
each considered “qualitative methods”, and my research aims to be a practical example 
of how this mixing can be achieved and to present insight on such mixing.  
The Mixed Methods Community  
 In the field of social sciences, we tend to distinguish between qualitative 
(henceforth, "Qual") and quantitative (henceforth "Quan") analyses, especially if we 
intend to publish a paper on a mainstream journal. This distinction is used to quickly 
inform the reader of our epistemological perspective, avoiding complicated 
philosophical debates. Mixed methods research (MMR) is a byproduct of this contrast 
between Qual and Quan. For example Niglas (1999; 2004), upon critically analyzing 
145 empirical educational studies that indicated the use of MMR, noted that many of 
these used a Quan design complemented with Qual methods or viceversa. Among her 
analysis's conclusions, she states that the use of both Quan and Qual methods in the 
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same investigation is common, but the level of integration is relatively modest in the 
majority of cases (in Greene, 2007).  
 Since its inception MMR, has depended on a combination of Qual and Quan 
(Johnson & Gray, 2010)17. Johnson & Onwuegbuzie (2004, 2012) elaborate on this idea 
by arguing that MMR should be recognized as a paradigm of its own. They position 
MMR beneath the philosophical pragmatism of Pierce, James, and Dewey. From this 
perspective, the fundamental role of MMR is to resolve the practical problems of real 
life, by taking advantage of the strengths of each methodology (Quan and Qual) - a task 
that is often impossible when they are not used in conjunction. Although these authors 
acknowledge the still-present tensions between some Quan (post-positivism) and Qual 
researchers, they note several general points of agreement, such as: (a) knowledge 
depends on the background of the researchers, (b) the theories can handle and use 
different types of data, which can be interpreted in different ways, (c) hypotheses about 
a phenomenon depend on a set of assumptions, (d) The conclusions of an investigation 
are probabilistic and are not definitive proof, and (e) Research is guided by values, 
which is to say that there is a value-leadenness to inquiry.  
 Teddlie & Tahakkori (2010), along the same lines as Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 
identify a set of characteristics common among those who practice MMR, including a 
methodological eclecticism, that MMR can be implemented with different purposes, and 
a consensus that it is the research question that should guide the methods and not vice 																																																								17	Johnson & Gray (2010) perform a review of various philosophers of Western thought in an effort to 
determine the philosophical predecessors of MMR. They argue that it is possible to discern the ontological 
and epistemic conceptions on which the paradigms of Qual and Quan are based. Some "proto-Quan" ideas 
comprise an absolutist position on reality: that it should be studied following a set of systematic steps to 
generate scientific knowledge. Meanwhile, "proto-Qual" perspectives propose a more relativistic and 
contextualized interpretation of phenomena, with more freedom surrounding the search for wisdom. MMR 
lies in between these two fundamental conceptions of the human being.	
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versa. For Teddlie & Tashakkori, there are enough common elements to think of MMR 
as a third methodological tent (Qual and Quan being the other two). 
 The argument of MMR as a third methodological tent is supported by an article 
of Morgan (2007) about the idea of the paradigm introduced by Kuhn. Despite that he 
recognizes that Kuhn deploys different definition of what is a paradigm18, he argues that 
the most appropriate is a “shared belief among a community of researchers” (Morgan in 
Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2010, p. 14-15). Teddlie & Tashakkori follow the course set forth 
by Morgan. In fact, when they present a definition of Mixed Methods, they seem to be 
guided by the research community's general consensus with respect to what MMR is. 
So, they take an investigation by Johnson et al. (2007) that compares 19 definitions of 
MMR provided by references in the area, and the synthesis is as follows:  
Mixed methods research is the type of research in which a researcher or a team 
of researchers combines elements of qualitative and quantitative research 
approaches (e.g. use of qualitative and quantitative viewpoints, data, collection, 
analysis, inference techniques) for the broad purposes of breadth and depth of 
understanding and corroboration (in Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2010, p. 19) 
 
 As mentioned in this definition, it seems that several authors in the MMR 
community share a concern regarding the use of the descriptors "Qual" and "Quan" to 
define, and, with that, explain, what a study should do in this field. (Johnson & 
Onwuegbuzie, 2004; 2012; Jhonson & Gray, 2010; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003; 2010). 
However, these authors recognize that this discussion is not settled. In fact, many 
controversies persist in this community of researchers, making MMR a field full of 
stimulating debate and constant motion (Creswell, 2011; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2010). 																																																								18	For Morgan a paradigm can be understood as: 1) Worldviews, ways of seeing and experiencing the 
world. 2) As epistemological stances, which implies a metaphysical conceptions “composed by the 
tripartite linkage of ontology, epistemology and methodology.” 3) “As model examples (i.e. exemplars 
demonstrating how research is conducted)” and 4) “As shared beliefs among a community of researchers”  
Morgan is a fierce defender of the latter interpretation (Creswell, 2011).	
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In the following section, I will describe some of these controversies, with a particular 
focus on the use of the descriptors "Qual" and "Quan" and how the field can move 
beyond them thanks to Jennifer Greene's perspective on MMR. Overcoming this tension 
makes it possible to expand the bounds of this field of study and diversify the 
possibilities for investigating social phenomena.  
Mixed Method Controversies, Looking Beyond the Qual-Quan Debate 
 Many controversies exist within the field of MMR, but Creswell (2011) defines 
11 that he deems relevant to discuss19. Several are put forth in the Handbook of Mixed 
Methods in Social & Behavioral Research edited by Tashakkori & Teddlie (2010) and 
some are also present in the book, Mixed Methods in Social Inquiry by Greene (2007). 
One that seems central to me is the questionable use of qualitative and quantitative 
descriptors to define what MMR is.  
 It is understandable that this division between Qual and Quan paradigms exists 
within MMR. To a great extent, this is a result of the debates that took place during the 
70s and 80s when researchers in both camps strove to make their respective methods the 
standard for studying social phenomena (Greene, 2007). However, while this dichotomy 
may make sense on an abstract or theoretical level, it does not seem as relevant in 
practice, as researchers tend to use both methodologies in the same study to understand a 
social phenomenon (Creswell, 2011). 
																																																								
19 These are eleven controversies that Creswell at least identifies for mixed method research: 1) The 
changing and expanding definitions of mixed methods research. 2) The questionable use of qualitative and 
quantitative descriptors. 3) Is mixed methods a “new” approach to research? 4) What drives the interest in 
mixed methods? 5) Is the paradigm debate still being discussed? 6) Does mixed methods privilege post-
positivism? 7) Is there a fixed discourse in mixed methods? 8) Should mixed methods adopt a bilingual 
language for its terms? 9) Are there too many confusing design and possibilities for mixed methods 
procedures? 10) Is mixed methods research misappropriating design and procedures from other 
approaches to research (e.g. ethnography)? 11) What value is added by mixed methods beyond the value 
gained trough quantitative or qualitative research?   
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 Even when we look at a method in an isolated manner, as is the case in content 
analysis, the Qual vs. Quan distinction can become hazy. Some types of content analysis 
analyze the repetition of certain terms, focusing attention on comparative frequencies 
and patterns of meanings. In this process, one must first perform interpretive-
hermeneutic work (Qual) to codify words and meanings, and then count these codified 
repetitions (Quan). Finally, this analysis may take a Qual direction, as in demonstrating 
the importance of a word or its meanings in a certain context. On the other hand, one 
could also create a histogram based on the frequency of each repeated word in order to 
find which terms are most prevalent, processes which can be understood as Quan. In 
fact, one could even argue that both directions are a combination of Quan and Qual 
(Creswell, 2011).    
 In this sense, separating Qual and Quan creates a binary between two stands that 
in practice complement, rather than oppose one another. To resolve the aforementioned 
tension, some MMR authors have spoken of a continuum between Qual and Quan 
(Creswell, 2008; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003 in Creswell, 2011). Although this 
continuum appears to be the best way to address this tension, I believe that instead of 
solving the problem, it further reinforces the idea that MMR should use these two 
descriptors (Qual and Quan) to define itself. I believe that the more serious problem is 
that speaking of Qual and Quan methodologies creates an oversimplification that 
obscures the variety of ways to study social phenomena.  
 In the case of qualitative methodologies, one can identify many different ways to 
conduct a qualitative study. For example, Schwandt (2000) presents three different 
epistemological perspectives - interpretivism, hermeneutics, and social constructionism - 
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within qualitative inquiry. Although these three perspectives share the meaningfulness 
of human action, the value of the life world, and the idea of human subjectivity, there 
are important differences with respect to how people construct meaning around their 
experiences and how these meanings can be interpreted.  
 From a more radical perspective, Lincoln, Lynham & Guba (2011) describe 
distinct paradigms within qualitative inquiry, which are distinguished by their ontology 
(what is the nature of the social world that we study), epistemology (what counts as 
warranted knowledge), methodology (how to generate and justify such knowledge) and 
axiology (inquiry aims, values, and ethical stances). Considering this diversity, the Qual 
and Quan categories can help us to understand the differences between types of 
methods, or perhaps sets or clusters of methodological traditions, but they do not reflect 
specific ways in which social phenomena can be interpreted or understood (Biesta in 
Greene & Hall, 2010). Continuing to define mixed methods as a joining of Qual and 
Quan leads us to "essentialize them and thereby disregard their constructed nature and 
discount the diverse histories and social locations of different kinds of qualitative and 
quantitative inquiry" (Greene & Hall, 2010, p. 125). Moving beyond these large 
categories as fundamental descriptors of MMR allows this field to more precisely 
contend with the complexities and possibilities involved in mixing different 
methodologies.  
 One way to avoid the terms "Qual" and "Quan" as primary descriptors in MMR 
is to focus on the purposes for mixing methods, rather than fixating the discussion on the 
mixed methods. Better yet, we could relegate the discussion of the methods to the debate 
surrounding principles. In this area, Jennifer Greene have been recognized by her peers 
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as a key researcher (Creswell, 2011; Johnson & Gray, 2010; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 
2011), and her work has contributed significantly to helping us rethink MMR without 
limiting ourselves to an opposition (or a continuum) between Qual and Quan.  
Mixed Methods Research as a Way of Thinking about the Right to Education
 Greene (2007) describes mixed method research as a way of thinking with the 
overall purpose of better understanding social phenomena. This way of thinking is 
characterized by its multiplicity, its openness to differences, and its commitment to 
engaging with difference, inviting “multiple ways of seeing and hearing, multiple ways 
of making sense of the social world, and multiple stand positions on what is important 
and to be valued and cherished” (p. 20). To continue, I will briefly present how Greene 
explains the concepts of better understanding, multiplicity and values20, and 
commitment to engaging with difference relating them to my investigation.  
Toward Better Understanding  
 According to Greene (2007), a better understanding of social phenomena can 
have different meanings21, in my research I seek a deeper understanding of the meanings 
and political uses of the Right to Education in Chile. I am particularly interested in how 
this right was written into the Chilean constitution during Pinochet’s dictatorship (1973-
1990), considering its sociopolitical background, and highlighting the relations of power 
and a neoliberal imaginary where this document is contextualized. I want to contrast and 
																																																								
20 I have intentionally added "values" to the concept of multiplicity, as I believe they are intimately 
linked.  21.	Among them, she emphasizes the following: “Getting it right; enhancing the validity or credibility of 
our findings. Doing our work better; generating understandings that are broader, deeper, more inclusive, 
and that more centrally honor the complexity and contingency of human phenomena. Unsettling the 
settled; probing the contested; challenging the given; engaging multiple, often discordant, perspectives 
and lenses. Foregrounding the political and value dimensions of our work, not only to illuminate them, but 
also to engage with each other about our differences in order to advance our dialogues.” (p. 21)		 
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challenge this legal and sociopolitical perspective about the right to education with a 
multi-sited case study of a community of parents that succeed in fighting against the 
closing of their public schools. This community of parents has a different understanding 
of the right to education, and they use it to resist the closing of their schools. Following 
the reopening, this community has worked to develop an educational project that differs 
from the traditional, seemingly re-imagining and experimenting with a new form of 
public education. 
On Multiplism and Values  
 Another characteristic of MMR that Greene (2007) points to is its multiplicity: 
"at root, [MMR] accepts the legitimacy of multiple ways of knowing, the partiality of 
any one way of knowing, and thus desirability of multiple stances on knowledge in 
service of more comprehensive insights and understandings" (p. 23). I agree in that the 
methodologies that we use are only partial views of a phenomenon - that they are only 
points of view. In geometry, a point describes a position in space, and a line contains 
infinite points. This mathematical idea seems applicable, and has, in fact, been applied 
to the field of social sciences (Montecino, 2010), especially for the mixed methods 
research that I am proposing.  
 I believe that these points of view depend on the subject who is investigating, 
what Greene (2007) denominates as mental models, a "set of assumptions, 
understandings, predispositions, and values and beliefs which all social inquirers 
approach their work" (p. 12). In my case, I recognize two general beliefs that encompass 
the values guiding my investigation.  
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a) The researcher is a political agent: I believe that, as investigators, we are 
actors and not observers. When we choose one subject over another, our choice 
has academic and political consequences. I believe that we have a responsibility 
to society in that when we choose not to investigate social processes that seem 
unjust, in part, we perpetuate them. We act, especially when we are silent.  
This does not mean that we should only investigate explicitly political problems, 
but that we should keep them in mind, not ignore them, and search for ways for 
our investigations to contribute to the development of a more just society. I 
believe that, as social researchers, we should not limit ourselves to giving a voice 
(Ragin & Amoroso, 2011) to those who are not often heard. We must also have 
our own voice, which we can and should use in the many contexts where our 
work is situated. 
b) Structures have cracks: I take comfort in the post-structuralist thought of 
Michel Foucault, especially his understanding of power and desire. That is to 
say, I tend to think that society contains complex social discourses that incite, 
seduce, and inspire the subjects to act, but I do not believe that their behavior or 
identities are socially determined (Foucault, 1981; 1982; 2006). I also believe in 
the meaning that people give to their own experiences can be vague and 
contradictory. In this sense, I find the idea of alienation from the dominant 
ideology to be controversial and debatable, and that of social imaginaries to be 
more appropriate. I believe that many social structures, and even our own 
subjectivity, have cracks, and in these cracks lies the possibility for 
transformation - we can be different.  
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 This openness and willingness to compromise with respect to difference is also a 
third characteristic that Greene identifies in MMR, which includes three interrelated 
dimensions: methodology, philosophy, and ideology. To continue, I will briefly explain 
this commitment to engaging with difference, incorporating the way that Greene 
describes these dimensions for an MMR.  
Commitment to Engaging with Difference 
 Openness to difference is a substantial and, one might say, constitutive element 
of MMR, especially in the acceptance and use of different methodologies to study a 
social phenomenon. In the words of Greene, "mixed methods social inquiry, by 
definition, includes a diversity of methodological traditions, inquiry design, and methods 
for data gathering and analysis, and forms of interpretation and reporting" (2007, p. 28). 
Greene's contribution is in considering these linked methods as ontological, 
epistemological, and value-based elements - in essence, as ways of knowing. With that, 
the methods are no longer isolated, but, instead, are connected with particular visions of 
the world.  
 In the philosophical field, Greene (2007) alludes to multiple epistemological 
perspectives, observing and emphasizing an extensive spectrum of viewpoints from 
post-positivism to post-feminist Marxism. She notes that while there are tensions and 
contradictions that we must confront, that does not imply that a researcher cannot select 
more than one of these traditions, and thus enrich the analysis of a phenomenon.  
 This dilemma with diversity is linked to a value-based position deemed by 
Greene as ideological, and she describes it as a dialogic engagement with difference. 
From this position, we recognize a variety of ways of knowing and understanding 
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composed of the sets of values guiding the work that researchers carry out. For Greene, 
conducting an MMR means, in a certain way, accepting this diversity and, furthermore, 
daring to tackle these tensions to enrich the way we investigate.  
 When we take Greene's (2007) perspective on MMR, on one hand, it no longer 
seems necessary to continue the persistent debate over paradigmatic 
incommensurability, as we understand that paradigms are simply tools for understanding 
a social phenomenon. They contain substantial elements that could be negotiated, albeit 
with difficulty, but their purpose is not to reveal the truth about a phenomenon in and of 
itself, but to contribute to our ability to analyze a phenomenon using their analytical 
parameters. At the same time, this concept of MMR helps us to avoid reducing this field 
of investigation to a matter of Quan or Qual predominance, given that the center of 
MMR ceases to be the use of different methods, but the complexities, richness, 
possibilities, and limitations of mixing different ways of thinking.  
Paradigmatic Stances for Conducting a MMR 
 Among the variety of perspectives contained within MMR, one can pinpoint 
several paradigmatic positions that have an impact on methodological designs. 
Describing these positions will help us to identify the explanatory frameworks, 
limitations, and boundaries that an investigation can have (Creswell, 2011 
Greene, 2007; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2012; Teddlie & Tahakkori, 2010). These 
different stances are: Purist, a-paradigmatic, substantive theory, complementary, 
dialectic and alternative paradigms22.  In my investigation, I attempt to contrast two 
																																																								22	A)	Purist stance: belief in paradigmatic incommensurability is maintained – pragmatic assumptions are 
important for guiding and designing an investigation, however, they cannot be mixed. Even so, a mixture 
of methods is accepted within a paradigm. B) This vision tends to be attributed to the position of Lincoln, 
Lynham and Guba (2011).  A-paradigmatic stance: paradigms have a philosophical and abstract existence, 
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perspectives on the right to education. The first is about how the meaning of right to 
education in the 1980 Constitution came to be, and how it was used politically to 
implement a set of institutional transformations in the education system. The second is 
on how a community of parents and guardians interprets the right to education and how 
they use it politically to resist school closings. 
 I will take each perspective as separate points of view on the same phenomenon, 
I will first present the critical discourse analysis of the Chilean constitution, then I will 
develop my multi-sited case study, part of my discourse analysis will contextualize my 
multi-sited case study, but the mixing will occur at the level of the inferences of the 
results of each methodology. This form of mixed method research can be positioned in 
the complementary paradigmatic stance, from this stance paradigms contains important 
philosophical assumptions that should be respected, which implies that the methods of 
each one must be kept separate. Mixing would occur at the level of inferences, as the 																																																																																																																																																																			
but in practice these are irrelevant. More important is responding to practical problems, which can be 
achieved independently of the philosophical concepts they contain. Given that it is the context that guides 
the work in this case, any kind of mixing is acceptable: at the level of objectives, research questions, 
design, and methodology. C) Substantive theory stance: most relevant are the theoretical concepts that 
guide methodological decisions. The paradigmatic discussion is less important or is relegated to these 
theoretical notions. Following this logic, mixing depends more on the substantive theory, and the most 
logical thing to do is to strive for coherency between the guiding theory, research design and 
methodology. D) Complementary strengths stance: the paradigms contain important philosophical 
assumptions that should be respected, which implies that the methods of each one must be kept separate. 
Mixing would occur at the level of inferences, as the result of each methodology that has been applied in 
an independent manner from the others.  E) Dialectic Stance: paradigms are social and historical 
constructions, and although their views of the world should be respected, this does not imply that they 
should not be mixed. To explain further, the study should, in some way, address the typical tensions that 
come with mixing different ways of knowing. Mixing should be carried out while honoring differences 
and trying to establish a critical dialogue that contributes to enriching the way in which we understand 
social phenomena. In this case, an investigation design where different methodologies and methods are 
integrated seems logical. F) Alternative paradigms stance: essentially, in this position, the existence of the 
paradigms is recognized, but more importance is granted to the way in which an investigation can respond 
to specific contextual or theoretical problems. Among these options, Greene (2007) mentions 
philosophical pragmatism, identifying various authors discussed in this paper, such as Jhonson & Gray 
(2010), Johnson & Onwuegbuzie (2004, 2012) and Tashakkori & Teddlie (2003, 2012). Other examples 
of this stance are the scientific realism and the emancipatory paradigm (Mertens, 2003; Mertens, Bledsoe, 
Sullivan & Wilson, 2010) that have a particular set of axiological, epistemological, ontological and 
methodological perspectives.  
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result of each methodology that has been applied in an independent manner from the 
others. I have decided to present this mixing in the final chapter of my dissertation 
(Chapter 6: Conclusions: Reframing the Right to Education).  
 I am also interested in contrasting points of view on the right to education, which 
Greene (2007) calls mixing method for purposes of initiation. I intend to find the 
divergences, paradoxes, and contradictions between how the right to education was 
written by a group of lawyers under the service of the military dictatorship and how it 
has been understood by a group of parents and guardians, who use it to protect their 
schools from closings. More so than a legal debate, I am interested in understanding how 
constitutional rights in Chile have a direct impact on daily life of people and how they 
are formed as cultural devices that influence the way in which people assign meaning to 
their experiences, as socio-political instruments. 
Methodologies and Data 
 In my investigation, I apply two general methodologies. To analyze the right to 
education in the Constitution I have conducted a Critical Discourse Analysis 
(Fairclough, 1993, 2001, 2003, 2006). I have taken as its primary source of analysis the 
1980 Chilean Constitution, specifically Article Number 10, “The Right to Education” 
and Article Number 11, “The Freedom of Education.” I have analyzed these items in 
consideration of the Constitutional Acts enacted between 1973 and 1976, where the first 
official constitutional publications of these constitutional articles were written. I have 
also consulted the History of the Law Article 19 Nº11 “The Freedom of Education,” 
which contains hand-written notes and some transcriptions of the discussion held by 
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Pinochet’s constitutional commission between 1975 and 1980 to write the right to 
education.  
 I contrast this documental analysis with a multi-sited case study of resistance to a 
process of closing and reopening three public schools: Sergeant Mandelaria, Fabricio 
Bombardi and Holy Day, located in the poor and vulnerable community of Las Lilas in 
Santiago of Chile. While the process of closing and reopening involves three different 
schools, I consider each of them as part of one multi-sited case study, since they share a 
number of common characteristics: they depend on the same local government, have a 
similar enrollment rate, are sex-mixed, were closed on the same date, and have been 
working together to confront and change this process. Together, these three schools are 
cases of community resistance by a group of parents to defend the public education of 
their children (Flyvberg, 2006; Stake, 2005).  
 I began my multi-sited case study of this community in June through August of 
2014. I then continued my field research from July to November of 2015. I believe this 
case offers a useful opportunity to explore the possibilities and complexities of an 
alternative educational management model that involves the active participation of a 
local community. Robert Stake’s (1995) approach to case study informs my study. I 
systematically visited the three schools for four days a week for three to five hours. I 
observed, taking field notes (Graue & Walsh, 1998).  
 In 2014, I conducted 13 semi-structured interviews (Spradley, 1979) with 
parents, and single semi-structured interviews with the following informants: (a) the 
leader of a national parent group, (b) a city-council member, and (c) a Diputado del 
Congreso (a member of the Chilean Congress)—all directly involved in the process. I 
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also led a focus group (Stewart & Shamdasani, 2015) with children from one school, and 
six semi-structured interviews with experts in the legal aspects of school closing.  
 In 2015, I conducted 16 semi-structured interviews with parents (five of whom I 
had also interviewed in 2014), and single semi-structured interviews with the following 
informants: a) the leader of a national parental group (the same person as in 2014), b) 
the new administrator of the three public schools, c) the psychosocial coordinator of the 
three schools, d) the principal and technical pedagogical coordinator of each school, e) 
the national coordinator of support to municipalities from the Ministry of Education, f) 
the new administrator of all of the schools in the community (not the same as in (b)), g) 
a Diputado del Congreso (the same person as in 2014), and h) I also led a focus group 
with children from one school. I presented an initial analysis of the data that I gathered 
to the coordinating team of the schools (principals and administration) in order to 
receive their feedback about my own interpretations and observations in the field as a 
way to guarantee the quality of my analysis (Schwandt, 2007). I tried but was unable to 
have these presentations with the parents, mainly because coordinating a meeting with 
them required previous permission from the current administration, which, at the time 
that the research was taking place, was going through difficult and emergent issues, and 
we were unable to agree on a date for that meeting. I will discuss these issues in more 
detail in my chapter about the multi-sited case study. In the next Table 3.1 there is a 
description of the number of parents interviewed in each school of my multi-sited case 
study. 
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Table 3.1. Number of Parents/Guardians Interviewed in Each School  
School 2014 
Nº Parents/Guardians 
2015 
Nº Parents/Guardians 
Sergeant Mandelaria 3 4 
Fabricio Bombardi 3 3 
Holy Day 7 8 
Total 13 16 
 
 I have treated my critical discourse analysis with less methodological weight 
than my multi-sited case study, nevertheless I have tried to honor the way each 
methodology reflects specific dimensions of the phenomenon I am studying. In the 
presentation of the results and analysis of my dissertation, I have decided to highlight 
my multi-sited case study, because I believe it provides a unique perspective about the 
right to education and allows for developing a critical understanding of a major reform 
of the public education administration system in Chile. 
 An investigation design similar as the one that I propose is used by Chen (2011), 
who, in her doctoral thesis, takes advantage of the metaphor of the "kaleidoscope"23. 
One of the goals of her investigation was to produce several different images of a 
scholarship program in Taiwan. For that, she states that she has configured a 
kaleidoscope" within at least three different methodological and theoretical mirrors: 
																																																								
23 Chen (2011) situates herself between the complementary paradigmatic stance and the dialectic stance, 
mixing some methods and keeping others separate, which, to me, seem like an uncomfortable position. 
The design I propose is similar to Chen's, but simpler, I believe that positioning myself from a 
complementary strength stance is sufficient for emphasizing both differences and potential similarities 
between two methodological perspectives on the right to education. 	
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textual oriented discourse analysis, ethnographic representation of interview data, as 
well as post-colonial theories" (p. 9). Like Chen, I propose an MMR to analyze 
documents and empirical data connected to the way in which people assign meaning to 
their experiences.  
 In the next section, I will describe my understanding of critical discourse 
analysis and a multi-sited case study. For each one, I will explain the ontological, 
axiological, epistemological, and methodological commitments. These four categories 
are deeply interrelated, and I will only separate them in order to describe each 
methodology more clearly. I will also indicate how I am using these two perspectives to 
research the right to education. Finally, I will explain some of the strengths and 
limitations of conducting this specific mixed method research.  
The Ontological Dimensions of a Critical Discourse Analysis  
 There is a great variety of authors and approaches to discourse analysis (Rueda, 
2003; Schiffrin, Tannen, & Hamilton, 2003; Taylor, 2013), but for my research, I will 
focus on the critical discourse analysis proposed by Fairclough (hereafter CDA) (1992, 
2001, 2003, 2006), who has been particularly influential in the development of this 
methodology, particularly for the analysis of texts.  
 From an ontological point of view, a relevant theoretical assumption of CDA is 
its understanding of discourse and power relationships, which is primarily based on the 
thoughts of Michel Foucault. Foucault argues that discourses do not emanate from 
peoples’ thoughts or beliefs, but rather are formed by social structures (Foucault, 1981; 
Núñez, Pino & López, 2011). Social structures are constituted by actions and these 
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structures are perpetuated because actors repeat their actions over time, sustaining 
particular relations of domination and power (Foucault, 1982).  
 Foucault refuses to naturalize the concept of power because he thinks that power 
does not have a nature by itself; rather, the existence of power is only present in the 
actions and relations that people sustain over time (McCarthy & Dimitriadis, 2005). 
Social structures are the repetition of these actions. In Foucault’s words, “Power exists 
only when it is put into action, even if, of course, it is integrated into a disparate field of 
possibilities brought to bear upon permanent structures” (Foucault, 1982, p. 789). 
Because power is not a “thing,” to govern, it is an act of persuasion that tries to structure 
future actions, even though it cannot determine them; “to govern, in this sense, is to 
structure the field of actions of others” 24 (Foucault, 1982, p. 789). 
 Fairclough (2006) subscribes to this perspective on power, but instead of two 
dimensions (actions and structures), he distinguishes between three different levels of 
analysis: social structure, social practices and social events. For Fairclough, social 
structures delimit the possible margins within which the social events can occur. The 
social events are the situations that actually occur, something that Fairclough calls the 
actual, and it is on this level that the texts are situated. Between the social structures and 
social events lie the social practices, which mediate between the realm of what is 
possible and the actual, given that not all of what is possible or expected is what actually 
occurs. 
																																																								
24 Foucault argues that power is exercised over free people that freely choose to take the actions that are 
proposed to them. Thus, slavery is not an exercise of power because one of the actors is constrained to act 
upon the action of the other; rather, slavery “is a physical relationship of constraint” (p. 790) and not a 
power relationship. Because power does not have a nature in and of itself, only the exercise of power can 
be studied. The exercise of power “incites, it induces, it seduces, it makes easier or more difficult; in the 
extreme it constrains or forbids absolutely” (p. 789). 
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 A crucial component of social practices are that they are a repeated activity or 
customary behaviours. For example, the way in which the law operates in a particular 
country, or how the educational system and schools works. For Fairclough there are a 
specific network of social practices “for instance, a school is not simply an organization 
where teaching goes on, but also examining, curriculum planning and other managerial 
practices” (2006, p. 26). It is the pattern of these regular behaviours that have discursive 
meaning and interest for CDA.  
 Discursive practices are a form of social practices (characterized by their 
discursive form), in the sense everything that we write or speak has social effects. 
Discursive practices are also part of social practices in the sense that language activity is 
not merely a reflection or expression of social practices, but it constitutes them. To 
explain this idea Fairclough (2001) provides an example about how the Soviet Union 
and the United States of America have disputes over the years regarding the meaning of 
words loaded with political significance such as “democracy,” “terrorism” and 
“imperialism.” The dispute of the meaning of these words occurs in language and over 
language, which shows that the struggle of meaning is political by itself as part of the 
social practices of international politics.  
 From an ontological perspective, the distinction among social structure, social 
practice and social events are relevant in at least three aspects:  
(A) It reflects that Fairclough believes that reality is discursively constructed; 
society as the subject is constructed through social practices, which has 
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implications for how society is structured and how people construct their own 
subjectivity (identity) 25.  
(B) It takes into account that Fairclough believes that there is a reality that 
occurs: the social events. Although this reality is joined with complex discursive 
processes, reality has an ontological value in and of itself, with material 
consequences. Reality exists and it is constructed, but that does not mean that its 
position is relativistic.  
(C) What occurs (in reality) can be different from what is expected or possible. 
That is, there is a space for social transformation in which the ways (social 
practices) have a central role. There is a space for the unexpected, for what we 
did not imagine possible.  
 These three dimensions of reality are also significant to explaining the 
epistemological and methodological components of a CDA, which I will discuss next. 
Intertextuality: An Epistemological and Methodological Orientation for Critical 
Discourse Analysis 
 For CDA, the texts are the focus of the analysis and this is what counts as 
warranted knowledge. These texts are typically written documents taken from 
interviews, policy documents, laws, regulations, etc. But they can also be images and 
even sounds. For example, Morgan & Taylor (2005) discuss how CDA is useful for 
																																																								
25 Fairclough (2006) places CDA in the field of the political-cultural economy, where economic and 
political ‘objects,’ such as economic systems, economic organizations, and division of labor, are social 
constructions. These processes of social constructions do not only affect the ‘objects,’ but they also shape 
the ‘social subjects’ associated with them. In this sense, “economic and political ‘objects’ are also 
culturally conditioned and embedded, so for instance, particular economic systems or forms of state 
depend upon and are closely interconnected with particular meanings, interpretations, narratives, values, 
attitudes, identities and so forth” (Fairclough, 2006, p.23).  
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analyzing a variety of cultural artifacts, including photographs, artistic works, and public 
spaces.  
 Despite the fact that CDA is useful for several semiotic textures, Fairclough 
(1992, 2001, 2003, 2006) generally applies his analysis to written texts or transcriptions 
of speeches. In any case, the meaning of a text is not contained in the text itself, but in 
the relationship that it has with other texts. Its meaning depends on a process of 
intertextuality, where different texts can explicitly use or suggest words from other texts 
in order to produce a specific meaning. Fairclough (2006) believes that this process of 
intertextuality can be used to reproduce a particular ideological order. 
 An analysis of texts allows us to trace the productive process of discourses. 
Through CDA methodology, it is possible to approach the social practices in which texts 
are being produced, but it is also possible to view texts considering the social practices 
that contextualize them and influence the interpretation of their meanings (Fairclough, 
1992). One of the goals of CDA is to show how these three different levels (social 
structure, social practices, and social events) are connected with each other, producing a 
specific meaning that would not be comprehended without these connections. In this 
regard, Henderson (2005) has noted that:  
[CDA] incorporates analysis of the relationship between text, processes and their 
social conditions; it takes the “social” into consideration; and it offers a way of 
focusing on the interconnections between the dimensions of discourses and the 
interesting patterns and disjunctions that need to be described, interpreted and 
explained (p. 20). 
 
 Fairclough (1992) begins to develop his methodology making use of a set of 
linguistic tools that allow him to study the internal structure of the texts. He then 
presents a set of analytical categories to determine what he calls "order of discourses," 
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these categories facilitate following the process of intertextuality (1992, 2001, 2003). 
Finally, Fairclough focuses on the study of political speeches and their relationship with 
economic speeches, focusing mainly on the analysis of the argumentative and rhetorical 
structure of texts (Fairclough & Fairclough, 2013).  
 To analyze the right to education, I am inspired but not limited to his initial 
proposal. I am more engaged with extending his linguistic analysis, based on the 
vocabulary, grammar and cohesion of texts, so that I can make known the values and 
ideals of society that are promoted during the creation of the right to education as a 
constitutional article26. In order to study the relationships between different texts, or 
rather, discourses, Fairclough (2003) presents three categories that make up what he 
calls the order of discourses27: Discourses, Genres and Styles. The elements of discourse 
																																																								
26 To conduct the internal analysis of texts, Fairclough (1993, 2003) presents four “main headings”: 
vocabulary, grammar, cohesion, and text structure. A) Vocabulary deals mainly with individual words that 
are stressed and selected in a text over alternative words. One interesting process of vocabulary is how 
different societies and groups re-word different “domains of experiences,” transforming their meaning 
over time. B) Grammar deals with the process by/through which words are combined into clauses and 
sentences, producing particular meanings that would change if the words were ordered differently.  
C) Cohesion refers to how clauses and sentences are linked together and it is achieved by examining the 
semantic field that could include looking for repeating words (synonyms, conjunctions, and groups of 
statements that might be combined). Cohesion provides an argumentative structure meant to convince a 
particular audience about the meaning of the text that has been produced. Texts have a “force of 
coherence,” this is not the way in which texts are written but rather it is the way in which texts are 
embodied in social discourses. Discourses that “make sense” and that are linked with “common sense” in 
some contexts and not in others. D) The text structure concerns a specifically higher level of the text that 
frames the text in a particular set of practices and orders. Texts belong to a particular set of rules that 
structure the text in specific way, a genre. For example, the right to education as a constitutional article is 
framed by the constitutional history of the country, which is also influenced by its legal-political genre. 
The modern Constitution of Chile follows a long historical tradition that originated during the 
Enlightenment. There are contested views about the Constitution's structures, uses and political 
consequences (Habermas, 1974, 1985; Foucault, 1984; Sunstein, 2001). In this paper, I do not address 
these issues because I have decided to focus on the particular way in which the Right to Education has 
been defined in the Chilean Constitution. Later, Fairclough (2003) goes on to modify these internal 
elements for the analysis of texts – specifically, he leaves out the category of text structure and adds 
phonological relationships. I have opted for his first approach, since I am not looking to analyze prosodic 
forms or phonological patterns.  
27 This title does not seem to be an accident, if we note that Foucault's inaugural lecture at the Collège de 
France was published as The order of discourse (1981). In this book, Foucault develops his first 
approaches to what he understands as discourses. It presents analytical categories, and it is an important 
precursor to what later constituted his genealogical method.  
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order organize linguistic variations on the level of social practices and permit the 
selection of some linguistic possibilities while excluding others. In my own analysis I 
present these categories applied to the right to education in order to analyze how the 
meaning of the right to education has been written based on the manipulation of other 
texts to recontextualize its meaning.  
 Genres are ways of acting and interacting; for example, an interview is a 
particular type of social interaction. Discourses are ways of representing in two senses: 
"abstractly, as an abstract noun, meaning language and other types of semiotic elements 
of social life; (and) more concretely, as a count noun, meaning particular ways of 
representing part of the social world" (p. 26). Style is a particular way of being – “An 
example would be the style of a particular type of manager - his or her way of using 
language as a resource for self-identifying" (p. 26). These three categories involve 
aspects that are found as much in texts as in social practices. As such, these categories 
are complex and difficult to establish as entities isolated from the social practices that 
constitute them.  
 One way of facilitating analysis is making use of elements of Systemic 
Functional Linguistics, which Fairclough calls, major types of text meaning, grouped 
into another three categories: Action, Representation and Identification. To explain these 
three new categories, Fairclough (2001) presents an example through the analysis of a 
phrase said by a manager of a business: "The culture in successful businesses is different 
from in failing businesses". 
What is represented here (Representation) is a relation between two entities - 'x 
is different from y' [in this case one culture of ‘failing’ is different from another 
culture of ‘success’]. The sentence is also (Action) an action, which implies a 
social relation: the manager is giving the interviewer information, telling him 
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something, and that implies in broad terms a social relation between someone 
who knows and someone who doesn't (...) Informing, advising, promising, 
warning and so forth are ways of acting. The sentence is also (identification) an 
undertaking, a commitment, a judgment: in sayings "is different" rather than 
"perhaps different' (...) the manager is strongly committing himself (p. 27) 
 
 These categories correspond with the previous ones. Genres are ways of acting, 
discourses are ways of representing, and styles are ways of being (which implies 
identification). CDA applies these categories to texts in order to detect the production of 
meaning, considering its internal elements as much as the relationship between the 
external elements, which involves analyzing the texts on two levels:  
(a) looking at them in terms of the three aspect of meaning, Action, 
Representation and Identification, and how these are realized in the various 
features of texts (their vocabulary, their grammar, and so forth); (b) making a 
connection between the concrete social event and more abstract social practices 
by asking, which genres, discourses, and styles are drawn upon here, and how 
are the different genres, discourses and styles articulated together in the text 
(p.28) 
 
 Upon applying this methodology, one can discover how the texts that come from 
one discursive genre are utilized in another, recontextualizing their meanings. For that, 
one can analyze Chains of Genres in which a text passes from one discursive genre to 
another, becoming altered in format. This intertextuality can be evident, for example, 
when a text directly cites another, or it can be more complex and vague, such as when an 
author summarizes the position of another, or changes the format of representation from 
one genre to another. For example, when a journalist takes an academic text and 
simplifies it for a different audience. When texts undergo these complex processes of 
intertextuality, being part of the social practices begins to give form to or reproduce 
social discourses, reproducing and promoting "regimes of truth," producing "certain 
possibilities of thought," which sets a field of possibilities of "what can be said, and 
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thought, but also about who can speak, when, where and with what authority" (Ball, p. 
14, 1993). 
 Precisely one of the purposes of CDA is to expose these regiments of thought, 
showing how these complex social structures reproduce particular power relationships. 
CDA is burdened with a political vision of society that can be found to be strongly 
influence by post-Marxist thought and thus shaping its axiological position. 
 In my investigation, I analyze transcripts taken from conversations that took 
place inside the constitutional commission appointed by the Military Junta to draft the 
1980 Constitution. I am interested in showing how the text that defines the right to 
education in Chile as a recontextualization of the right to education as it appears in the 
Universal Declaration. I argue that the commission in charge of writing up the right to 
education did so with the goal of developing an educational market to promote a school 
choice policy in Chile, shielding it in a neoliberal imaginary of society. This is the case 
despite the fact that market choice goals do not seem related to the Universal 
Declaration, it is profoundly connected to that declaration trough a process of 
recontextualization. In my research, I am guided by the analytical framework developed 
by Fairclough, and my goal has been to show a clear critical sociopolitical analysis of 
the right to education, but I have not constrained myself to apply all of these linguistic 
categories to my critical discourse analysis. I presented these categories because it seems 
fair to me to honor the methodological thoughtfulness of a CDA.   
Ideology and Power: The Axiological Stance of a Critical Discourse Analysis  
 In the early stages of his methodological proposal, Fairclough (1992) explains 
how CDA can be used to discern how ideological orders operate within a society. He 
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uses the materialization of ideology, presented by Althusser (1971) as a fundamental 
aspect of social practices, to explain how particular meanings of texts are naturalized 
and supported by multiple discourses to produce a particular “common sense” for the 
reader. In this sense, texts reproduce an ideological order that has socio-political and 
material consequences.  
 In his own research, Fairclough (2003, 2006) focuses on analyzing texts that 
reproduce a neoliberal ideology. He gives special attention to showing how texts about 
globalization have been used as ideological tools to produce and reproduce neoliberal 
values in different social contexts. The ideological work of texts is connected with the 
reproduction of a hegemonic order and the universalization of economic values, as if 
they were unquestioned and unavoidable realities and the best guiding schemes for other 
social practices such as education and social work.  	
 But at the same time, Fairclough (2001) states that this structure can be 
transformed by other discourses and therefore the ideology that guides a society is not 
always stable. In fact, ideology can be profoundly transformed by political struggles that 
compete to produce alternative meanings of texts. The effectiveness of ideology to 
sustain unequal relations of power depends on how “visible” it is, when it starts to be 
questioned, and when disparities about sustaining ideological order start to be raised “it 
ceases to be common sense, and may cease to have the capacity to sustain power 
inequalities” (Fairclough, 2001, p.71). This may occur by different means, one of those 
is the ideological struggle, in which diverse ideologies confront one another, not only 
about what is the meaning of a specific text, but also about who has the authority to 
determine that meaning, as Fairclough (2001) states: 
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We can think of such struggle as not only in the language in the obvious sense 
that it takes place in discourse and is evidenced in language texts, but also over 
language. It is over language in the sense that language itself is a stake in social 
struggle as well as a sit of social struggle. (p.73) 
 
 From this perspective CDA has a clear post-Marxist political commitment. 
Fairclough's examples include important thinkers from this school of philosophical 
thought, beyond Althusser there is also Gramsci, Laclau, and Mouffe. In this sense, a 
CDA is not only a proposal strongly influenced by theoretical and methodological 
considerations from linguistics, but also an explicit political commitment to analyzing 
social phenomena from a critical perspective, with the desire to influence its 
transformation.  
 The quality of a critical discourse analysis relies in its capacity to explain a 
phenomenon, in being intelligible for a lay reader and in its capacity to mobilize practice 
or action in relation to a particular social issue, it does not attempt to represent the truth 
or close reality of a phenomenon, instead recognizes its contextually and does not doubt 
in considering that the analysis is also a social construction (Titscher, Michael, Meyer, 
Wodak and Vetter, 2000). One of my goals of analyzing the right to education as it is 
written in the Chilean Constitution, is to show the need to reframe this right considering 
the principles of the Universal Declaration and international agreements such as the 
Covenant of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 1966 and the Convention on the 
Rights of the Child, 1989, and I hope it will be useful for a general public that might be 
interested in the current Chilean discussions to reframe the current Chilean constitution. 
I have attempted to present my critical discourse analysis in a clear manner instead of 
overwhelming the reader with linguistic classifications and details attempting that my 
analysis will be clear at least for the readers of this dissertation.  
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 In this section I have presented the ontological, epistemological, methodological, 
and axiological components of a Critical Discourse Analysis. In the next section, I use 
these four categories again to describe how I understand a Case Study and how this 
knowledge applies for my investigation. 
The Ontological Dimensions of a Case Study: Constructing Multiple Realities   
 In social sciences, there are several approaches to case study (Flyvbjerg, 2006; 
Merriam, 1998; Ragin & Becker, 1992; Ragin & Amoroso, 2011; Stake, 1994, 1998, 
2005; Yin, 1984, 2003). For example, Ragin (1992) argues that a case is the result of a 
particular link between ideas (theories) and empirical evidence, and is more a 
methodological step, understood as casing. He claims that part of the case study is to 
answer the question “what is this a case of?” (Ragin & Amoroso, p. 67). A carefully 
framed and described case can serve as a heuristic tool to understand a set of phenomena 
or to show how cases within a general category vary. Flyvbjerg (2006) claims that cases 
are always complex and that instead of looking for a conceptual closure to frame them, 
they should be presented as respecting their own openness, allowing readers to respond 
differently to the crucial question: what is this case of? 
  Despite these differences, in general, researchers that advocate for case study 
research tend to share a similar understanding about how to conduct them. It usually 
requires a close proximity and a hermeneutical stance to the relativistic and constructed 
reality that the case entails (Flyvbjerg, 2006; Merriam, 1998; Ragin 1992; Ragin & 
Amoroso, 2011; Stake, 1995, 1998, 2005; Yin, 1984), which implies that the researcher 
is the tool for his own research.  
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 In what follows, I will develop the perspective of Robert Stake, a leading scholar 
in case study research (Brown, 2008; Flyvbjerg, 2006; Ragin & Amoroso, 2011). I 
assume this perspective because Stake develops an interesting approach to multi-sited28 
design that is useful and meaningful for my own investigation. For Stake (1995, 1998, 
2005) a case is a complex but unique, integrated system of study, and that we should 
look closely for patterns and issues within the case, depending on whether our research 
interest is intrinsic or instrumental. In Stake's words, “A case is a noun, a thing, an 
entity; it is seldom a verb, a participle, a functioning” (2005, p. 1). 
 In regards to ontology, Stake is very explicit about how he understands the 
nature of the social world; he argues that we can conceive three different realities: 
One is an external reality capable of stimulating us in simple ways but of which 
we know nothing other than our interpretations of those stimuli. The second is a 
reality formed of those interpretations of simple stimulations, and experiential 
reality representing external reality so persuasively that we seldom realize our 
inability to verify it. The third is a universe of integrated interpretations, our 
rational reality. The second and the third, of course, blend into each other (1995, 
p.100). 
  In this sense, the understanding that we have of reality is merely an internal 
construction made by us, and not reality itself. The latter cannot be discovered, but only 
constructed based on our own interpretations. Stake's constructivist position has been 
amply developed by Lincoln, Lynham & Guba (2011), and it implies a relativist 
understanding of reality and of knowledge. Stake (1995) maintains that different 
interpretations of the world exist, but being valid in their differences does not imply that 
they have the same value or the same quality. Furthermore, Stake holds that the purpose 
																																																								
28 Stake describes this research as multiple case study, I believe the word multi-sited case study is more 
clear to describe a study that has different sites of research as venues for the potential analysis of a larger 
phenomenon. This is more often used in ethnographic inquiries, therefore I have decided to use this 
denomination for my dissertation because I have three sites (schools) of research that constitute these 
different cases.  
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for conducting a case study is to construct a clearer interpretation of reality and a more 
sophisticated rationality. 
 For that reason, the writing of a case study is relevant, given that both the writer 
of the case and the reader have to be committed to understanding and/or constructing the 
case that they will be engaging. This places a demand on the investigator to describe 
their case in a way such that the reader can identify with it and construct new meanings 
about the case as it is presented to them.  
The researcher struggles to liberate the reader from simplistic views and illusion. 
The researcher is the agent of new interpretation, new knowledge, but also new 
illusion. Sometimes, the researcher points to what to believe, sometimes 
facilitating reader understanding that exceed the comprehension of the 
researcher. The researcher helps extend the elegant intricacy of understanding 
but meticulous readers find the infinite void still lying just beyond. (1995, p. 99)  
 
 The possibilities for relating a case in an interesting way depends on the manner 
and depth in which we study it. In the next section, I will present some of Stake's ideas 
for investigating cases, and I will explain how I use these in my investigation.  
Epistemic and Methodological Assumptions for a Multi-Sited Case Study: Using 
our Interpretations 
 Stake (1995, 2005) identifies two general purposes for carrying out a case study: 
intrinsic and instrumental. If the purpose is intrinsic, we study a case to understand the 
case itself, how it develops over time, its organic systems, and the way its parts work. If 
the interest is instrumental, then we investigate and interrogate a case in order to 
understand the manifestation of a phenomenon.  
 When we investigate more than one case, that is, in a multi-sited case study, 
Stake (2005) proposes the use of the term "quintain," understood as a condition that 
various cases share, similar to a generic phenomenon. To attempt to clarify the term, 
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Stake explains that the cases are the sites of manifestation of this quintain, "but it is the 
quintain what we seek to understand." (p. 6). In my investigation, the condition is 
resistance and uncertainty in the defense of the right to education, where a group of 
parents and guardians from three schools organize to avoid closings and to reopen these 
schools, and they achieve this goal. Following the reopening, these institutions have 
operated with many controversies under a new ideal/model of public education distinct 
from the national current municipalization. 
 My interest in these three schools “Sergeant Mandelaria”, “Fabricio Bombardi” 
and “Holy Day” is instrumental, as I seek to learn more about the resistance, the right to 
education, and this new form of public administration than about the particular dynamics 
of each institution. It is inevitable that discrepancies exist in the particularities of each 
school, the day-to-day problems that they encounter, the multiple interpretations of its 
actors and the phenomenon that I am interested in, something that Stake calls a case-
quintain dilemma. On one hand, the cases are dynamic. They are subject to contextual, 
cultural, social, historical, and political situations, while the interest in the quintain is 
more stable. This produces a tension between our preoccupation with knowing and 
understanding the cases in depth and their instrumental use for understanding more 
about a social phenomenon. 
 When it is the quintain that most demands our attention, Stake proposes 
designing a multi-sited case research study where the cases are treated as mini-cases 
embedded in the same quintain. This is the design that I have chosen, in which the 
phenomenon to be investigated gains preponderance over the contextual situations and 
special characteristics of each case.  
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 To guide case study research, Stake (1995, 1998, 2005) proposes analyzing the 
issues of the case, those that allow for exploring the central problems of each case and 
that can be the primary research questions. In my investigation, guided by the principles 
of the Universal Declaration about the right to education, and the own emergent 
circumstances of my case study, I have identified two main issues: A) The right to 
education as a social inclusion dilemma. B) Differing visions of quality education, none 
reduced to the SIMCE.  
 To synthesize the design of this case study, I present a table that describes the 
general phenomenon, or quintain, of the study, two main issues, and the three cases.   
 Table 3.2: Synthesis of Multi-Sited Case Study Design  
General 
Phenomenon - 
“Quintain” 
The use of the right to education to resist the 
closing of public schools and the controversies 
of reopening schools abandoned by the State 
Main Issues  A) The right to education as a social inclusion 
dilemma. B) Differing visions of quality 
education, none reduced to the SIMCE.  
Cases  Three primary schools (1st to 8th grade) from a 
vulnerable community engaged in resistance to 
school closing—the researchable event.   
  
 As it can be seen in the description of these cases, I have highlighted the event of 
resistance because this is the focus of my attention. Instead of pretending to narrow the 
whole history of each of these schools, my focus is on the resistance process and current 
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influence of this process on the implementation of a new administration policy for this 
community.  
 As a fundamental method for understanding the cases to be investigated, Stake 
claims that observation is most relevant - we do not want to disturb the ordinary activity 
of the case, so we should define which activities are important to observe and then focus 
on them for as much time as our resources permit. At the same time, he recommends 
conducting interviews, which he believes to be "the main road to multiple realities" 
(1995, p. 64). These methodologies are widely shared by various experts in case study 
research (Flyvbjerg, 2006; Merriam, 1998; Ragin 1992; Ragin & Amoroso, 2011; Yin, 
1984).  
 The amount of time that fieldwork demands can vary, but in general, Stake 
prefers prolonged periods, between six months and a year. Nevertheless, he believes that 
focused, intense work lasting two to fourth months can be considered sufficient for a 
doctoral dissertation project (Stake, 2005). The schools with which I have been working 
were closed for seven months, and I visited them at least three to four days a week 
during the final three months of this process in 2014. Then I continued this fieldwork 
from July until November of 2015, totaling approximately 8 months in the field (with a 
time lapse of one year). This means that the schools I revisited had been open and 
operating under new administration for one year.  
 The information I have produced is primarily from the perspectives of the 
parents and guardians and the most influential political actors in the process of 
resistance from these schools. I have also included the perspectives of teachers (UTP), 
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principals of all the schools, and the administrator and the coordinator of the 
psychosocial team that is now in charge of these schools.  
 One aspect of these cases that has caught my attention is how the representatives 
have made use of photographs to document their experience in this resistance, 
publishing some of them on virtual media such as Facebook. I attempted to use this 
material for my dissertation analysis, but for time constraint I was unable to complete an 
analysis of them. I believe that such analysis should be conducted in a future research. I 
narrate my multi-sited case using thick descriptions instead of presenting a set of 
categories that might reduce this density.  This allows me to reflect this complexity and, 
at the same time, helps the reader to interpret it from his own perspective. In the next 
section, I present how a case study should be written in connection with its axiological 
perspective. 
The Axiological Dimension of Case Study: Valuing through Thick Descriptions  
 A case study values the meaningfulness of personal experiences and pluralism of 
perspectives about the understanding of a complex social phenomenon. It should 
respond to the case study context and being able to report it in a way that a reader can 
engage with the case like if they were there. The main purpose of a case study is to 
respect, value and respond to the cultural and situational context where it took place. 
Therefore when we are reporting our findings, Stake (1995) prefers to use thick 
descriptions that will allow to the reader to engage and identify with aspects of the case. 
 The use of thick descriptions relates to the idea of naturalistic generalization. 
Instead of studying a case to make a generalization about other cases, the naturalistic 
generalization is more connected with the experience of communicating and reading a 
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particular case study. In the words of Stake “naturalistic generalization are conclusions 
arrived at through personal engagement in life’s affairs or by vicarious experience so 
well constructed that the person feels as if it happened to themselves” (1995, p. 85). 
Stake argues that, in part, reporting on a case generates this feeling of identification as a 
way of generalization. 
 Flyvbjerg (2006) argues that there is no other way to write a case study but using 
thick descriptions, because this is the nature of social phenomena: 
It is correct that summarizing case studies is often difficult, especially as 
concerns case process. It is less correct as regards case outcomes. The problems 
in summarizing case studies, however, are due more often to the properties of the 
reality studied than to the case study as a research method. Often it is not 
desirable to summarize and generalize case studies. Good studies should be read 
as narratives in their entirety (p. 241). 
 
 I believe that this defense of thick description reflects the value that a case study 
in social research gives to the other, understood as the actors (participants) of our 
research, but also the other as the reader of our case study. Therefore for my multi-sited 
case study I have privileged the use of thick descriptions to narrow the process of school 
closing, resistance and reopening.   
 There are ontological, epistemological, methodological, and axiological 
differences between CDA and Case Study approaches. These distinctions pose particular 
challenges to my research. But they also contribute to my elaboration of a unique 
perspective about the right to education. This perspective joins these two different 
research frameworks in my analysis of educational and social phenomena related to the 
neoliberal deployment of the Right to Education and the attendant matter of school 
closings in Chile. In my next section, I explain the limitation and strengths of the mixed 
method design that I have developed for my research.  
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Strengths and Limitations of Mixing Critical Discourse Analysis and Multi-Sited 
Case Study 
 In my opinion, rights are not simply legal documents, but rather they have a 
cultural function, which allows us to position ourselves politically in our society. If we 
experience and interpret our reality as though we are helpless, without rights, we do not 
have a principle upon which to base a social struggle. We obey – we are vulnerable 
bodies and subjects. When we feel that we have rights, we can organize and demand 
them, taking a stance on our reality, and we are subjects of rights. Certainly, a social 
struggle can trigger a legal debate, but that does not determine the way we experience 
and assign meaning to our rights.  
 One of the strengths of my mixed method research design is that it allows me to 
address two central aspects of the right to education from this socio-political 
perspective. 1) Analyzing the drafting of this constitutional right, considering a variety 
of texts that, as a set, allow me to understand and explain the socio-political model that 
the education system in Chile would have. 2) Analyzing how the right to education can 
be reinterpreted in a concrete experience and used to protect and imagine a new system 
of public education.  
 This mixing of methodologies and analysis can allow for a deeper understanding 
of the phenomenon, better grasping its multiple meanings. Generally, the right to 
education is studied from a legal or historical perspective (Inzunza, 2009; Orrego, 1986; 
Ruiz-Tagle, 2010; Soto, 2004). My vision allows me to link the legal with the historical 
with a special socio-political twist, contributing to the field of investigation on rights in 
general, and in particular on the right to education.  
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 With the results of this investigation, I intend to contribute to the existing body 
of knowledge on public policy, in particular on administration in education, especially in 
the current context in Chile where an educational reform is being carried out to 
unmunicipalize schools. The case study that I have designed on an experience of 
unmunicipalization is unpublished in Chile and could be one more piece of input for the 
discussion of a new policy that is being generated, or later on, could influence its 
implementation.  
 This investigation also has the goal of strengthening the international debate over 
the human right to education. In general, this debate has been limited to giving students 
more access to a school in order to develop human capital (Heyneman, 2003; De Moura, 
2002; Psacharopoulos, 2006). My investigation proposes reviewing these types of 
proposals, connecting them with other authors (McCowan, 2013; Lee, 2013; 
Tomasevski, 2004) who have emphasized the importance of thinking about the right to 
education beyond access to a scholarly institution, linking them with the rights of 
communities and social movements (Wall, 2014). 
 Also, the mixed methods research that I am proposing allows me to review the 
structure and meaning of the Constitution in Chile. In Chile, there is a persistent debate 
in both the media and in academia about the Constitution, and there are indications that 
it will be revised. My investigation could contribute to this debate and serve as academic 
input for those who participate in the task of drafting the constitutional article on the 
right to education. Finally, there is the idea of transforming public education. In my 
mixed methods research, I hope to demonstrate the contrast between the results of a 
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constitutional analysis and the findings of my case study, which, if I find such contrasts, 
could highlight the importance of reimagining education in Chile.  
 Each methodology that I have chosen has its own weaknesses. For example, with 
respect to CDA, it has been discussed that, being so committed to a particular theoretical 
and political proposal results in a weakening of the methodology, which, instead of 
illuminating the understanding of one phenomenon in particular, ends up constructing an 
obscure orthodoxy that tends to corroborate its theoretical and political assumptions 
(Breeze, 2011). On case study, one critique is that it does not produce generalizable 
results, and, thus, becomes simply a study of isolated experiences that contributes little 
to the building of knowledge in the social sciences (Dogan & Pelassy, 1990 in Flyvberg, 
2006).  
 I respect these critiques, I acknowledge that there is a risk that a CDA could 
become a confirmation of beliefs. But this risk can be mitigated if there is enough 
attention and care in rigorously analyzing the texts to be investigated. On the other hand, 
I believe that it is impossible for an investigator to have no agenda for their 
investigation, and any methodology will be influenced by these beliefs.  
 Regarding case study, Flyvbjerg have demonstrated that it is possible to utilize 
case study to construct generalizations, even when it is not the central purpose. Based on 
Popper's falsification epistemological approach, Flyvbjerg argues that some case study 
may be of use to refute theoretical assumptions about a phenomenon that apply to other 
cases. This characteristic is not common to all types of case study, but is particular to 
critical cases, and will depend on the context. However, it is a feature that can be 
considered for case study research.  In my investigation, I have encountered cases that 
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could be viewed as critical cases, it is at least one of the few of the countries where the 
resistance to school closing have lead to a new public educational administration. 
Beyond the specific characteristic of my case study, I believe that there is a specific 
value to the case study experience that allows us to understand social phenomena from a 
perspective closer to that of the people who experience the educational policies in their 
daily life. This, to me, has value in and of itself, even though, for others, it is not the best 
instrument for designing policies in education.  
 Another challenge of my investigation design is that I have proposed keeping 
two paradigmatic perspectives separated and operating in parallel, but then connected at 
the level their inferences. In all honesty, it is impossible for me to divide myself into two 
people conducting one investigation, and I recognize that, ultimately, however separated 
these two methodologies are designed to be, they will mix in the way that I interpret the 
phenomenon I find myself studying. Being conscious of the tensions within and between 
these two different frameworks is nevertheless very productive analytically—constantly 
pushing me to be reflexive about the categories and claims generated by my deployment 
of CDA and case study research strategies in this study. Considering the complexity of 
the phenomena that I have proposed investigating, this is a challenge that I think is 
worth facing.  
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CHAPTER 4: A CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF THE RIGHT 
TO EDUCATION IN CHILE 
The State belongs to the labor of teaching and has a duty, but it is a 
subsidiary principle in those places, in regions or on those levels at 
which parents or private institutions do not reach or really cannot 
perform an educational action, due to its magnitude or whatever 
reason.  
Reverend Father Eugenio Leon Bourgeois (p.50, 2011)  
 
In my first chapter, I described the history of the right to education as a human 
right, highlighting the idea of dignity as a fundamental value for the Universal 
Declaration. From my perspective, human rights should also be observed from a 
political point of view, which, in the case of education, implies requiring that states 
protect and promote the right to education for all of their citizens, beyond the ideas of 
school access and school choice.  
In my second chapter, I discussed how a neoliberal imaginary was developed in 
Chilean society by the imposition of a series of market-oriented policies, especially in 
education. The consequences of the marketization of public education have been an 
alarming decline in student enrollment in the public system and an increase in school 
closings. These results clearly contradict the values and goals of the right to education, 
as it is conceived in the Universal Declaration. Nevertheless, during the same time that 
Pinochet was in office, the right to education was included as a constitutional right. The 
creation of this right and the privatization of the entire educational system 
simultaneously seems an interesting paradox to explore.   
 In my third chapter, I have presented my methodological approach as a mixed 
method research, along with the three main questions of my research: First, how has the 
right to education, stated explicitly in the Chilean constitution, been interpreted as 
educational policies have been enacted? Second, what does this right mean to a group of 
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poor Chilean parents who, in 2014, successfully resisted school closings in their 
community? Third, what should be the role and influence of parents in the design and 
implementation of educational policies in their community? 
 In this chapter, I present a critical discourse analysis (Fairclough, 2006, 2003, 
2001, 1992) of the right to education in Chile, this analysis present a point of view and 
first approach to my first and third question. First, I present a brief description of current 
studies about the Chilean constitution and highlight the importance of conducting a 
critical discourse analysis of this right. Then I describe how the Right to Education was 
written in the Chilean Constitution of 1980 under the military dictatorship of Augusto 
Pinochet (1973-1990) emphasizing its relationship to human rights by scrutinizing 
transcripts taken from conversations that took place inside the constitutional commission 
appointed by the Military Junta to draft the 1980 Constitution. Finally I show how the 
text about the right to education in Chile is a recontextualization of the right to education 
as it appears in the Universal Declaration. I argue that the commission in charge of 
writing up the right to education did so with the goal of developing an educational 
market to promote a school choice policy in Chile, shielding it in a neoliberal imaginary 
of society, influenced by organs of the Catholic Church. Despite appearing unrelated to 
the Universal Declaration, it is profoundly connected to that declaration, self-
consciously referencing it and modifying the Declaration’s meaning, rearticulating its 
fundamental values.  
The way that the right to education was written and the values that this right 
promotes contrast with how social movements and the participants of my multi-sited 
case study have used this right to protect and promote free, quality public education. In 
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my next chapter, I present my case study, where a community of parents protected their 
public schools from being closed using the idea of the right to education, thus creating a 
different meaning for this human right. Despite the fact that they succeeded in the 
odyssey of reopening their public schools, my case study also illustrates how the Chilean 
state has systematically abandoned the public education system in Chile - especially for 
the people who need it most - as if they were bastard children. These are ideas that I will 
develop in more detail in my next chapter. 
The Fraudulent Chilean Constitution  
The Chilean constitution is a very significant document – just as in the U.S., it 
has supreme value over any other law, and it cannot be contradicted by subordinate laws 
(Fallon, 2004; Nogueira, 2008). The constitution also has a significant moral dimension, 
in that it details the moral values that the country desires to or should follow, even if it 
cannot do so perfectly (Sustain, 2001).  
Beyond the judicial and moral aspects, the Chilean constitution is a peculiar and 
vivid document for the Chileans. Ten constitutions have been enacted in Chile, and the 
longest lasting ones have been subject to amendments. The three most important 
constitutions are those written in 1833, 1925 and 1980 (Nogueira, 2008). These 
constitutions have lasted the longest and guided most of the written laws in the country. 
Among these three, the constitution of 1980 (the current constitution) is regrettably 
particularly relevant, as it was written during Pinochet’s dictatorship. This constitution is 
an attempt to legitimize the military dictatorship, making dictator Augusto Pinochet 
President of the Junta Militar, and was submitted as a national referendum. The 
approval of this referendum meant adopting this new constitution and, in turn, keeping 
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Augusto Pinochet as President of Chile for 8 more years. Matear (2006) and Garretón 
(2011) described this as a fraudulent and illegitimate constitution because government 
officials did not keep track of voter registration and the number of votes that were cast. 
Also, the voters were afraid of Pinochet’s terrorist state, which enforced its rule via the 
torture, rape, and murder of many Chileans.  
 The 1980 Constitution has since been systematically criticized, reminding us of 
the ghosts of the dictatorship, and it has several articles that do not seem appropriate for 
a fair and mature democracy (Garretón, 2011). The controversial aspect of the 
constitution goes beyond the attention of scholars and has been brought to the whole 
population’s attention, especially during the presidential campaigns of 2013-2014. In 
fact, current President Michelle Bachelet promised during her political campaign to start 
a civil process to create a new democratic constitution, and now she is taking actions to 
accomplish that goal.  
Context and Studies about the Right to Education in the Chilean Constitution  
In the constitution of 1980 there are two articles that define a general framework 
for the educational system: Article nº10 “The Right to Education” and Article nº11 “The 
Freedom of Education”. Before presenting a critical analysis of each one, is important to 
present them as they are written in the constitution.  
Article Nº10, The Right to Education 
The objective of education is the full development of the individual at different 
stages of his/her life.  
Parents have a preferential right and duty to educate their children. It will be the 
State’s responsibility to give special protection to the exercise of this right.  
Basic education is obligatory, the State must finance a free system for this 
purpose, designed to ensure access to it for the whole population.  
It is the responsibility of the State, to also promote the development of education 
at all levels; encourage scientific and technological research, artistic creation and 
the protection and enhancement of the cultural heritage of the Nation.  
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It is the duty of the community to contribute to the development and 
improvement of education.29 
Article Nº11, Freedom of Education 
The freedom of education includes the right to open, organize and maintain 
educational establishments. The freedom of education has no other limitations 
but those imposed by morals, good customs, public order and national security.  
Parents have the right to choose the educational establishment for their children. 
An officially recognized education cannot be directed towards propagating any 
type of political-partisan tendency.  
A constitutional organic law shall establish the minimum requirements for each 
of the levels of primary and secondary education and shall provide for the 
objective norms of general application that may enable the State to watch over 
compliance therewith. Said law shall, likewise, establish the requirements for 
obtaining official recognition of educational establishments at all levels.30 
(Chilean Constitution, 1980) 
 
The freedom of education has a long constitutional tradition, and the words that 
define it can be traced to the constitution of 1833, while the article about the right to 
																																																								29	The translations presented in this paper are the product of consultations with two translators, however 
any errors in the text can be attributed to the author. The way that words are translated is significant since 
different ways of translating promote different values and understandings about a specific issue. A 
particularly controversial topic in this paper is how I have decided to translate the article on “la Libertad 
de Enseñanza” which could be translated as “Freedom of Education,” “Freedom of Teaching” “Freedom 
to Teach” or “Freedom to be Educated.” From my perspective ‘Freedom of Education’ relates more to the 
entire educational system, while ‘Freedom of Teaching’ and the others appear to be more limited to the 
practice of teaching carried out by instructors. Nevertheless, I consider that there are different ways to 
translate this complex term, but I have chosen “Freedom of Education.” After analyzing primary and 
secondary sources, it appears that the intention of this Constitutional Right goes beyond the unique 
practice of instructors and it is related to the regulation of the entire educational system. Because the 
center of my analysis is about these two rights I also present them in Spanish in case the reader wants to 
check his own translation of the descriptions of each right. 	
10º.- El derecho a la educación. La educación tiene por objeto el pleno desarrollo de la persona en las 
distintas etapas de su vida. Los padres tienen el derecho preferente y el deber de educar a sus hijos. 
Corresponderá al Estado otorgar especial protección al ejercicio de este derecho. 
La educación básica es obligatoria, debiendo el Estado financiar un sistema gratuito con tal objeto, 
destinado a asegurar el acceso a ella de toda la población. Corresponderá al Estado, asimismo, fomentar el 
desarrollo de la educación en todos sus niveles; estimular la investigación científica y tecnológica, la 
creación artística y la protección e incremento del patrimonio cultural de la Nación. Es deber de la 
comunidad contribuir al desarrollo y perfeccionamiento de la educación. 
30 11º La libertad de enseñanza incluye el derecho de abrir, organizar y mantener establecimientos 
educacionales.  La libertad de enseñanza no tiene otras limitaciones que las impuestas por la moral, las 
buenas costumbres, el orden público y la seguridad nacional. La enseñanza reconocida oficialmente no 
podrá orientarse a propagar tendencia político partidista alguna.  Los padres tienen el derecho a escoger el 
establecimiento de enseñanza para sus hijos. Una ley orgánica constitucional establecerá los requisitos 
mínimos que deberán exigirse en cada uno de los niveles de la enseñanza básica y media y señalará las 
normas objetivas, de general aplicación, que permitan al Estado velar por su cumplimiento. Dicha ley, del 
mismo modo, establecerá los requisitos para el reconocimiento oficial de los establecimientos 
educacionales de todo nivel. 
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education is recent, written for the first time in the constitution of 1980. Both articles 
have been modified in constitutional reforms, however, these amendments have not 
changed the essence of each right. While compulsory secondary education has been 
added to the right to education during the Lagos government (2000 - 2006) and early 
childhood education was added during the Piñera government (2010 - 2014), the role of 
the state and the features of the freedom of education have not been modified.  
Despite the relevance of the right to education and freedom of education to 
establish a fundamental constitutional regulatory framework in Chile, these have not 
been laws widely studied (Redondo, 2007). From a historical perspective, the right to 
education has been noted as a social demand, where workers’ organizations, teachers' 
unions and students have played leading roles in demanding that the state guarantees 
education for its citizens (Insunza, 2007). This perspective is valuable to highlight the 
social struggle for education in Chile, but the legal constitutional text that defines the 
right to education in Chile has been left in the background. The focus is more on what 
the right to education ought to be, according to social demands, but not on what it 
actually is. 
From a legal perspective, conflicting conclusions have been reached regarding 
the relationship between the right to education and the freedom of education. Some 
authors argue that the freedom of education has greater privileges than the right to 
education, due to the legal devices that allow for it31, and some rulings by the 
																																																								
31 In Chile, there are many rights that are protected by the constitutional “resource protection.” This is a 
judicial action that any Chilean can pursue when that person is barred from exercising their rights 
protected by this legal resource (Nogueira, 1999). The freedom of education is one of the rights protected 
by “resource protection,” while the right to education is not. Considering this constitutional protection, the 
right to education is less protected constitutionally than the freedom of education. 
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Constitutional Court of Chile, which have privileged the freedom of education over the 
right to education (Nogueira, 1999; Redondo, 2007).  
From an opposing legal perspective, there is a group of lawyers who argue that 
constitutionally and historically the right to education has been complemented by the 
freedom of education, arguing that these rights have worked perfectly fine and should be 
supported by the constitution. These lawyers argue that the complementarity of both 
rights is fundamental to preserve the rights of parents to choose the school for their 
children, protect the rights of schools to choose students (families) that share their values 
and to protect the rights of children to have access to elementary education, in case that 
they cannot afford private education (Orrego, 1986; Ruiz-Tagle, 2010). 
I think that these legal controversies about the right to education and the freedom 
of education persist because they embody contested understandings about what the 
“right to education” means. To understand the significance of the right to education in 
Chile, it is essential to articulate the core historical and legal concepts, while also 
looking closely at the constitutional text and the socio-political process. Furthermore, 
the context of the military dictatorship, which had the explicit objective to transform the 
institutions and mentality of Chileans, invites us to think about these constitutional 
articles as one of the political instruments of the dictatorship to achieve those goals.  
In this regard, a Critical Discourse Analysis (hereafter CDA) (Fairclough, 1993, 
2001, 2003, 2006) is an appropriate methodology to study the constitution because it 
allows analysing the legal text in relation to its socio-political context. CDA uses 
linguistic tools for text analysis (micro), with structuralist and post-structuralist 
theoretical perspectives about society (macro), hence noted that CDA is both a 
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theoretical frame and a methodology, each factor informs the other (Fairclough, 2006; 
Henderson, 2005; Morgan & Taylor, 2005). 
 I have taken as its primary source of analysis the 1980 Chilean Constitution, 
specifically Article Number 10, “The Right to Education” and Article Number 11, “The 
Freedom of Education.” I have analyzed these items in consideration of the 
Constitutional Acts enacted between 1973 and 1976, where the first official 
constitutional publications of these constitutional articles were written. I have also 
consulted the History of the Law Article 19 Nº11 “The Freedom of Education” (2011), 
which contains hand-written notes and some transcriptions of the discussion held by 
Pinochet’s constitutional commission to write the right to education (from 1975 to 
1980).  
 A CDA enriches current legal analysis about these constitutional rights because 
it allows for an understanding of the meaning of texts and connects them with the 
sociopolitical events in which they have been produced. I do not attempt to explain the 
correct or appropriate meanings of these rights; instead I address political controversies, 
values, and power relations sustained by these constitutional rights. In my next chapter I 
will contrast this documental analysis with a case study of resistance to a process of 
closing and reopening three public schools.  
The Law of the Junta Militar  
 On September 11, 1973, a coup transformed the institutionalization of the state 
of Chile. The government was overtaken by the Junta Militar, consisting of the 
commanders of the different military divisions of Chile, lead by the Chief Commander 
of the Military, Augusto Pinochet. In addition to military power, this Junta took full 
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control of all the branches of the government, dissolving the parliament and assumed 
legislative power, and they arrogated themselves the “Supreme Command of the 
Nation”32 (Barros, 2002).  
 From 1973 to 1990, Pinochet’s dictatorship restructured the relation of the state 
with society and all welfare institutions became mostly privatized. Most of these 
changes were inspired under Milton Friedman’s approach to society and economy 
(Taylor, 2006). The idea was that the market forces would regulate institutions and 
makes them more efficient, which would contribute to the economy of the country. At 
the base of this logic is that individuals will choose the best services to satisfy their 
needs, so that institutions that do not provide good services will eventually disappear 
because they will lack consumers (In chapter II “Principles, Educational Policies, and 
Contradictions of the Chilean Neoliberal Imaginary” I discuss the principles and 
characteristics of these policies).  
 Many of the socio-political transformations of this dictatorship were made 
through the Constitution of 1980. Constructing a new constitution was one of the central 
concerns of the Junta Militar. A day after the military coup, Pinochet sent a Supreme 
Decree “for the study and elaboration of a draft of a new Political Constitution of the 
State” (Soto & Fiamma, 1977, p. 8). In the first official public session of the Junta 
Militar, it was mentioned that the lawyer Jaime Guzmán33 was gathering together a 
																																																								32	The military junta was composed of the Commander in Chief of the Army, Augusto Pinochet Ugarte, 
the Commander in Chief of the Air Force, Gustavo Leigh Guzmán, the Commander in Chief of the 
Navy, José Toribio Merino, and the General Director of the Police, César Mendoza Durán	
33 Jaime Guzmán is a very relevant character in Chile. In 1983, he founded the right-wing conservative 
party in Chile, the Independent Democratic Union, which was the declared opponent of the government of 
Salvador Allende and of any kind of communist government. He was a key member of the creation of the 
Constitution of 1980 and is traditionally thought of as the most important ideologue of the right wing in 
Chile, and an important collaborator with the military dictatorship. He was assassinated in 1991 by 
members of the Manuel Rodriguez Patriotic Front (Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez)  
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group of lawyers to study and draft a new constitution. The Junta Militar appointed a 
commission of lawyers to study and develop a blueprint for the New Political 
Constitution of the Republic of Chile, known publicly as the Ortúzar Commission taken 
after the name of its president (Barros, 2002). 
 Two weeks after the military coup, the commission presented the Junta Militar’s 
first memorandum of work, entitled Fundamental Goals or Objectives for the New 
Political Constitution of the Republic (Metas u Objetivos Fundamentales para la Nueva 
Constitución Política de la República). This document consists of 14 articles, the first 
article describes the values of “chileaness” (chilenidad), basically to affirm “that the 
constitutional structure will rest in the Christian humanist conception of man and 
society” (Soto & Fiamma, 1976, p. 9). The second article is named “Human Rights” and 
defines what should be understood for human rights. The language of human rights is 
the foundation of the national structure of the Constitution of 1980 enacted during the 
military dictatorship, one of the largest and cruelest in South America. 
Fake Human Rights: Duties and Individual Freedoms  
 It is evident that the military dictatorship manipulated the language of human 
rights without respecting them. This is not the first government to publicly justify their 
belligerent actions saying they are necessary to protect its citizens, as if the relentless 
violence against the other - enemy - was the best defense of freedom and the only way 
towards peace. All this is contrary to the principles underpinning human rights; 
however, the military dictatorship continued with this declaration, saying it was 
necessary to maintain this offensive attitude as the country was in a war against 
Marxism. Moreover, the dictatorship made a series of secret detention, tortured and 
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raped women and men systematically installing a terrorist state. The last national official 
report about torture and political prison in Chile estimated a total of 38,254 victims 
under Pinochet's dictatorship (Chilean Government, 2010). 
 Clearly a military dictatorship is not a good reference to declare human rights. 
Beyond the horrible atrocities committed by the Junta Militar against humanity, its 
group of lawyers, the Ortúzar Commission, began transforming the meaning of human 
rights. In this sense, the Pinochet dictatorship violated in practice and in discourse, the 
spirit of the Universal Declaration. Basically, the Ortúzar Commission 
recontextualized34 human rights so that they made sense in a military dictatorship: 
human rights began to be associated with the meaning of individual duties that 
prescribed that citizens must obey authority and were focused on protecting the private 
property of individuals.  
In the first memo issued by the Ortúzar Commission, in the article entitled 
Human Rights, it is explained that the new constitution will have “[c]omplete respect for 
human rights, it will maintain, and will strengthen the entire picture of civil liberties and 
fundamental rights (...) it will have fundamentally present (...) the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man and the 
Declaration of the Rights of the Child”  (Sic, Soto & Fiamma, 1977, p. 10). In this 
document, the prerogatives equivalent to those expressed in the Universal Declaration 
are established, like “[t]he assertion that the essential rights of man are based upon 
attributes of the human person” like the “equality of women and men” and that “every 																																																								
34 The phenomenon of recontextualization has been studied by Fairclough (2006) to explain how left-
winged governments attached to communism in the past re-contextualize the global neoliberal discourse to 
be meaningful in the national context, changing the meaning of words like privatization and market so that 
they articulate positive connotations with national values. 	
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human being is a person endowed with intelligence and free will, and with rights and 
duties inviolable and inalienable” (p. 11). An important detail that is different when 
compared to the Universal Declaration is that this document joins rights and duties.  
Accepting the call of duty by all is prerequisite to the rights of all, and that the 
rights and duties are integrated reciprocally in all activities or social and political 
relationships, in terms of whether the rights express freedom, the duties support 
the dignity of this freedom. (p. 11) 
 
 Civil and Political Rights were created to protect the individual from the state, 
while the Economic, Social and Cultural Rights were created to require the state to 
provide basic safeguards actions to people, they were not written as duties. In fact, the 
Universal Declaration is written as rights of individuals, there is only one Article, no. 29, 
which mentions the word duties, but it does so in a different context. This article points 
out, “[e]veryone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full 
development of his personality is possible,” which means that the word duties is present 
to affirm a commitment of the person to their community, based on the principle of 
solidarity. The Ortúzar Commission instead defines these duties as obedience and 
nationalistic obligations. In the same article where human rights are defined, the 
document explains:  
The new constitution will also specify a set of duties, based on the values of 
patriotism, solidarity, responsibility, honesty and mutual respect and fraternal 
coexistence, in order to highlight the existence of obligations of service to the 
nation and the community, work, obedience to the law and civic participation. 
(Soto & Fiamma, 1976, p. 11)  
 
 While this memorandum refers to solidarity, mutual respect and coexistence, 
these values are placed as the ultimate goal, which is the existence of obligations of 
service to the nation and the community, work, obedience to the law and civic 
participation. To achieve these objectives, education was key. In the article where 
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human rights are discussed, education is mentioned repeatedly. First, it refers to the 
freedom of education as a guarantee that the constitution should protect, which in turn 
should support national objectives. It then specifies that “[t]he new constitutional 
structure will also guarantee the right of parents to educate their children, without 
prejudice from the functions of the State” (p. 11). And finally, the document again 
mentioned the purpose of education:  
The educational system is the key to creating and developing the consent to 
adhere to these values (patriotism, solidarity, responsibility, and mutual respect 
and fraternal coexistence, in order to highlight the existence of obligations to 
serve the nation and the community) during childhood and adolescence, of such 
importance to the civic and moral formation and for the future of the nation. (p. 
11) 
 
These words were declared just weeks after the military coup, which developed 
the principles upon which the new legal, political, and institutional system for education 
in Chile was built. From a critical discourse analysis perspective, it is possible to argue 
that defining human rights as a means to produce obedience and patriotism frames a 
social nationalist structure where people are expected to interact similarly to members of 
the military. This is not a surprise, considering the repressive government that was in 
office, but it is interesting to see how the genre of human rights, which is essentially 
based on an international agreement to protect the dignity of human beings, is 
recontextualized to denigrate them, by taking their freedom as citizens and transforming 
them into some kind of soldiers of the nation through the construction of nationalistic 
discourses on what constitutes a human being35.  As Fairclough has stated, when texts 
																																																								
35 As a reminder of Fairclough’s methodology, which I have discussed in previous chapters: Genres are 
ways of acting and interacting; for example, an interview is a particular type of social interaction. 
Discourses are ways of representing in two senses: "abstractly, as an abstract noun, meaning language and 
other types of semiotic elements of social life; (and) more concretely, as a count noun, meaning particular 
ways of representing part of the social world" (p. 26). Style is a particular way of being – “An example 
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undergo these complex processes of intertextuality, being part of social practices begins 
to give form to or reproduce social discourses, reproducing and promoting "regimes of 
truth.” Here, this refers to the truth about the meaning of human rights and what should 
be the framework of the constitution, the moral values that should guide the country, and 
the purpose of education in training people to accomplish those values, producing 
"certain possibilities of thought," which sets a field of possibilities of "what can be said, 
and thought, but also about who can speak, when, where and with what authority" (Ball, 
p. 14, 1993). In this case, it seems to me that the language of human rights and the 
purpose of education are subordinate to an authoritarian regime.  
Education as a Constitutional Concern 
 Reforming the legal and institutional framework that defines the national 
education system was one of the largest and most extensive concerns of the Ortúzar 
Commission, which is reflected in the time and amount of discussion they had on this 
subject. This committee met in several sessions to discuss all the points that make up the 
current Chilean constitution. In the History of the Law Freedom of Education, these 
meetings were transcribed, and in regards to education, these discussions begin to be 
numbered from Session Number 132 to Session Number 411, where of these 279 
sessions, 30 were exclusively to discuss the educational system. After the discussions of 
committee, five official meetings of the State Council were held, which were attended 
by members and advisors of the Junta Militar. For five years (June 23, 1975 to January 
																																																																																																																																																																			
would be the style of a particular type of manager - his or her way of using language as a resource for self-
identifying" (p. 26). These three categories involve aspects that are found as much in texts as in social 
practices. As such, these categories are complex and difficult to establish as entities isolated from the 
social practices that constitute them. 
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8, 1980), the commission focused on creating the constitutional articles for education, 
resulting in a document that is 654 pages36.  
Before the military dictatorship, in the constitutional tradition of Chile, only one 
article explicitly mentioned the regulation of the education system: The freedom of 
education. The debate about how to transform this article to a new constituent letter led 
to the creation of a new constitutional article: The right to education.  
 During the debates of the commission, they also invited different actors from 
Chilean society to their deliberations, such as experts in education, conservative social 
institutions, and representatives of the Catholic Church. Despite the fact that these guests 
did not have a direct role in making decisions in the commission, some of them had a 
profound influence in the design of the constitution of 1980. The guests and the lawyers 
at the commission are the authors in two senses, as the ones who have the authority to 
define the words of this national document, and also as the ones who actually wrote the 
document. 
 In the discussions held by the commission and their guests, the constitutional 
legal structure of education in Chile was defined. Each word was extensively discussed. 
Many of the debates are technical, regarding which words are sufficiently clear and 
precise to define the principles and the overall framework to guide the education system 
in Chile. At the same time, there was a concern that words were broad, so that they 
would not enter into detailed legislation, avoiding an administrative regulation type of 
definition. From these extensive discussions, there are two principles that remain in the 
document: 1) Parents have the right - and then the primary duty - to educate and choose 																																																								
36 I am referring to the notes and transcriptions written in the History of the Law, of the commission’s 
discussion on Constitutional article 19 No. 11, Freedom to Education. I have not found any secondary 
sources that analyze these documents. (I have checked the Chilean Congress Library, ERIC and SciELO)  
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education for their children. 2) The state has a subsidiary role for those who cannot 
afford their own education.  
 These principles are based on different perspectives presented in the discussions 
of this committee. A conservative-religious argument stated that the education of 
children is a parental right, since they must decide on the type of educational program 
for their children, which is central to a Catholic-Christian education. Others, who were 
more liberal, believed in education as a service, where the best establishments subsist 
due to the fact that consumers opt for them, meaning that for this group, parents should 
have the right to choose the place of education for their children. A third view, held 
mainly by one guest of the committee, noted that the state should ensure education as a 
right and obligation, therefore, it should be free and funded by the state. This third 
option was the least appealing to the participants of the commission and even less so to 
government representatives. Because this third version was dismissed, it seems that 
there were two ideological orders in contention to define the Chilean educational 
system: one being religious conservatism, promoted by the members who supported the 
views of the catholic church, and another more liberal, though both perspectives seem to 
support a market-oriented educational system. Despite the differences between the 
liberal, conservative, and state-based views, all used human rights as a rhetorical device 
(especially the conservative and state-based), citing the Universal Declaration or 
international organizations that recognize and operate based on the Universal 
Declaration, like the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (hereafter UNESCO).  
Freedom of Education as a Catholic Expression 
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 The Catholic Church has been linked to the education system in Chile since its 
inception. When Chile was a colony of Spain (16th – 18th centuries), the educational 
system was completely developed by ecclesiastical institutions. Since Chile did not have 
enough teachers or schools to develop an educational system, the government was 
forced to rely on and supervise the education provided by the Catholic Church (Núñez, 
2004). At the same time, the ecclesiastical institutions kept working as private 
alternatives to the public system (Aedo-Richmond, 2000; Labarca, 1939).  
 In 1843, the first public university was founded (Univerisidad de Chile) and in 
1844 the national primary educational system was structured (La Escuela Normal). The 
Constitution of 1833 established that the state was responsible for the education of the 
country, supporting what has been named the Teachers’ State principle (Estado 
Docente)37 (Aedo-Richmond, 2000), and it stipulated that, “[p]ublic education is 
primordially a concern of the state (…) There will be a Superintendence38 of Public 
Education that will be responsible for inspecting the teaching and guiding the direction 
of education, under the authority of the Government”39 (Chilean Constitution, 1833, Art. 
153 and 154). This Constitution also specified that Catholicism was to be the official 
religion and that the Catholic Church had the liberty to teach their principles and beliefs.  
																																																								
37 There are controversies among historians about when and how the Teacher’s State was developed, 
implemented and accomplished (Reyez-Jedlicki, 2007). Nevertheless, it is possible to argue that the idea 
of education as a responsibility of the state is linked with this old constitution. 
38 In Chile, the Superintendence is a national institution (not a person) that supervises and regulates the 
educational system in the country.		
39 In Spanish: “La educación pública es una atencion preferente del Gobierno (…) Habrá una 
Superintendencia de educación pública, á cuyo cargo estará la inspeccion de la enseñanza nacional, y su 
direccion bajo la autoridad del Gobierno” (sic) (Constitución de Chile, 1833, Art. 153 y Art. 154). 
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 Because the Constitution of 1833 did not mention freedom of education40 
explicitly, it was assumed that private educational institutions were allowed to operate. 
In fact, private institutions had more resources, but the public National Institute 
supervised all religious (private) institutions. This rule stressed the state’s commitment 
to control private education even if it did not have the resources to provide it (Aedo-
Richmond, 2000; Labarca, 1939). 
 From 1860 to 1925, many political groups (the oligarchy, the aristocracy and the 
Catholic Church) debated the goals of education. President Allessandri maintained the 
idea of public education and the freedom of education together in the new Constitution 
of 1925. An educational article was copied almost entirely from the Constitution of 
1833, except for the beginning, where the 1925 constitutional article added the words 
“Freedom of education” and the constitutional guaranty that this right would be 
protected. 
Freedom of education. The constitution ensures education for all the inhabitants 
of the Republic: the freedom of teaching. Primary public education is mandatory. 
Public education is primordially a concern of the State. There will be a 
Superintendence of Public Education that will be responsible for inspecting the 
teaching and guiding the direction of education, under the authority of the 
Government.41 (Chilean Constitution, 1925, Art. 10. 7) (I use italics to emphasize 
the direct quotations as taken from the Constitution of 1833) 
 
 This constitutional article only gave a temporary solution to a much deeper 
political problem about public education. One of the controversies about this 
constitution was the state’s role and how the idea of public education was to be 																																																								
40 The Chilean Constitution follows the constitutional jurisdiction developed by Napoleon who supported 
the constitutional right to the freedom of education. Therefore, the idea that the freedom of education was 
allowed in Chile, even though it was not mentioned in the constitution, was supported by this 
constitutional tradition (Aedo-Richmond, 2000).		
41 Libertad de enseñanza. La Constitución asegura a todos los habitantes de la República: la libertad de 
enseñanza. La educación pública primaria es obligatoria. La educación pública es una atención preferente 
del Estado. Habrá una Superintendencia de Educación Pública, a cuyo cargo estará la inspección de la 
enseñanza y su dirección, bajo la autoridad del Gobierno. (Constitución de Chile, 1925, Art. 10. 7). 
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interpreted (Soto, 2004). As it can be seen, this article started out by defining the 
Freedom of education, but that freedom is defined by the constitutional protection of 
education for all the inhabitants of the republic, and then it seems that what is being 
ensured is the Freedom of teaching.  
 In the end, this excerpt is very confusing and it is difficult to understand what 
right is being ensured and to whom. Even though many of the actual words in the 
Constitution of 1925 are the same as in the Constitution of 1833, they come after a 
puzzling definition about what freedom of education is, and so the meaning of those 
copy-and-pasted words has been changed due to the preceding lines. As Fairclough has 
shown (1992; 2001), the change in use of words provides an entire new meaning to a 
sentence. These meanings are not neutral, but have significant political consequences, 
especially when they are constitutional definitions of what constitute public education. 
The terms freedom of education - State - public education are mixed in the same 
sentence and so are their meanings. The multiplicity of meanings that these sentences 
create can be seen in disputes by lawyers who fight about what that article means, 
supporting a different educational system: a state-based system, a mix of private-public 
system, and a private system with financial support from the state (Soto, 2004). These 
diverse alternatives assign different roles for the Catholic Church, an institution that has 
from the beginning been connected to this constitutional principle.  
The Freedom of Education as a Catholic Political Project 
 The Catholic Church has been and still is an important actor in the private 
education sector of the country. Currently, they own a significant number of educational 
institutions and have a sociopolitical interest in the kind of public education that exists in 
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the country. It has also been a political and ideological reference for conservative sectors 
of society, providing a sort of religious legitimacy to this political project, and has 
historically supported freedom of education so that religious organizations, like the 
Catholic Church, could rely on religious establishments in Chile. This institution also 
had a central role in the way that freedom of education was reformulated and written in 
the constitution of 1980. One of the most influential guests to the Ortúzar Commission 
was Reverend Father Eugenio Leon Bourgeois, General Secretary of the Department of 
Education of National Bishops. Jaime Guzmán suggested that this guest be invited from 
the first session of the commission, in order to speak about and present the views of the 
Catholic Church on the Freedom of Education. 
 The first comment made by Father Bourgeois is in regards to freedom of 
education in the constitution of 1925. He stated that “there is something very good in 
this constitution, where it states ‘The Constitution guarantees to all citizens of the 
Republic the freedom of education’ [emphasis on the word “guarantees”] “that is, 
‘guarantees’ means recognizing their existence, and does not depend, therefore, on the 
Constitutional Commission or the State if there is freedom of education or not, because 
freedom is somewhat earlier and, therefore, it is guaranteed” (Government of Chile, Law 
No. 11, 2011, p. 48). Reviewing the claim made by the Father, and considering the three 
categories of major types of text meaning proposed by Fairclough (2001) – action, 
representation, and identification – his action is an explanation and clarification of the 
value that freedom of education should have, over any discussion that the commission 
can enact in the future. What is represented here is the relationship that the commission 
can have with the previous constitution, that they cannot replace the freedom of 
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education because its existence has been previously guaranteed. At the same time, the 
Father is identifying himself with that stance, committing himself and the Catholic 
Church to a power relationship over the commission, because the commission seems 
powerless to change the words that he has highlighted. What this freedom of education 
implies for the father is that it is above the authority of the same commission that the 
Junta Militar had called for to define a new constitution for Chile. This comment 
positioned the guest as the authority of the commission in the defense of freedom of 
education.  
 The Father then criticizes the lack of a better definition regarding the freedom of 
education; although the definition allows private schools to open, these schools had to be 
authorized by a Decree of the Ministry of Education and he believed that the Freedom of 
Education should be more explicit in indicating that private schools can open without 
going through this legal formality.  
 In addition, he points out that this constitutional article does not express the 
freedom of parents to choose a school and “choice is extremely important, as it pertains 
to parents to choose the education establishment for their children” (p. 49). To justify his 
position, the Father referred to a document published by UNESCO, called “Apprendre a 
étre” (sic, p. 51). This document stated that the state should not depend on a single 
institution to provide the education system, but that it should have other independent 
institutions, citing a paragraph of the document (in the transcripts of the minutes, the 
page number is not mentioned).  
Instead of delegating powers to a single structure, in a vertical hierarchy, as a 
Ministry of Education might be - and constituting a separate body within society, 
all of the groups: associations, unions, communities, local and intermediate 
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bodies, are those which must assume, on their own, the educative responsibility. 
(p.51)  
 
 For Bourgeois, this means that the community is responsible for education. For 
the Father, the role of the state ought to be secondary, since education is the primary 
responsibility of the parents, pointing out that the state should be “subsidiary”. This is 
the first time in the commission that someone mentions the role that the state will 
eventually take. In the words of the Father: 
The State belongs to a labor of teaching and has a duty, but it is a subsidiary 
principle in those places, in regions or on those levels at which parents or private 
institutions do not reach or really cannot perform an educational action, due to its 
magnitude or whatever reason. (p. 50) 
 
 This guest had a very favorable impact on the Ortúzar Commission. His 
authority had clear results when addressing the commission. This is possibly in part due 
the support he received from Jaime Guzmán. Bourgeois was not only authorized in the 
sense that he was a valid commission agent, but he also had authority in the discursive 
sense (Fairclough, 2001); his words are worth more than other guests, and therefore the 
meaning of them is directly taken by the commission. In fact, a commission member, a 
lawyer called Evans, proposed to the committee that the freedom of education be 
redefined more precisely to address the problems that the Father had detected and that 
they also be recognized by other attorneys in Chile. Evans noted that the freedom of 
education should contain “three values or legal rights: the essential right of parents to 
educate their children and choose a teacher for them; the right of individuals to open 
and maintain educational institutions, and the academic freedom of the teacher” [I have 
italicized two of the phrases that are written in the Constitution of 1980] (p. 56).  
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 As a result of this guest and the way this statement is paraphrased by the 
advocate, one can see the way in which the right of parents to choose an education 
evolves to also be a duty of the parents to educate them. In principle, this argument 
seems like common sense; parents should have the right and duty to educate their 
children. But when the right/duty is exercised in a context opposed to the role of the 
state, emphasizing the parents’ role over the state’s in regards to the education of 
children, not only is it advocating for the parents, but it is taking away the responsibility 
of the state.  
 Bourgeois was insistent on supporting this argument and on repeated occasions 
noted that “education orientation, especially, belonged to the Parents, because it is for 
their children” (p. 51). In turn, the Father said that acting as a representative of the 
church, he must propose to the committee that the “Constitution ensures to all citizens of 
the republic, without any discrimination, the right to education at all grade levels,” (p. 
52) which he argued again based on the UNESCO document that was cited previously. 
However, for him this does not imply that there should be state-funded education for all 
people. He argued that if there are parents who can fund the education of their children, 
they should do so, because if the state invests in the education of those who can afford it, 
it would be unfair to those who cannot. He even proposed that they should eliminate the 
difference between state and private education, because for the Father, they should only 
talk about public education. 
Father Bourgeois consistently cites the UNESCO document, which appears to 
legitimize his words in an internationally sanctioned language, a layman language that is 
based on the Universal Declaration. However, his understanding of the right to 
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education as a fundamental right and duty of parents to choose the education of their 
children is limited and partial. While the Universal Declaration establishes that right, it 
does not do so in opposition to the state, in fact, the right to education is fundamentally a 
requirement that must be demanded of the state. 
The Freedom of Education: a Foundation of the Educational Market 
The freedom of education was also defended based on the idea of the educational 
market. If parents have the right and responsibility to choose the education of their 
children, then they will choose the best education, which will make the establishments 
of low quality close because they will have no students. This logic was not only used in 
education, but was the model that the military dictatorship opted for to reformulate all 
public services in Chile, policies that were implemented following the example of 
Milton Friedman as I have discussed in my second chapter.  
The United States, from the beginning, supported the military coup in Chile. 
Kornbluh (2004) explains how Nixon and Kissinger made a series of efforts to 
overthrow the government of Salvador Allende, from financial support to destabilize the 
government to meetings with Chilean military and opposition to plan the overthrow of 
Allende. After the coup, this link continued mainly through School of Economics at the 
University of Chicago, where the economists who made the economic reforms in Chile 
studied. Friedman also visited Chile and on April 21,1975, he sent a letter to Pinochet to 
congratulate him for the actions that were being performed and gave a set of suggestions 
for implementing neoliberal economic reforms.  
These ideas, which dealt with developing economic public policies, were also 
present in the Ortúzar Committee. For example, on July 1, 1975 (three months after 
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Friedman’s letter), a guest to the commission, Jaime Ramírez, the President of the 
College of Teachers of Chile - a teachers’ union created by the dictatorship to control 
and supervise teachers, its leader appointed by the Junta Militar - discussed with Jaime 
Guzmán how the education system should be funded, a conversation that was even more 
radical than what was implemented, but it was quite close to the model of vouchers that 
is currently in place. 
Mr. GUZMAN asks Mr. Ramírez whether his idea would, in essence, replace the 
system of State subsidy directed by the State to educational institutions by a kind 
of subsidy, or support from the State, to the students, so they directly chose the 
school they prefer (...)  
Mr. RAMIREZ (...) says no (...) with that [form of subsidy] he does not have 
absolute assurance- (...) that would just allow the State, through this subsidiary 
state position, to participate collaborating in some actions of magnitude. (...) So 
that they [the parents of the students] having a larger amount of money in their 
possession, could choose the school in which they wish to educate their children. 
In the end, it is to stimulate - so to speak – the free enterprise, but through greater 
economic power of parents and guardians in relation to their children who study. 
(Government of Chile, Law No 11, 2011, p. 39) 
 
 Ramirez's words evidently support the marketization of the educational system, 
given that he mentions the ideas of free enterprise and providing greater economic 
power to parents or guardians. Turning education into a market and parents are 
considered as consumers, concepts that can be attributed to Friedman. Furthermore, they 
were used to define the constitution, which, as I have stated before, acts as the country's 
supreme law and moral guide. 
 The decision that was finally made by the Junta Militar was to delegate the 
public administration of education to municipalities and private suppliers. Private 
suppliers in conjunction with the state could choose to subsidize schools. The other 
private option was that parents would have to pay all of the tuition and fees. Private 
suppliers were represented by individuals, companies and/or corporations, which could 
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include either for-profit or non-profit institutions. They had their own regulations and 
their own control of resources (Peirano & Vargas, 2005). 
Another example of this position in the commission are the arguments made by 
another guest of the commission, Luis López González, Head of Education of the 
Universidad Católica of Valparaiso and the Advisor to the Superintendence of 
Education, who on July 8,1975 (one week after Jaime Ramírez), affirmed that 
“[e]ducation, more than a right and obligation, appears as a task for the whole 
community and for every man and shall be the duty of the State taking precautions that it 
be the true patrimony of all” (p. 66). His position did not contradict the right to 
education in and of itself, but it clearly distinguished the role of the state in respects to 
this right. He made a series of proposals to the commission, including that this 
commission must ensure that education is a right of the parents to choose an educational 
institution, and that there is the right of any individual to open and maintain educational 
institutions.  
These neoliberal perspectives, where parents are treated as consumers of 
educational services to respond to market forces, is contrary to the Universal 
Declaration, which requires states to provide a free education for all, regardless of 
economic status; it is a duty of the state, not only of the community or private entities 
who want to open schools. In addition to not respecting the international agreement that 
Chile had endorsed, the use of these words in the Constitution framed the fundamental 
structure of the Chilean educational system. 
The Right to Education During the Military Dictatorship 
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The first guest to suggest the idea of having a right to education was university 
professor Gonzalo Figueroa Yáñez, on June 26, 1975. Professor Figueroa was the 
General Secretary of the Council of Rectors of the Universities of Chile, founded the 
National Association of Private Schools and was also part of the International Inter-
American Association of Education. He argued that internationally there are two 
fundamental pillars of education: the right to education and the freedom of education. 
The university professor justified these pillars by mentioning article 26 of the Universal 
Declaration and article 12 of the Charter of Organization of the American States. 
Figueroa suggested that the commission should count on a right to education 
given that the then current freedom of education assumed that parents would educate 
their children, which seemed impossible to him given the level of education that parents 
had. For this reason, he believed it necessary that schools should mediate between the 
family and the state. However, the state should be responsible for guaranteeing 
education, in his words “the State should provide free basic education, which implies the 
necessity of establishing a baseline to which the State should be held responsible.” He 
argued that “these two concepts of education being free and obligatory, should be 
inseparable,” concluding that, “education is the preferential priority of the State” 
(Government of Chile, Law No 11, 2011, p. 9). 
The Ortúzar Commission appears to have only considered one of the professor’s 
ideas: beginning the formulation of a constitutional article about the right to education in 
relation to access to basic education, in the form of a separate constitutional article from 
the freedom to education. But they did not take the idea that education should be the 
preferential priority of the state. Instead, they chose to emphasize that education should 
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be the right and responsibility of the parent, and that the state should make it a priority 
that parents are fulfilling that right and responsibility, but ultimately education is a 
concern of parents, not the state.   
The idea to construct two constitutional articles is again mentioned by different 
lawyer participants in the Ortúzar Commission. The lawyer, Ovalle, repeats this idea to 
the commission to clarify the difference with the freedom of education in the same 
meeting where Father Bourgeois is introduced, and this remains a constant theme in the 
commission where there seems to be an agreement that there are two rights, but they 
were unsure on how to define them.   
In general, the commission discussed the freedom of education in terms of 
guaranteeing parents the right to choose an education for their children and the freedom 
for anyone to open and administrate an educational institution. This is in contrast with 
the government of the Unidad Popular (Allende’s administration), which according to 
the commission developed a series of actions so that this could not happen. In the final 
draft of the Constitution of 1980 the article about the right to education clearly states in 
its second paragraph that “Parents have a preferential right and duty to educate their 
children. It will be the state’s responsibility to give special protection to the exercise of 
this right,” so that education is no longer a state duty, but an obligation of the parents, 
where the state has a secondary role, which should worry about protecting parents who 
are exercising this right/duty. The right to education relates to the access to basic 
education, which many thought should be obligatory, therefore the state should provide 
a public education for the ones that cannot afford a private education, but the right itself 
is fundamentally a responsibility of the parents. 
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While the constitution stipulates that primary education is obligatory and that the 
state must finance it, the logic in which this article was established, the policies that 
were implemented during the military dictatorship and its relationship to the freedom of 
education, implies that the state should only subsidize those who cannot finance their 
own education; the state here is clearly secondary.  
The idea that parents are ultimately responsible for the education of their 
children does not entirely coincide with the Universal Declaration that states that this is 
the responsibility of the states. Both pro-market and conservative ideas, which together 
define the neoliberal project used in Chile’s constitution to impose and frame Chilean 
education, are distanced enough from the principle of equality and dignity of all human 
beings which is at the heart of the Universal Declaration. 
 Before Pinochet’s dictatorship, the meaning of freedom of education was 
restricted to the schools’ right to provide different educational alternatives and was 
mostly used by religious institutions (Aedo-Richmond, 2000). But when the right to 
education is explained as a parent’s right to educate their children, freedom of education 
was expanded to mean the right of anyone to “open, organize and maintain educational 
establishments” (Chilean constitution, 1980) which, in practice, is the privatization of 
the entire Chilean educational system. Together these two articles support an ideological 
“common sense” about education, which is that children’s education is the duty of the 
parents.  
 Neither the Constitution of 1833 nor the Constitution of 1925 regulated the right 
to education; instead they only stipulated the role of the state and regulated (in a 
confusing manner) the freedom of education. It seems that the 1833 and 1925 
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Constitutions did not need to regulate the right to education because education was 
already considered a right in and of itself and was supported by the Teacher’s State 
principle (even though there were no resources to support that right). The Constitution of 
1833 did not regulate the freedom of education, because it assumed it present (Aedo-
Richmond, 2000), while the Constitution of 1980 did the opposite.  It explicitly defined 
what the right to education meant, regulating its extension only to the elementary level 
and creating a subsidiary role of the state and not an active role as can be argued based 
on the Universal Declaration, supporting in this definition a notion that linked the 
freedom of education to the parent’s right to educate and choose the school for their 
children, creating the moral/constitutional conditions for an educational market. 
Summary Analysis with Consideration of Research Questions 
 The discoveries of this critical discourse analysis are significant in considering 
two of my research questions. I will begin by addressing the first: generally, how has the 
right to education, stated explicitly in the Chilean constitution, been interpreted as 
educational policies have been enacted? This study allows us to establish that the right to 
education in Chile has been interpreted as a duty of the parents and not as a fundamental 
role of the State. This interpretation is solidified at the constitutional level – the mother 
of all laws and the moral compass of the nation. It was written intentionally and is 
consistent with the educational policies promoted by the State. In this sense, the right to 
education in Chile contradicts fundamental values in the Universal Declaration. If the 
Chilean State seeks to be consistent with the recognition of this declaration and with the 
international treaties that it has signed, from my perspective, it must modify its 
definition of this right. Being the constitution fundamental for the country, the way that 
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this change is made is also relevant; that is to say, it is not a task that can again be 
achieved by only one group of experts, like the lawyers of the dictatorship who carried 
out this debate as a tension between two political positions, both supporting a vision of 
market in education.  
  Next, I will discuss my third research question, what should be the role and 
influence of parents in the design and implementation of educational policies in their 
community? The role assigned to parents is to be responsible for their children's 
education, but this is reduced to their capacity to select the best place to educate them in 
the logic of the invisible hand of the market. They are consumers of a service, and their 
children, just as any other property, must be enrolled in the best educational institution 
for their future. This is, in a way, very similar to how one invests assets in a specific 
market.  
 For this constitution, the parents/guardians have no influence on the politics that 
affect them, and, according to those who designed the document, they should not have 
an active role in that design. On one hand, the parents have the final say in their 
children's education, but, paradoxically, they do not play a major role in influencing how 
they are educated; their work begins and ends with making a good choice. If we analyze 
the human right to education in the way that Tomasevski understands it, that is to say, 
directly connected to the communities where it is exercised, it is possible to conclude 
that this vision of the parents/guardians contradicts the spirit of this right. Evidently, 
parents should have the right to choose the education their children receive, but to limit 
their role to this choice in a market system contradicts the possibility that their children 
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can fully develop in an inclusive society. On the contrary, this model of society and 
education has exacerbated social segregation.  
Concluding Remarks: Reframing the Human Right to Education in Chile  
 Based on this critical discourse analysis, one can conclude that the political 
dimension of human rights is significant, in that governments can make use of the 
Universal Declaration to legitimize actions that infringe upon the values that this very 
Declaration seeks to defend. In order for human rights to continue acting as a moral 
compass for the nations that recognize them, it is key to remain observant of the political 
context of each country and understand how they use these rights, both at the linguistic 
level in legal documents and in real-world applications. In Chile, the language of human 
rights was used by the Junta Militar to promote the subordination of the citizens to their 
authority. Instead of protecting the people's dignity, their rights were defined to limit 
their freedom, described as the patriotic duties of the authority's obedient subjects. The 
meaning of the human right to education as taken from the Universal Declaration was 
recontextualized in the Constitution of 1980, constructing a subsidiary role for the State 
by establishing that the parents had the final say in their children's education and that the 
state should only provide an education to those who could not choose a private school. 
 The Chilean Constitution has been called into question due to the process used to 
create it and the anti-democratic context in which it was approved. This study is an 
original work about the role that the Catholic Church and followers of Friedman played 
in redefining the articles about freedom of pedagogy and the right to education.  
Despite an exhaustive search – Chilean Congress Library, SciELO and Eric –, I 
have not been able to find another study of the transcriptions of conversations from the 
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Ortúzar commission that culminated in the writing of these rights, making this work an 
original contribution with regard to the material analyzed and the method utilized to 
review it. It is interesting how current debates surrounding the right to education and 
freedom of education are reminiscent of the conversations held by this commission – 
ideas such as the parents’ responsibility to pay for their children's education continue 
reappearing in political and media debates, reflecting that the commission's debates, far 
from being a historical matter, have become deeply embedded in the Chileans' 
mentalities, in this sense, Pinochet’s dictatorship achieved one of its most important 
goals.  
The idea that parents are ultimately responsible for the education of their 
children contradicts some of the fundamental values of the Universal Declaration, which 
promotes that states should guarantee the education of their population. As Fairclough 
states (2001; 2003), language is not neutral, and there are social discourses that seek to 
construct common senses in order to favor an ideological vision about society. The 
words that the Ortúzar commission chose to define the right to education and the 
freedom of education have clear political pretense. This becomes evident upon a critical 
analysis of the conversations that the commission's lawyers had with their guests, where 
there was an intention to define constitutional rights that facilitated the development of 
market-oriented educational policies. These are clearly influenced by the model of 
society promoted by Milton Friedman. The Constitution of 1980 is the mother of all 
laws in Chile and the country's moral compass, and my analysis extends previous 
considerations about this document. Beyond its illegitimacy, this is a document prepared 
with a deeply distorted vision of society, in which two ideological positions were held 
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above all others, one conservative and the other liberal. In the mixture of these two, a set 
of neoliberal prerogatives has emerged where social rights, such as the right to 
education, have no place.  
 The right to education and the freedom of education, as written in the Chilean 
Constitution have been modified in different constitutional reforms; however, these 
amendments have not changed the essence of this constitution. The freedom of 
education has prioritized the promotion of the education market, which is not equivalent 
to the legitimate choice of parents to choose an education for their children. The right to 
education responds to the same neoliberal logic based on the freedom of education, from 
which it was built, a logic that has been perpetuated through funding policies and 
administration of the education system. To constitutionally guarantee the right to 
education, these articles will eventually have to be modified, for which the right to 
education as defined by the Universal Declaration, the International Covenant on 
Economic and Social Rights, which Chile has ratified and thus is forced to generate 
actions that transform neoliberals policies that have been implemented and have 
consequently increased social segregation in the country.  
 The Ortúzar commission's definition of the right to education contrasts with the 
way social movements derive meaning from the right in order to defend an ideal of 
public education in Chile. Spurred on by the 2011 student movement, the new 
administration of Michelle Bachelete (2014 – 2018) has proposed education reforms 
such as ending profit making in primary and secondary education, the elimination of 
copayments of tuition fees to enter schools that receive public subsidies and tax-based 
funds, as well as the reexamination of standardized accountability in the national 
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evaluation system (SIMCE) and a new system of public education administration. All of 
these possible reforms have garnered profound public attention and debate. These 
reforms are in Congress and will most likely go through many changes, but they are 
concrete steps to move away from neoliberal model installed during the military 
dictatorship. Although these reforms are important and play a critical role in changing 
the system, questions remain regarding the extent to which these reforms will guarantee 
the right to education of all citizens, if the Constitution of Pinochet is still present and 
has clearly defined this right as a responsibility of parent and as a market mover. 
 In my next chapter I present my multi-sited case study, based on a community of 
parents who resisted the closing of three public schools, using a very different definition 
of the right to education from that used by the Chilean constitution. This multi-sited case 
study involves a story of profound accomplishment. The resistance process was new for 
all of the mothers who were mobilized to reopen the schools, and although they suffered 
heavily through this process, they also developed a new sense of capability. The mothers 
narrated how they felt dignified by occupying the schools, attending local meetings, 
organizing protests and confronting important national authorities. Poor housekeeping 
mothers changed into the women who protected the schools of the community and 
defended the right to education for the children. The resistance process also reflects that 
the values promoted by the Universal Declaration can be found in the voices of these 
parents even if they are completely unaware of the actual text of the Universal 
Declaration. This highlights the idea that the Universal Declaration does not narrow the 
scope of human rights but they are alive in the stories of ordinary people.  
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 CHAPTER 5: BASTARD SCHOOLS. STRUGGLING FOR LEGITIMACY, 
DIGNITY AND INCLUSION 
Then my daughter looked at me and said, "Papa, where am I going to 
study?" as if saying, "Solve this problem, you are the adult and you 
have to take care of me and reopen my school." I didn't know what to 
tell her. I felt powerless. When we finally knew that this school 
wouldn't be opening, I had to enroll her in another school, which was 
a terrible and heartbreaking blow.  
Pelso (Father from Holy Day School, 2014) 
 
I thought and I felt that I wasn't capable of fighting for anything for 
better or for worse, but when I began to confront the authorities little 
by little, the mayor, SEREMI, the Ministry of Education, up to the 
very highest, then I said, "Yes, I can, I can do more things than just in 
my house, I am capable of fighting for something that belongs to us," 
and that it wasn't fair that it was taken away from the children. 
Miriam (Mother from Sergeant Mandelaria School, 2015) 
 
 In the first chapter I have described how the universal dignity of all people is key 
in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. To defend and protect this principle, I 
have argued that it is not enough to sustain a moral guide that proposes human rights, 
but we must analyze these rights from a political perspective, with special emphasis on 
local contexts, which are where these rights are assigned new meanings, respected, or 
violated. I have highlighted my approach to the right to education, which, from my 
perspective, should not be limited to the idea of school access, but should consider the 
identity of local communities and allow the full development of the people.   
 In my second chapter, I have narrated how educational policies in Chile have 
been implemented as the basis for a neoliberal imaginary of society, linked to the idea of 
freedom defined by Hayek and Friedman, who proposed that the market, and not social 
rights, is what regulates the education of citizens. This contradicts the values promoted 
by human rights, in particular, the right to education.  
 In my third chapter, I have presented my methodological perspective and the 
design of my research, framed as a mixed method research, in which I proposed mixing 
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critical discourse analysis with a multi-sited case study in order to answer three general 
questions connected to the protection and respect of the right to education in Chile: First, 
generally, how has the right to education, stated explicitly in the Chilean constitution, 
been interpreted as educational policies have been enacted? Second, what does this right 
mean to a group of poor Chilean parents who, in 2014, successfully resisted school 
closings in their community? Third, what should be the role and influence of parents in 
the design and implementation of educational policies in their community? 
 In my fourth chapter I have presented my critical discourse analysis of the 
Constitution of 1980 in Chile. This analysis reflects that the right to education in Chile 
has been interpreted as a duty of the parents and not as a fundamental role of the State, 
where the parents should choose the best establishment in the educational market - that 
is to say vote with their feet. In contrast with other studies of the Chilean Constitution, 
this analysis has allowed us to understand the role that key actors, such as the Catholic 
Church, played in the imposition of a neoliberal ideology on the mother of all laws and 
the moral compass of the country.   
  In this chapter I present my multi-sited case study about a group of parents in a 
poor neighborhood in Santiago claimed the right to education for their children, 
protesting the closing of three public schools in their community by occupying the 
schools. After seven months of resistance they forced the central government to reopen 
these schools under local community management, a system without precedent in Chile. 
This case offers a useful opportunity to explore the possibilities and complexities of an 
alternative education management system that involves the active participation of a local 
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community, allowing to revise my research questions from a different point of view, one 
that actually contrast with my analysis of the Chilean constitution.  
 My multi-sited case study involves a story of profound accomplishment. The 
resistance process was new for all of the mothers who were mobilized to reopen the 
schools, and although they suffered heavily through this process, they also developed a 
new sense of capability. The mothers narrated how they felt dignified by occupying the 
schools, attending local meetings, organizing protests and confronting important 
national authorities. Poor housekeeping mothers transformed themselves into the women 
who protected the schools of the community and defended the right to education for the 
children. 
 I began my case study of this community in June through August of 2014. I then 
continued my field research from July to November of 2015. I believe this case offers a 
useful opportunity to explore the possibilities and complexities of an alternative 
educational management model that involves the active participation of a local 
community. Robert Stake’s (1995) approach to case study informs my study. I 
systematically visited the three schools for four days a week: “Sergeant Mandelaria,” 
“Fabricio Bombardi” and “Holy Day”. I observed, taking field notes (Graue & Walsh, 
1998).  
 My research involve a large number of diverse participants42. In 2014, I 
conducted 13 semi-structured interviews (Spradley, 1979) with parents, and single semi-
structured interviews with the following informants: (a) Maria, the leader of a national 
parent group, (b) Romelia, a city-council member, and (c) Carlota a Diputado del 																																																								42	In order to protect the identity of the participants of my research I have created pseudonyms for all of  
them.	
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Congreso (a member of the Chilean Congress)—all directly involved in the process. I 
also led a focus group (Stewart & Shamdasani, 2015) with children from one school, and 
six semi-structured interviews with experts in the legal aspects of school closing.  
 In 2015, I conducted 16 semi-structured interviews with parents (five of whom I 
had also interviewed in 2014), and single semi-structured interviews with the following 
informants: a) Maria, the leader of a national parental group (the same person as in 
2014), b) Carla, the new administrator of the three public schools, c) Jorge, the 
psychosocial coordinator of the three schools, d) the principal and technical pedagogical 
chief (hereafter UTP43- Spanish acronym for the position) of each school (Sergeant 
Mandelaria: Amaro Principal and Jovita UTP; Fabricio Bombardi: Carlos Principal and 
Karen UTP; Holy Day: Amelia Principal and Salamandra UTP) e) Ratelmo, the national 
coordinator of support to municipalities from the Ministry of Education, f) Felipe, the 
new administrator of all of the schools in the community (not the same as in (b)), g) 
Carlota, a Diputado del Congreso (the same person as in 2014), and h) I also led a focus 
group with children from one school.  
 I presented an initial analysis of the data that I gathered to the coordinating team 
of the schools (principals and administration) in order to receive their feedback about 
my own interpretations and observations in the field as a way to guarantee the quality of 
my analysis (Schwandt, 2007). I tried but was unable to have these presentations with 
the parents, mainly because coordinating a meeting with them required previous 
permission from the current administration, which, at the time that the research was 
																																																								
43 In Chile, the UTP is an administrative pedagogy expert. They are usually in charge of supervising and 
supporting teachers in the design, development, and evaluation of their classes. In contrast with the 
principal, this position is not typically involved in financial administrative matters. 
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taking place, was going through difficult and emergent issues, and we were unable to 
agree on a date for that meeting.  
  In this chapter, I first present a description of the community, the neighborhoods, 
and the general characteristics of the three schools in my multi-sited case study. I then 
describe how the process of closing and its consequences for the parents, the community 
and the children. Then I describe the resistance and reopening process of these schools 
highlighting the role of parents and guardians. Finally, according to Stake (2005) 
methodology I present two general issues for this multi-sited case study: A) The right to 
education as a social inclusion dilemma. B) Differing visions of quality education, none 
reduced to the SIMCE. Finally, in the last section of this chapter, I present a summary 
analysis with consideration of my research questions. 
The Community of "Las Lilas", its Neighborhoods, and the Three Bastard Schools 
 The schools in my case study cannot be described outside of the community in 
which they are located: the community of Las Lilas44. This community has been 
identified as "High Priority" by the government45, which means that its inhabitants live 
in the poorest socioeconomic conditions in the country. Several families are in poverty 
and at least 16% are in overcrowded living situations46. In general educational terms, 
only 2% of the population has completed higher education47. In addition to high rates of 
domestic violence, this is one of the most dangerous communities in Chile. In the year 
2012, 29.6% of households reported that one of its inhabitants had been the victim of a 
																																																								44 To protect the schools, I have created a pseudonym for this community.  45 Information obtained from the Santiago Metropolitan Region, Community Social Priority Index - 
Regional Secretary of the Ministry of Social Development (2014).  46 The overcrowding index signifies that approximately 3 to 5 persons share a room designed for one 
person.-- National Library of Congress in Chile (2012) 47 Population Educational Index 2003-2009. National Library of Congress in Chile (2012) 
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crime (the nationwide index is 8.1%). In Santiago, "Las Lilas" tends to be identified as a 
community with high rates of trafficking and consumption of drugs - a perception 
corroborated by national statistics48.  
 Las Lilas was born of a set of "tomas", or slums - essentially, people with scarce 
resources began to occupy the land, building their houses from trash or lightweight 
materials. Little by little, this evolved into a settlement. The plots of land were ceded to 
the settlers by the Chilean government and their legal owners. Several of the 
representatives I interviewed commented that there was once a Yugoslavian (now 
Croatian) family, who owned much of the land and donated it. For this reason, many of 
the streets and schools in this community have names of Croatian origin. One of the 
mothers from my case study recalled how the schools in Las Lilas came to be on 
donated lands and highlights their history in the community.  
These schools' lands were donated by a Yugoslav. This school was built thanks 
to effort and sacrifice, for example my father-in-law was part of the construction 
on this school, back then they built a classroom, 44 years ago, this school is more 
than 50 years old, the school was recognized about 44 years ago, but it was 
already running with teachers before that. This is an important reason to protect 
it. (Prisila, Sergeant Mandelaria, 2015) 
 
 In addition to these tomas, Las Lilas is formed from the extension of an 
extremely vulnerable community that neighbored these lands. The history of the 
community is framed by the consequences of the military dictatorship - if there was 
poverty before, it worsened drastically under the military government. Jovita, UTP of 
Sergeant Mandelaria School notes how it was necessary for social organizations, with 
the support of the Catholic Church, to organize so that the settlers could survive the 
difficult conditions of life during those years, based on what was called Colonias 																																																								48 Community Bulletin -- ENUSC Victimization and police cases of victims of major social connotation 
(2012).		
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Urbanas Populares (Popular Urban Colonies), which basically supported the education 
and nourishment of the people based on social coordination. 
During that time, with the dictatorship in place, there were many social 
organizations under the wing of the Church, in the parish, like Comprando 
Juntos [shopping together]. This was a practice where the people in the 
settlements organized in order to shop together and save money. They had "ollas 
comunes"49, because there were many who could not afford food, they had "ollas 
comunes" here groups would shop in the market together, then gather in a parish 
or church and eat together (...) There, were Colonias Urbanas Populares, where 
learning workshops, emerged. These were dedicated to supporting children with 
learning difficulties, and it helped them through games (Jovita, UTP, Sergeant 
Mandelaria, 2015).  
 
 This community organization was maintained after the dictatorship, but it 
gradually decayed as the years went by and more formal government institutions took 
charge of coordinating these types of activities. Nevertheless, neighborhood and 
community social organizations have persisted in the historical memory of the area. In 
fact, each of the schools that I investigated belonged to a neighborhood where the 
settlers decided to donate their lands or collaborate through social activities to help build 
the schools. For these reasons, these schools are deeply connected to the community 
identity. 
The Three Bastard Schools  
 Sergeant Mandelaria School was created in 1971, built thanks to the efforts of 
the El Durazno settlement's inhabitants, who held neighborhood activities to collect 
resources that would allow them to obtain light materials for the school's construction. In 
1985, it became part of the municipal schools, and in 2002, it was remodeled with more 
solid materials to become the school it is today.  
																																																								49 An "olla común" refers to a group of settlers who come together to cook and share food among 
neighbors and relatives. It is called an "olla común" because everyone eats from the same pot (olla). 
Nowadays, this term is also used colloquially when a large group of people shares a plate of noodles.  
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 Fabricio Bombardi School was built at the site of the neighborhood headquarters 
for the Liberación settlement in 1950, who ceded the headquarters and the adjoining 
land with the goal that the municipality would construct the schools there. Its 
construction as a school began in the year 1961, and was finally completed as an 
educational establishment in 1965, forming an official part of the public education 
system of the time.  
 Holy Day School was founded in 1965, in a location donated by the neighboring 
unit of the La Unión settlement. In 1982, with the support of the Embassy of the 
Dominican Republic, it was able to expand and build more rooms, developing a series of 
cultural, athletic, and artistic events carried out in conjunction with the Embassy. In 
1984, it acquired the official name that it holds today.   
 These schools were created and sustained thanks to the social organization of the 
neighboring settlements, and though their official status and development have 
depended on a successful relationship with local and national governments, it was not 
the State that pushed for the construction or financing of the schools, but the people 
living in the community. Out of necessity to educate their children, they took it upon 
themselves to build these schools.  
 In Chile there are twelve years of schooling: eight years of "basic education", 
plus four years of "middle education," in addition to several Pre-K and Kindergarten 
institutions. The schools in my case study cover Pre-K through the eighth basic year. 
According to data validated by the community representatives50, in the year 2013, 
																																																								50 During the process of resistance to the closing and reopening, representatives along with social 
organizations were concerned with gathering all official materials corresponding to enrollment and 
psycho-social indices, which they then wrote up in two documents that I will discuss in greater detail later 
in this chapter: 1) Letter of declaration and request for urgent action directed at the United Nations Special 
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Fabricio Bombardi School had 251 students enrolled with 87% in a status of "vulnerable 
enrollment" (meaning that they belonged to a low socio-economic class). There were 
175 classified as priority students51 (meaning that these are extreme poor students), and 
58 of them were enrolled in the Scholarly Integration Program (SIP, meaning that they 
had special educational needs)	52. In 2013, Holy Day School had 220 students enrolled 
with 81% in a status of "vulnerable enrollment”. There were 152 classified as priority 
students, and 46 of them were enrolled in the Scholarly Integration Program. In Sergeant 
Mandelaria School had a 2013 enrollment of 208 students with 82% in a status of 
"vulnerable enrollment". There were 150 classified as priority students, and 48 of them 
were enrolled in the Scholarly Integration Program.  
 I have not been able to find official information on the number of students that 
can be attended to in each of these establishments. Current data (2015) from the 
Ministry of Education states that enrollment in each school is as follows: Fabricio 
Bombardi: 169 with an average of 16 students per class; Holy Day: 170 with an average 
of 17 students per class; Sergeant Mandelaria: 170 with an average of 17 students per 
class. According to conversations with the current principals of each of these schools, 
the government has stipulated that each classroom should hold an average of 25-30 
students. They question this point, as, from their perspective, the rooms should only hold 
20 students. This implies that, in comparison with 2013, the principals see current 
enrollments as ideal for normal operations.  
																																																																																																																																																																			
Rapporteur about the right to education (March 28, 2013) and 2) Plan for the reopening of Las Lilas 
establishments (June 2014).   
51 As I discussed in my second chapter, municipalities receive extra funding for enrolling poor students.  
52 For the percentage of students with high socioeconomic difficulties and special learning needs the 
establishment receive extra financing. In the second chapter of this thesis, in the section on 
municipalization, I describe in greater detail the politics of financing for priority students.  
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 The historical relationship that the community has had with these schools, the 
number of students that they receive, and, in particular, the characteristics of these 
students, many of them with special educational needs and in rather serious 
socioeconomic conditions, have made the process of closing extremely painful and 
rejected by guardians. The decision to close the schools was carried out on December 
31, 2014, at the end of the school year. Parents/guardians were not informed, and many 
of them did not discover what had happened until the end of the break in March 201453. 
From the moment of the closing, a process of resistance began on the part of the 
community, who decided to occupy the schools and fight for them to be reopened. This 
was achieved in July of 2014.  
 Since they have reopened, these schools have dealt with a series of complexities, 
difficulties, shortages, and tensions. First, they operated under the authority of a 
provisional administrator until December 2014. Then, the person who carried out the 
role of provisional administrator acquired a different legal position, as co-administrator, 
and remained in this role for all of 2015. Recently, at the end of 2015, among political 
economic scandals, it was announced that a new person would take on administration of 
these three schools – as well as all of the other municipal schools in the community. All 
of these changes have been framed by political conflicts and internal tensions among 
representatives and some within the administration. It has been a constant battle, one 
where the State, through the Ministry of Education, has disappeared and reappeared. 
This serves as a metaphorical reminder of the "ghost father figure" who constantly 																																																								
53 In Chile, the school year begins in March. The first semester is from March to June, and the second 
semester runs from July to December. January and February are the summer holidays, and there are two 
weeks of winter break in July. 	
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abandons his child. It is as if these schools and its students are bastard children, and their 
helpless, hopeless mothers are left to fight constantly to care for them. This is the story 
of the three bastard schools of Las Lilas, their struggles against fraud, their worthy 
fights for legitimacy, their dreams for a new public education, and their frustrations with 
promises that are never fulfilled.  
A Well-Known Secret: Rumors and Lies  
 As other processes of school closings in the country (Núñez, Solis & Soto, 
2014), in this community rumors about the closing began to intensify in November, but 
many did not believe the rumors, since the schools were still in their open enrollment 
process for next year (2014). But by December, according to the guardians, these rumors 
began to be a well-known secret – un secreto a voces, up until December 30th when the 
mayor declared the closure of four schools  
 The parents interviewed were never clear about what were the reasons for the 
closure of their establishments. In Holy Day and Sergeant Mandelaria they received a 
letter in February where they were told that the closure was due to low enrollment and 
therefore the school could not afford the costs of administration. At Fabricio Bombardi, 
they heard that the problem was the establishment's infrastructure or the school's poor 
performance. They also heard that part of the problem was the school's results on the 
national standardized tests (SIMCE), but they were never very clear how that might or 
might not impact the closing of their schools. 
 As I explained in the second chapter of my thesis, in Chile, the schools are 
administrated in a market-oriented model. Municipalities can act as businesses where the 
mayor holds all of the authority to decide the future of the schools. The only requirement 
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to close a school is for its administrator to send a letter notifying regional ministry 
authorities, parents/guardians, and students of the closing with at least one month notice 
and before the end of the school year. No explanation or justification for the closing is 
necessary. In this case, this minimal requirement was not fulfilled.  
 All of the parents and guardians I spoke to told me that they learned of their 
schools' closings very suddenly. Some found out about the closings from the press, when 
they saw that, on December 30, the mayor turned in the keys for the community's 23 
schools to the Ministry of Education. The mayor argued in the press that he carried out 
this public action to shed light on the educational crisis in the community as a result of a 
lack of funding54. Even though he turned in the keys for all of the schools, only four 
were actually closed55. 	
 Records show that the official decision to close the schools was made on 
December 23, when the local government drew up a document entitled, "Proposal for 
the closure, merging, and conversion of schools." According to the press,56 this 
document establishes explicitly that the municipality sought to close Sergeant 
Mandelaria so that it could be used by Leonardo Da Vinci School. In addition, this 
document indicated the clear intention to permanently close Fabricio Bombardi and 
convert Holy Day into an adult education institution. None of this information was 
formally submitted to the ministry, and this plan was not presented to the parents and 
guardians who had already enrolled their children for the following year.  																																																								
54 The headlines in these newspapers include the actual name of the community where I carried out my 
research. For this reason, I have changed them to protect the identities of the participants in this research. 
The Clinic (April 17, 2014) “ El reino de los sostenedores: el sorpesivo cierre de colegios desde la cota 
mil a Las Lilas” http://radio.uchile.cl/2013/12/31/alcalde-luis-plaza-rn-devuelve-colegios-por-falta-de-
financiamiento 55	In this study, I only include three of them, as one school did not continue the resistance and was 
dismantled.	
56 El Dínamo (February 17, 2014) “Las razones detrás del hermético cierre de colegios en Las Lilas”  
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According to the UTP of Holy Day, there were previous instances when the 
school was meant to be closed in 2010, just when a new mayor was elected, but the 
parents and guardians resisted and impeded this closure. Academic advances in the 
school, which, over the years, had positioned it as one of the most successful in the 
community, made guardians believe that the mayor would not attempt to close it again. 
However, during a traditional end-of-the-year celebration in the month of September, 
suspicions were aroused after the principal gave a very unusual and emotional speech. 
Some parents and guardians spoke with her afterward to ask about rumors of a closure, 
but she denied everything, explaining her speech by saying that she was simply 
emotional that day. By the time the closure took effect, it was already too late for parents 
and guardians to find another school for their children, as one of the parents I 
interviewed recalled. 
We had the end-of-the-year party, and there began the rumor that the school was 
going to close, because of the words the principal said. We did not believe that 
rumor, but by December it was a poorly-kept secret, when it was more or less 
clear that the school might not be running in 2014 and that we needed to find a 
school for the children. We started to look for schools but everything was already 
set, all the schools were full. They told us out of nowhere (...) if you want to 
change your children's school, there are placement tests and there are many 
things to do, they have to be ready for the next year. In December the closing 
happened, it was already out of our control and there was no school for the 
children (Fabiana, Holy Day, 2014).  
 
 At Fabricio Bombardi, the parents and guardians did not believe that their school 
was truly closing either. They thought their schools were too good to believe in the 
rumors circulating. However, as these continued, they decided to seek out official 
information. Near the end of the year, a group of parents and guardians decided to 
directly consult the principal at the time about whether what they had heard in the 
neighborhood was true. The principal, just as at Holy Day, assured them that all of it 
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was false, and even urged them to continue collecting money at the parent center to 
celebrate the next year's eighth year graduation. Then, when the schools were closed, the 
parents and guardians felt deceived by the principal, who they never completely trusted, 
since he had only been placed in the role of principal in that same year. For this reason, 
they confronted him. 
 Then we talked to the principal, who we "bumped into"57, he denied everything, 
he said that he didn't know, but I said if you didn't know, why did the 
government have the keys, you turned in the keys to school then, and he said no, 
no, no, he denied until the last moment that he knew about the closing, and 
afterward we found out that this same principal had been at other schools, and 
those other schools had also closed, so we were still doubtful, saying that he 
came in as a principal to close the schools (Juana, Fabricio Bombardi, 2015). 
 
At Sergeant Mandelaria School, the threat of closure felt more real, given that in 
October of 2013, the mayor had tried to close the school for use by the staff and students 
of Leonardo Da Vinci School. Their school had been critically damaged during the 
earthquake in 2010, and until this time it had not been rebuilt, forcing the students to 
attend classes in shipping containers. Prisila, a guardian who played a central role in the 
resistance process, relates some of the real suspicions that they had about the closing, 
and how the mayor lied when confronted about his obvious intentions to repurpose the 
school.  
The mayor said that he didn't want to close the school because he had already 
tried to close it before, in October. He said, "I don't want to close it, what I want 
is to bring in the people from Da Vinci." He said, "it's not that – here I see future 
and progress, and besides I want the school to grow as a night school to give first 
aid classes so that people from the hospital can work in the same community, 
and I've discussed this with the university." Of course he had everything planned 
out for a professional institution, he had plans for a university headquarters so 
that people could work in the hospital right back there, and there were rumors 
going around that it would become an emergency room for that hospital, that 																																																								
57 “Bumped into” suggests that this was a chance encounter, but the reality was that the parents and 
guardians created the circumstances to “run” into the principal in order to confront him, since he tried to 
avoid them after the closing.  
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man always had his eye on the school, and he still had plans for the school 
(Prisila, Sergeant Mandelaria, 2015). 
 
For Prisila, the problem is not in receiving students or staff from another school, 
but in the mayor's intention to close the school completely, change all of the teachers, 
and turn out the students who had previously attended so that another school could stay 
operational. She explained that this issue had to do with the political relationship 
between the principal of the other school and the mayor. 
The Reality of School Closings and the Beginning of Resistance  
On December 30, when all of the schools were closed, a meeting was held at 
Holy Day School where the teachers informed the guardians that their schools would be 
closed, and they discussed possible actions to take to protect them. In the Sergeant 
Mandelaria and Fabricio Bombardi schools, the process was much more violent. The 
parents commented that city officials showed up, without notice, one day at the schools 
to remove chairs, computers and documents. Due to this, the guardians organized and 
occupied the schools to protect them from the officials, in both cases they physically 
clashed with officials.  
The first parent to come in and organize the resistance at Sergeant Mandelaria 
was Prisila. She heard movements near her house (which was close to the school) and 
went to investigate. When she arrived, she saw people removing computers from the 
building and called the police, teachers she trusted, and other guardians from the school. 
While they were on the way, she decided to confront the people taking the equipment 
from the building. It was then that she realized that those people were municipal 
officials. At Fabricio Bombardi, the parents told me a very similar story. Yolanda, a 
parent who also works in a small grocery store inside the school, heard noises and saw 
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people breaking into the school, but she immediately recognized that the people 
breaking in were municipal officials who had keys to enter. She called other parents, 
went to the school, and physically fought to protect it. The next day at Holy Day School, 
the guardians learned what had happened at the other two schools and, in fear that the 
same would happen to their school, decided to occupy the building on January 1. 
 The people who made the first moves to protect the schools where already 
recognized leaders among parents and guardians, and some of them had occupied roles 
in the official parent organizations at each school. Prisila at Sergeant Mandelaria, 
Yolanda at Fabricio Bombardi, and Manuela took the lead for Holy Day School. These 
parents, with the support of their neighborhoods, had to react to the sudden and violent 
closing of their schools. No one in the community received official information about 
the school closings, heightening the parents' distrust and suspicion of the local 
authorities who lied to their faces, and making the rumor mill a more reliable source of 
information. For this reason, the fact that a group of parents assumed leadership in 
defense of each school was extremely relevant, as they garnered much more trust than 
any authority.   
 The closing of these schools had terrible consequences for guardians and 
students. These consequences can be divided into three types of impact: a) a personal, 
psychological impact on the guardians, who became sick and depressed, feeling 
powerless and frustrated. b) a psychological and academic consequence for the children. 
They became victims of discrimination, stigmatization, and physical violence on the part 
of other children and teachers in the schools where they had to relocate. When this did 
not occur, symptoms of depression surfaced all the same, in some cases quite severe. c) 
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there was the impact at the community level. The schools are intimately linked to the 
settlement's identity and their closures have damaged this intricately woven social 
structure.  
 Nevertheless, for a group of guardians, resistance to the closures meant the 
creation of new social connections and an experience of personal growth in their lives. 
They felt that they acquired a new status from their direct confrontation of local and 
national authorities, as honorable people in this fight. Although the consequences of 
both the closings and the resistance could affect these people's lives simultaneously, to 
continue, I will first describe the consequences of the closing, then how the process of 
resistance and reopening occurred.  
Mom, Dad, Where Am I Going to Study? The Parents' Impotence 
 The closure of these schools had a profoundly negative impact on the daily lives 
of the families in this community. Guardians and students said that there were tears at 
the news of the closure and feelings of helplessness. For parents, the first problem was 
finding a new school – a difficult issue to resolve, due to how late they learned of the 
closure, and because they did not want to change schools, as that could mean that their 
own schools would close permanently. Some of them received letters in February in 
which the mayor assigned specific schools to their children, an act that parents 
vehemently rejected, as they felt that it was an affront to their right to select a school for 
their children. This incident later became a key argument in legal action taken by the 
community and in a letter that the community, together with other social organizations, 
sent to the United Nations in a plea for intervention.58 
																																																								
58 I will describe this point in greater detail during my discussion of the resistance. 
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 Generally, the schools assigned were places the guardians did not want their 
children studying, either because they were considered dangerous or the guardians 
believed that the daily commute was too risky for their children. In addition, for some 
guardians, the schools were of poor quality or based on an educational ideal that they did 
not share.  
A letter came in February with a list of schools... and which was the worst of 
them? The one they wanted to send my children to! The others, the more 
passable ones, were far away, I was afraid that the boy would have run-ins with 
the kids from those areas (...) Because they do this without asking anyone, the 
child is the one affected, so my son, with all the emotional trauma, cried over the 
school. They didn't think about who they were really affecting (Andrea, Holy 
Day, 2014). 
 
 The story is similar with most of the guardians, with feelings of frustration, 
shock, and powerlessness to fix what was happening. The school closings did not only 
affect the parents and guardians by making them feel powerless to help their children, 
but many suffered severe emotional crises, and some of them fell seriously ill as a result 
of the trauma and stress of the situation, as this mother from Fabricio Bombardi 
described. 
There was so much pressure on him that my husband collapsed during that time. 
My husband became so ill, he almost died. That was one of the consequences of 
this, because the situation we were living through was so strong, like so many 
mothers who fell into a state of shock, of helplessness, we felt like we did 
something wrong for this to happen, then from the beginning we were in this, 
after a week passed, more or less and my husband collapsed and had to go to the 
doctor (...) My husband fell ill, he stayed ill, we spent the whole month of 
January in hospitals. All of the doctors said it was his nervous system. “This man 
collapsed,” “this man collapsed,” that's what the doctors were saying (Cecilia, 
Fabricio Bombardi, 2015). 
 Beyond these personal problems, the closings also affected the school 
community. The schools tend to act as meeting places for many parents, where they 
form social connections thanks to their children.  
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Closing Schools and Closing Communities  
 The school closings did not only affect their children's education, but also the 
parents' social network, especially for residents of Las Lilas, who live on the margins of 
society and depend on these institutions for social connection. One mother told me how 
this unilateral decision changed her life.  
The closure disrupted the entire scheme of my life. I did not even want to get up, 
I lost my best friend who has his children here. They [the administration] do not 
realize all the damage they have done; my best friend moved to another 
community. I lost my friend. I lost my peace. [Before] I got home and slept. 
[Now] I am stressed. They do not know the damage they’ve done (Camila, Holy 
Day, 2014).  
 
 In addition to damaging the social fabric of the community, the closure of these 
schools has been an offense for the entire community, as these are traditional 
neighborhood institutions. Many of the guardians who still live in the settlement studied 
at these schools, as well as their siblings, parents, and even grandparents. For this 
reason, the closings did not only cause pain on a personal level, but affected the whole 
community's identity. In fact, many parents chose these schools because they are in the 
community. For example, one guardian who was very active in the resistance process at 
Holy Day School had studied with her siblings at the school, and at the time of the 
closing, she had a granddaughter, a son, and a nephew studying there. There were 
similar situations in the other schools, as a guardian from Fabricio Bombardi 
commented, remembering with great fondness what her school was like years ago. 
My older sister who passed away studied there, she was 52 years old, the school 
is 50 years old now, a lifetime, it was impossible for it to be closed. I studied at 
this school, the school had a ditch here, and the water would run through in the 
winter. These bars weren’t here, there was a fence here made from chicken wire. 
The school had a chain link fence, similar to the arches they put in the school, 
but a little more delicate. It was beautiful when I was little (Daniela, Fabricio 
Bombardi, 2015).  
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The closing process was very painful for the guardians and their communities, 
but it also had direct consequences on an academic and psychological level for the 
students in this community.   
When a Child Imagines Burning their New School, the Stigma of Coming from 
Abandonment 
 Despite the fact that the guardians were forced to find new schools for their 
children, many were waiting to see if the occupation would result in the reopening of 
their schools by the beginning of the school year (in March). Several enrolled their 
children in new schools just before the school year began because they hoped that their 
schools would be reopened sometime in January or February. The thought that they 
could not win this battle before the start of the new school year was very painful for the 
parents and guardians. Many of them were forced to enroll their children in schools 
where they didn't want them to study, and some were only just registered in April, 
missing a month of classes, as Pelso relates: 
Then my daughter looked at me and said, "Papa, where am I going to study?" as 
if saying, "Solve this problem, you are the adult and you have to take care of me 
and reopen my school." I didn't know what to tell her. I felt powerless. When we 
finally knew that this school wouldn't be opening, I had to enroll her in another 
school, which was a terrible and heartbreaking blow (Pelso, Holy Day, 2014). 
 
 Prisila was one of the guardians leading the resistance at Sergeant Mandelaria 
School - she, together with a group of guardians, occupied the school, living in it during 
the summer. Their expectation was that the school would reopen at the start of the 
school year, but this goal was not achieved. Prisila vividly remembers the children's pain 
when March arrived and they could not receive them.  
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I had that bitter experience, something that marked me when the children got to 
the 5th of March. The children were on the patio, outside, and we had done all 
we could at the time, but unfortunately the school wasn't open because there 
were no teachers. I ended up crying because there were small children crying 
because they wanted to come in but they couldn't. We were all crying, the 
mothers and I. There were children who thought they were going to come back 
and they couldn't come back - they were so young, between seven and ten. Some 
arrived two days earlier, they left on December 28 and when they arrived, they 
found that the school was closed and they had nowhere to study (Prisila, 
Sergeant Mandelaria, 2014). 
 
 During the year, the consequences of the closings got worse and worse for the 
community, especially for the students, who were subject to maltreatment in their new 
schools. A serious problem was the way that some were forcibly relocated. In Sergeant 
Mandelaria's case, it was particularly grave, as many of the students had to attend 
Leonardo Da Vinci School, which was the only school available to receive them, even 
when they did not have sufficient infrastructure to do so. But even worse, that same 
school had traditionally been at odds with Sergeant Mandelaria - students, guardians, 
teachers, and administrators had all had conflicts in the past.  
For many children it was hard, because they have been discriminated against in 
other schools because the children from here went to la Meche (diminutive for 
the conflicting school) and there they treated them like delinquents, the children 
from here told us how they sold drugs there, that they blamed them, and there 
were girls who talked about what they were doing to them [referring to sexual 
insults and aggression] and everything that happened [any behavioral problem or 
infraction] they said "it was the kids from the 501", because they didn't call them 
by their names, they said the kids from the 501, and they isolated them because 
all the children from here were on one side and the other children on the other 
side (Julia, Sergeant Mandelaria, 2015). 
 
 This story of discrimination, violence, and maltreatment is also present at the 
other schools. In fact, all of the guardians interviewed at Holy Day School said that their 
children's grades had fallen because they were subject to discrimination by their new 
teachers and they suffered from bullying at their new schools. These narratives coincide 
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with the stories of the children from Sergeant Mandaleria, who claimed that teachers did 
not want them and with whom they had a series of conflicts. They felt stigmatized and 
abused. For example, one student said, “My teacher raised her hand.” I asked, “what do 
you mean raised her hand?” and she said, “she raised her hand, she wanted to hit me,” 
while another student commented that the teacher “always said to me that I only speak 
nonsense” (Roberto, Focus Group, school “Sergeant Mandelaria”, 2014). One of these 
children (9 years old) had a fantasy of burning the new schools because he hated the 
teacher with whom he had a very bad relationship. He said that, on an everyday basis, 
the teacher was unfair to him, both in terms of grades and constant verbal aggression, so 
he talked in the focus groups about his well-developed fantasy about burning his new 
school, which involved “going to a gas station [near the school], picking up some 
gasoline, spreading the gasoline in the halls of the school, then lighting a match and 
burning everything down.”  I do not blame this child for his fantasy; I blame the 
circumstances that he had to live through. I blame the teacher that he told me was 
constantly abusing him. From my perspective, his fantasy was a way to escape the 
difficult reality that he was living in. 
 Even when students were not attacked, the guardians say that the simple fact that 
their children had to stop attending their own schools affected them emotionally. The act 
of changing schools as a result of a violent and sudden action orchestrated by the 
municipality, without their prior knowledge, clearly affected these students emotionally, 
which had consequences for their scholarly performance. Even when some were well-
received in a good school, with concerned teachers and friendly classmates, the way that 
they had to leave their own schools, with friends and teachers that they already knew, 
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seriously affected them. For example, a mother from Fabricio Bombardi elaborated on 
the problems that the closing created for her daughter. 
My daughter was in her fourth basic year at that time, and I had to put her in 
another school because I wasn't going to have her go without school, so I went to 
register her at a school farther away that was well-known, but she didn't adapt 
well there. She is one of those kids who gets up at 7:30 in the morning and goes 
to school, rain or shine, but she really struggled to go to the other school, even 
though it was a good school, good teachers, good students, good infrastructure, a 
lovely school, you could say it was better quality than the one we have right here 
[the school that was closed]. But my daughter wanted her school, my daughter 
cried, my daughter's tummy hurt every day."My tummy hurts and I don't want to 
go to school," she told me, and that, for me, was terrible, because for my 
daughter, her passion is school. Since she was three years old she went to the 
school to see her older siblings. She would go and stay a little while, then come 
home. Her love for her school is very strong (Daniela, Fabricio Bombardi, 2015). 
 
 The closure of these public schools was incredibly painful for these children, its 
parents and the community in general, but far from being an isolated incident, it tells of 
how the Chilean government has tended to abandon public education, especially in the 
marginalized communities that need these institutions the most.  
The Abandonment of Public Education: The Bastard Schools  
 The closure of these three schools in Las Lilas was no accident, and it aligns with 
the way that, since the dictatorship, there has been a progressive abandonment of public 
education in Chile. The current principal of Fabricio Bombardi explained this 
phenomenon to me, which he believes has been happening since the military 
dictatorship, but has worsened in the democracy thanks to the gobiernos de la 
concertacion (A coalition of parties center-left wing that governed after Pinochet left 
office) 
In public education it didn't seem surprising to me, it happens and it could still 
happen [the school closings]. I was the principal of a public high school and even 
though we didn't have a closure, there was always a ghost of possible closure and 
of having to do calculations on enrollment and attendance, and so the danger of a 
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merge or closure was not foreign to me (...) The neoliberalism of the dictatorship 
created a graveyard and those who have lived in this graveyard and have lived 
[administrating and working in this system] since 1981 on haven't stopped 
digging graves. (Carlos, Principal, Fabricio Bombardi, 2015). 
 
 This principal's words describe how the dictatorship is responsible for the 
graveyard in which public education has found itself in Chile, but it also blames later 
democratic governments that, instead of changing educational policies, continued 
digging graves – that is to say, worsening the crisis in the educational system. In my 
second chapter, I addressed some of the policies that this principal alludes to, such as 
municipalization and the voucher system. Among the consequences of these policies is 
the closing of public schools, and through the consequences of the closings described in 
my case, it is clear how the State has abandoned public education in Chile.  
 The uncaring attitude of the government at the time that these schools were 
closed, the non-existent application of the minimal regulations for the closing process, 
and the subdued, ongoing insecurity that the schools can be closed at any time, without 
justification, illustrate the ease with which the human right to education can be violated 
in Chile.  
 Unfortunately, the drama of a closing was a lived experience in Las Lilas, where 
the schools were rejected by municipal administration and abandoned by the State. This 
story recalls what has traditionally constituted the identity of Chilenidad in marginalized 
contexts, as huachos and huachas59--bastard girls and boys. Through an anthropological 
																																																								
59 It is not easy to translate this word to English, as huacho and huacha are not only used pejoratively in 
Chile, but for one who has been abandoned by their father. Even couples sometimes call each other mi 
huacha or mi huacho in an affectionate way. More precisely, the figure of the huacho in Chile entails that 
complex figure of rejection (by the father figure) and of affection (by the mother figure). It is not total 
abandonment, but an abandonment by a masculine form of desertion. This, it might be argued, has 
contributed to the development of a particular masculine identity in Chile (and in many Latin American 
countries), as an abandoned boy forever searches for the absolute love of the mother, almost in 
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lens, the country's identity has been connected with a story of abrogation. The huachos, 
bastard boys of Chile that were neglected by their colonizer fathers that after engaging 
with their mothers did not recognize them as their legitimate children. Even Bernardo 
O’Higgins, the most important founding father of the nation, was a bastard boy 
(Montecino, 2010; Salazar, 2006). A similar story is present in the voices of the 
participants of my research. They portray these schools as bastard kids from the state 
and see the municipality as the absent fathers who reject them.  
The figure of the huacho is even more present in the stories of the mothers from 
these schools, especially in the way they took part in the resistance to the closing – as a 
group of mothers who took charge of these schools, as if they were occupying an 
orphanage. It also reappears in the way the reopenings were carried out, as those who 
took over the administration started calling the schools sibling schools. The main figure 
in this new administration was a woman who created intense emotional relationships 
within the community. The new administrator appears as a mother, responsible for these 
poor orphaned children, or, for some, as an evil stepmother, and for still others as their 
holy savior. This figure in Latin America is similar to the Virgin Mary who came to care 
for the abandoned children without a father. However, the same figure also symbolically 
occupies a position of betrayal – as a woman who has allowed herself to be abandoned 
by the colonist who left her pregnant. In this complex situation, the huacho seeks 
legitimacy, abandoned by his father, with a mother who is everything to him and gives 
him everything, but is a traitor at the same time. The Mestizo Chilean identity is stuck in 
a permanent crossroads, as Montecino (2010) explains: 																																																																																																																																																																			
Marianist/Catholic terms.  This image of the huacho boy, at the same time, is based on a violent, macho 
figure - in the absence of a masculine role model, the man constructs an imaginary figure of masculinity.   
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The circumstances experienced by our people led to a range of situations that are 
synthesized in the formation of identities in which abandonment, illegitimacy, 
and the presence of the feminine maternal figure comprise a fabric of deep scars 
on the social imaginary. The profiles of the single woman, of the child conceived 
from fleeting relationships between indigenous or Mestiza women with 
European men, of the huacho cast aside by a structure that privileges legitimate 
parentage, of the mother as a source of social origin, emerge as reiterated 
symbols in the evolution of the territory (p. 61) 
 
The guardians' stories of resistance echo with these words from Montecino, 
where there is a search for a legitimacy that can seemingly never be found. At the same 
time, it coincides with the way in which the new administrative teams see their students 
as children abandoned by their fathers, immersed in drug addiction, with selfless 
mothers who worry for them, or leave them newly abandoned in these reopened schools. 
Perspectives on the Consequences of Abandonment in Public Education  
  The closings of these public schools at first meant a great hopelessness for the 
guardians that they would ever find a place they could feel confident sending their 
children. On a personal level, many guardians felt pain, impotence, frustration, and rage. 
Several students developed symptoms of depression and saw falling grades. In their new 
schools, many were physically and psychologically maltreated. On a community level, 
for many guardians, the school was a meeting place, and its closing affected their 
friendships and social networks. 
 The consequences that the school closings had for the students have been found 
in other investigations carried out in Chile. Grau, et al (2015) was able to establish that 
students' grades suffered and some even left the school system after their educational 
establishments were closed. Nuñéz, et al (2013) also investigated school closings in a 
rural context in southern Chile, reflecting on how the closings negatively affected social 
cohesion in these communities. This is not a uniquely Chilean problem either. Lipman 
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(2011) has broadly studied how school closings have developed as a racist policy in the 
United States, increasing gentrification and segregation in several cities, especially 
Chicago.  
 My investigation contributes to this pool of previous work about the 
consequences that school closings have for the lives of students, guardians, and their 
communities. It differs a bit from other research carried out in Chile, in that I have not 
found another that uses case study to delve into the consequences these closings have in 
urban contexts. At the same time, it accounts for a fact rarely disseminated in academia 
with respect to the failure to follow regulations for school closings in Chile. Municipal 
authorities have acted without following minimal protocols for the closing of these 
schools, which reflects the importance that these institutions be supervised more closely 
or that other institution take control of the public administration of education.  
 Regardless of how municipal officials behaved, this case study also reflects that 
the current regulations are insufficient. Public schools have a fundamental value for their 
communities, especially in socially marginalized areas. For this reason, these regulations 
must be modified, and scholarly communities should participate in decisions that deeply 
and profoundly affect them. The market-oriented context in which education operates in 
Chile allows regulations like these to exist. If the mayor of a town continues to be 
considered the "owner" of education in their community, as if they were the manager of 
a business that could close it when they believed it convenient, it will be difficult to 
design regulations that effectively protect the students' right to education. For this 
reason, it is not enough to criticize the closing of public schools. A critical look must be 
taken at the logic surrounding the operation of public schools in Chile, especially their 
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dependence on the municipality, which leads to the abandonment of marginalized 
populations - precisely the people who need the best education in Chile.  
 In light of this mulit-sited case study, the demunicipalization law that creates a 
separate administrative entity for public education seems to be an essential initiative, as 
this law establishes that decisions cannot be made unilaterally by the current 
administration. However, it is important that these new educational administrators rely 
on clear rules and criteria to define the circumstances in which a public school could be 
closed, and the closing procedures should actively involve affected members of the 
community, as detailed by my case study. 
 The case that I have investigated also differs from other experiences with school 
closings in the way that the guardians organized to avoid the definitive closing of their 
schools, and in the success that they had in reopening their schools. I have not been able 
to find other investigations in Chile that followed a resistance movement that had a 
favorable result for those who organized to reopen their schools.  
 The reopening process was not easy and was full of problems. In fact, the legal 
administrative figures who took over this process have changed and dealt with a series 
of tensions in carrying out their task. In chronological terms, the schools were officially 
closed by the municipality on December 31, 2013. Then, thanks to resistance from the 
community, were reopened by the Superintendence of Education, representing the 
Ministry of Education, on July 28, 2014 (seven months without operating). From this 
date, they operated under the authority of a Provisional Administrator, but during this 
period, the schools lost their official identification code as public schools and became 
subsidized schools -- even though, for the community, they continued as public schools. 
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 At the beginning of the new school year in March 2015, the provisional 
administrator's tenure had to end, simply because the legal position of "provisional 
administrator" in Chile cannot be extended. To circumvent this problem, a new position 
was created for her as a co-administrator, sharing the role with the municipality (who 
had ordered the school closings). Finally, in December 2015, the Ministry of Education, 
as a result of a series of economic and political scandals surrounding the mayor of Las 
Lilas, decided to negotiate with him to turn over the administration of all public schools 
in Las Lilas (a total of 23 schools), and with that, someone new came to the community 
to take on the co-administration of all of the public schools, including the three in my 
case study. The consequence of this was that the woman who had driven this process, 
along with her entire team, was removed from her position.  
 The resistance and reopening of these three schools was marked with tension, 
misunderstandings, conflict, joy, tears, and satisfaction. An amalgam of complications 
and feelings mixed with intense relationships among those involved in this process, 
where a constant battle is fought to bring about a different imaginary about public 
education in Chile. At the same time, this process was marked with frustration and 
disappointment for some who felt that the whole reopening project was merely a great 
deal of lies and false promises. Even though the Ministry of Education, representing the 
Chilean State, played an important role in influencing the reopening, it did not provide 
resources in a flexible way, nor did it supply the administrative powers necessary to 
allow this process to be successful. It was like someone who shows up to give a gift and 
then leaves again.  
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 To continue, I will relate the story of the resistance and reopening of these 
schools, and how a sort of sibling bond was formed among the three schools that 
circumstances turned into las huachas de Las Lilas.  
Resistance and Reopening: The Fight for the Three Bastard Schools of Las Lilas 
  On the very day that the closings took effect, a group of parents and guardians 
began to lead the resistance process. As I have explained, one mother took on a central 
role in the immediate defense of each school: Prisila at Sergeant Mandelaria, Yolanda at 
Fabricio Bombardi, and Manuela at Holy Day. These three mothers quickly took the 
lead on organizing the resistance in each of their schools.  
 Prisila had already had experience with threats of closure hanging over her 
school. So, she already had contact with María, the coordinator of a national parent 
association that called itself Agrupación Padres y Apoderados por la Defensa del 
Derecho a la Educación (APADE) (Parent and Guardian Association for the Defense of 
the Right to Education). This organization emerged during the student movements of 
2011 and 2013, and it was formed to represent the parents and guardians who agreed 
with the petitions that the students were creating. This point of contact was key for the 
resistance process to be well connected, consistent, and, to a great extent, successful. All 
of the mothers who were active in the occupation of these schools agree on this point.  
 APADE, together with these spokeswomen, formed a group called La Mesa por 
la Reapertura de las Escuelas de las Lilas (Board for the Reopening of the Las Lilas 
Schools), which, with time, came to be known more simply as La Mesa. Essentially, 
they would meet once or twice a week to coordinate strategies. The mothers of La Mesa, 
in addition to attending these coordination meetings, needed to mobilize people from 
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their schools to stay active, be present for protests, give press conferences and contact 
the media to denounce what had happened, and attend formal meetings with the 
authorities. Though all of these mothers were official representatives of their respective 
schools, one or two of them helped as right hands. While some of the mothers attended 
meetings with government authorities, either inside or outside of Las Lilas, others 
remained in charge of the schools to ensure that the occupations continued. Sometimes, 
when the women from La Mesa went to official meetings, those in Las Lilas would 
organize marches or cacerolazos60 in an effort to raise awareness.  
 The resistance process in these schools took the form of a network of different 
actors, some of them directly involved in occupying the schools or participating in 
marches or funas61. Others had a more political role as leaders and ambassadors of the 
schools in formal meetings, acting as the public faces of each school. All of this work 
was supported by María, the president of APADE who, according to the literature of 
school networks, acted as an external facilitator (Hadfield & Chapman, 2009), being 
“inside” of the network, but also reading the political setting and providing feedback to 
each leader of the resistance. At the same time, the resistance occurred at a moment of 
change in the national government, which was a unique opportunity for this movement 
to succeed.  
 The resistance lasted from January 1 until July 28, 2014, when the schools were 
finally reopened. It was a long, constant battle, where the mothers achieved a victory 
																																																								
60 The cacerolazo is a typical form of demonstration in Chile, where a group of people, generally women, 
takes pots and pans and makes noise as a manner of protest. The idea is to make noise to demonstrate 
social discontent.  
61 Funa, in this context, refers to when a group of people attends a political event where some authority 
figure will be, with the goal of giving publicity to a political cause and attempting to ruin the event for the 
authority present at the public event.  
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that few have managed in Chile –or even in other places of the world- reopening schools 
that were officially closed.  
The Occupation and the Meetings  
 During the months of January and February (summer vacation in Chile), the 
resistance was extremely active with many participants. The parents and guardians said 
that between 40 and 80 people came and stayed at the schools during the day, and a 
group of five to ten people slept in them. They also received the support of a national 
association for secondary students (Asamblea Coordinadora de Estudiantes Secundarios 
- ACES), which is a very active group at the national level. They often carry out 
marches and occupations to demand important educational changes from the 
government. 
We connected with the young people in ACES, they insisted on the idea of 
occupying the school, if they throw us out, they told us, ‘It’s on us, not you.’ A 
large part of the occupation is owed to the agreement with ACES. (Manuela, 
Holy Day, 2014).  
 
 For the occupation to succeed, the parents and guardians had the support of the 
community. Many guardians lived near their schools, but they also knew other neighbors 
who had empathy for their cause. This support allowed them to find the resources and 
the moral reinforcement they needed to continue with the resistance. Once March began, 
the energy and the quantity of participants began to diminish. Some were discouraged 
that they were unable to open the schools by the beginning of the school year, while 
others simply needed to return to work.  
Everyone supported each other and helped each other here in the occupation, 
they were helped by neighbors in the community, from the surrounding areas, 
and the people in the community brought them things, drinks, so that the moms 
could stay here and overcome the closing. And six, seven months, more or less, 
went on like that, fighting, the moms resisting, because at the beginning there 
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were many moms, but later they had to work, and the moms were here alone." 
(Sandra, Holy Day, 2015). 
 
 About five to seven of the most active mothers remained in each school, and they 
played central roles in the organization of activities for the children in the community. 
During the summer, they took care of preparing food, doing art workshops, and they 
even managed to get homemade swimming pools that they put in the yards so that the 
children could play while they waited for the schools to reopen.  
Because we gave them lunch, breakfast, and they left, they were here playing and 
we did activities for them and we gave them (the boys and girls) breakfast and 
lunch, now last year, we couldn't take in any more children. They came because 
they were on vacation, but then it was time for classes to the start, and the 
toughest thing was that the school was still closed" (Amelia, Sergeant 
Mandelaria, 2015) 
 
 While they organized activities in the schools, the spokeswomen from each 
school participated in intense meetings. Social organizations also joined La Mesa, such 
as Las Lilas Somos Todos (We Are All Las Lilas), which is a leftist political group that 
has operated for several years in the community. In addition, two city council members 
took on an active role, especially Romelia, who was also a teacher at one of these 
schools. They also received the support of Carlota, a Diputada who had a special 
connection to this community: she was mayor for many years before she was elected to 
Congress. APADE had one of the most significant roles in La Mesa. They allowed La 
Mesa to bring a political and strategic vision to the meetings, and they were able to 
maintain unity and collaboration among the spokeswomen from each school.  
 Maria, who was deeply involved in this process, commented, “We knew the 
political climate, and we had to decide who would speak for us and where and when, 
and back at home [in the schools], we had to make posters and support the school with 
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what we made.” (Maria, President, APADE, 2015). All of these political groups are 
explicitly leftist in Chile, while the government at the time, led by former President 
Sebastián Piñera, was, like the mayor, on the right. Partway through March of 2014, 
there was a change in government that had a direct impact on how the reopening process 
progressed.  
 During January and February, the spokeswomen were able to meet with 
authorities from the provincial level ministry (which supervises several communities in 
Santiago) and the national Ministry, including the Minister of Education at the time. 
Something that Manuela vividly recalled from that meeting was the feeling of being 
looked down on by the authorities. She said that once they finished speaking with her 
and were heading for the exit, the Minister said, "Don't worry mamita, we're going to 
find a good school for your daughter." (Manuela, Holy Day, 2014). For her, this 
reflected that they didn't understand anything she was telling them. Her problem wasn't 
that she wanted her daughter to go to a good school in the community, it was that she 
wanted for her daughter, along with all of the other children in the neighborhood, to get 
their school back.  
 Since they did not see the government authorities finding a solution, the parents 
and guardians appealed to the courts and to institutions with international connections. 
So, together with the support of APADE's lawyers, they drafted an appeal for legal 
protection for the violation of their constitutional right to the Freedom of Education. The 
fundamental argument in this appeal was that the government was denying the parents 
the possibility to select the school that they had already chosen for their children's 
education. As I discussed in my critical discourse analysis of the right to education in 
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Chile, this right has been constructed in a subordinate manner to the freedom of 
education. In fact, only the freedom of education relies on the legal action called the 
appeal for protection, not so with the right to education. For this reason, this was the 
only way the legal action could take hold so that the courts would favor the claim. 
 At the same time, together with representatives from Foro por el Derecho a la 
Educación (Forum for the Right to Education), an organization that operates under the 
wing of UNESCO, the spokeswomen drafted a "Letter of declaration and request for 
urgent action directed at the United Nations Special Rapporteur about the right to 
education.” In this letter, they argued that the Chilean State had violated the human right 
to education by not protecting these children's right to an education, placing special 
emphasis on the children with learning disabilities, who, according to this letter, could 
not find an establishment that could receive them. In this document, they also 
emphasized the fact that the State violated the parents' right to choose their children's 
education, a fundamental issue in Article 26 of the Universal Declaration.  
 While this more formal course of action was pursued, the mothers in Las Lilas 
who were not actively participating in the meetings concerned themselves with more 
direct resistance actions, such as funas to the mayor at social events in the community, 
and also to former President Sebastián Piñera.  
Resisting by the Funas and Marches  
 The funas were important for several of the mothers, because it was a way for 
them to publicly confront the country's authorities, something that they had never dared 
to do before, as this mother recalls. 
We did these funas, they told us that the mayor was going to be at some place 
and we came to where he was going to be and we told him off for closing the 
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schools. The one who was in charge of that was me, because I was the 
loudmouth. I was in charge of shouting out to him the things that he was 
responsible for. We got together one day, the first time it was the president, 
Piñera, he came to open a new bike path, but it was all very secretive, no one 
knew, it was a rumor that he was coming from the city hall and coming to some 
place, so we got a vehicle and went to the city hall. It turned out that he wasn't 
coming from the Las Lilas city hall, a bus left and one of the parents followed 
the, that was full with supporters of John Gotti [the mayor] went (…) And when 
he [the president] started to speak on the topic of education, he said "[an 
education] is not so that workers come out the community, but so that 
professionals do" and things like that, and he gave me that lesera62and I raised 
my hand and said, "And you are keeping an eye on the schools that are closed in 
the community," he didn't say anything, but he nodded his head. And I said, 
"And how can you talk about education when our children's schools are closed 
and there paff! [sound at being physically grabbed by the President's guard]." I 
was at the fence and they took me away from there, they stopped the ceremony 
and the President left and they didn't lay even one stone on the bike path. People 
were shouting at me "communist" and I said I'm not a communist, I'm a mom 
and I want a school for my child, and one of the President's advisers came to get 
my information, my name so that he could get in contact with me [something 
that obviously never happened] (Juana, Fabricio Bombardi, 2015). 
 
 In addition to these actions, the mothers organized marches in the community so 
that residents could learn that these schools had been closed and that there was an 
organization of parents and guardians working to reopen them. However, not all of the 
parents and guardians who wanted the schools reopened participated in these activities. 
Some simply could not, others did not believe they would be successful, and some 
people simply did not want to get involved with these issues, even though they agreed 
with everything being done, and would support the resistance in other ways. For 
example, one mother recalls how they were always looking for help, but she could not 
participate: 
They called us to ask us to go to marches. We never did anything. They have our 
support but we never went. They came to tell us about the marches, but we never 
participated.  Apart from the time it took, my daughters worked and I stayed with 
three of my grandchildren and I couldn't go out with the little ones (Romelia, 
Holy Day, 2014). 																																																								
62 A slang term meaning “stupidity” or “nonsense”	
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Intimidations to the Resistance  
 
During the whole resistance process, the mothers say that they were intimidated 
by municipal workers or Gotti supporters, who wanted them to end the occupations. The 
mothers tell how at night they heard people trying to enter the school, municipal 
vehicles watching them, and people passing outside the schools yelling insults at them. 
At Sergeant Mandelaria, the mothers recall that there were parents and guardians from 
the rival school, "La Meche," who came to yell at them, which they attribute to the 
relationship between the mayor and the principal of that school. 
Always when we were here in the occupation, they came to insult us, the mothers 
from there. She was pregnant during the occupation [points at one woman], y las 
trataban de muertas de hambre,63they were going to hit them. [They said] that 
they were going to fight for this school for them. He [the principal of La Meche] 
put these lies into their head, and they were saying the same things as he thought. 
They spoke very badly of the children from here. Even the children are brought 
into this! (Prisila, Sergeant Mandelaria, 2015).  
 
 Although they suffered heavily through this process, these parents and guardians 
also developed a new sense of capability. The mothers narrated how they felt dignified 
by occupying the schools, attending local meetings, organizing protests and confronting 
important national authorities. Poor housekeeping mothers changed into the women who 
protected the schools of the community and defended the right to education for the 
children. 
The Dignity of Resistance  
 The parents and guardians who actively committed themselves to the resistance 
by participating in the occupations, funas, and marches developed competencies that 
seemed absolutely unexpected. This sentiment was particular prominent in the women, 																																																								
63 This phrase means that the mothers from the other school treated the mothers in the occupation as 
though they were lazy, did not work, and therefore had nothing to eat. 
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who, in general, had a more active role in the resistance. The mothers from these schools 
commented on how protecting their children's rights helped them realize that they were 
worthy of respect, that they could defend themselves and their children when faced with 
any authority. This is something they do not imagine they would have achieved if the 
circumstances hadn't arisen for them to resist the school closings. Furthermore, this 
allowed them to network with people in the political realm, who they never would have 
come across before. 
I, for example, can say that they are not going to humiliate me or my son, 
because I know the rights that we have. I now have the courage to raise my voice 
and say, "You know that this doesn't seem to me, or this bothers me, or I don't 
like this, or this won't do." (…)  I can tell you that now, after the school 
occupation, I am a 100 percent different person than who I was before (...) I had 
never involved myself in politics or anything, but I shared with people from 
different political groups, who are very good people, I had no idea that they were 
like that. For example, they told us since we were children that the communists 
are bad people and those from the right might be bad people too, that was the 
notion that one had. But when you know them, you realized that they are just 
people, like me. I met people who are very different from us; it was a very big 
change. I would never have stood in front of an authority and yelled at them like 
that. (Juana, Fabricio Bombardi, 2015) 
 
 As this mother relates, within the space of the resistance, they have occupied  
different roles from what they were accustomed to. The majority of the women who 
actively participated in the resistance to the closure tended to occupy roles as "dueñas de 
casa"64 in their homes. That is to say, they only concerned themselves with 
housecleaning and childcare. Having participated in this resistance process also allowed 
																																																								64	In Chile, dueña de casa can be understood as the mother of the house, or the woman who assumes this 
role: the control and management of the house, making sure that her house is organized and there is food, 
taking care of the children and doing the housecleaning. This is obviously a rather sexist figure in today's 
society, but it has persisted as a metaphor throughout time. Nowadays, the dueña de casa can be 
understood as a woman who also works outside the home, but she is still the mother or the woman who 
takes charge in the home.  	
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them to reassign meaning to their usual role in the home and in general to take on a 
different position as women, now much more empowered.  
I was a very low profile person, I mean I was a person of my home, my kitchen, 
my pot, my environment (...) I thought and I felt that I wasn't capable of fighting 
for anything for better or for worse, but when I began to confront the authorities 
little by little, the mayor, SEREMI, the Ministry of Education, up to the very 
highest, then I said, "Yes, I can, I can do more things than just in my house, I am 
capable of fighting for something that belongs to us," and that it wasn't fair that it 
was taken away from the children. Why? Because a mayor felt like taking away 
their school, and because he discriminated against us because the children were 
troublesome (Miriam, Sergeant Mandelaria, 2015). 
 
 The resistance process was a sizeable sacrifice and learning for the mothers who 
took on central roles during the occupations, marches, and meetings, but it did not seem 
to have a significant effect on Piñera's government. Prisila relates very well how during 
the resistance she had significant personal growth and became capable of confronting 
authorities on different levels, but at the same time, she notes, with a great deal of 
frustration, that they didn't make any significant gains with them. 
Many times I broke down and didn't think I could keep going, because the higher 
we went, the more shit we encountered, and of course because we were in 
Piñera's government. To endure this, my husband's support was very important, I 
would say, "I can't keep going," and he would tell me, "you have to be there, you 
can do it! He told me to keep going, to keep going, that we were going to be 
successful (...) but I never thought that I would be capable of standing in front of 
an authority to say what we had to say, what I saw and make them see what we 
were fighting, without failing to respect the authorities. (Prisila, Sergeant 
Mandelaria, 2015).  
 
 In essence, the resistance process, despite the constant frustrations, meant 
important personal development for these mothers, where they recognized their worth 
and that of their children. More importantly, this resistance process is not only new for 
these mothers, but also to how resistance can be theorized. 
Mothers in the Chilean Resistance Movements Against Neoliberalism 
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 In Chile, resistance to neoliberal policies has occurred since these policies were 
implemented. In the 80s, there were already organizations of teachers and students 
demanding a change in these reforms. However, at the time, the social movements 
focused on demanding a return to democracy, postponing specific demands in order to 
highlight this common goal. Once democracy was achieved, there was a slight decrease 
of these social movements, with only a few demonstrations during the nineties 
(Marchant, 2008; OPECH, 2009).  
 The most persistent and massive student movements have recently emerged, 
which have had a direct impact on the political cycle (Bowe, Ball & Gold, 1992) and in 
the media, focusing on the public agenda of both governments of Michelle Bachelet 
(Fuentes, 2006; Núñez, 2012; OPECH, 2009, Pedreira, 2014: Pitton, 2011). The 2006 
and 2011/2013 student movements constitute the most massive manifestations of social 
resistance in contemporary Chile. One of the main objectives of this student movement 
was the repeal of LOCE. Protests effectively lobbied President Michelle Bachelet to 
change this legislation in parliament. Pitton (2011) explains that students expected the 
new law to solve three fundamental problems: “1) the elimination of public funding for 
profit-making educational institutions, 2) the banning of student selection in publicly 
funded primary and middle schools, and 3) the establishment of a multisector national 
education advisory council” (p. 79). 
 A new law was finally constructed to replace LOCE, called the General Law of 
Education (Ley General de Educacion, or LGE), enacted on August 17, 2009. This law 
tried to modify LOCE according to student demands; however, as it went through 
Congress, the strong pressure from the Alliance composed of right political parties in 
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Chile changed its purpose. In 2011 and again in 2013 a new student movement took to 
the streets, now led by university students. These students called for the right to free 
education throughout the educational system, from primary to university levels, and also 
demanded that profit making be eliminated from education. Just like the student 
movement of 2006, the 2011/2013 movement lasted several months where students 
occupied public establishments, marched through the streets, had a high profile in the 
media and had the broad support of citizens (Núñez, 2012; Pedreira, 2014). 
 What is interesting about my multi-sited case study of the Las Lilas schools is that 
the leaders of this resistance process were not student youth. The remarkable finding in 
this study is that women—mothers worried about the education of their children— 
launched themselves against the excesses of a neoliberal education model that saw their 
schools capriciously closing and the opportunities for educational futures for their 
children threatened and imperiled. It is true that they are located in this general context 
of resistance to neoliberal policies around the idea of the right to education (Wall, 2014), 
but these mothers acted thinking locally to change unjust school closings, not with the 
focus to transform national policies. Nevertheless, their critical approach to this very 
specific phenomenon has a broad impact, because it highlights the weakness of the 
municipal administration policy.  
 It is therefore of particular significance that there are almost no men in this 
process of cultural resistance. Usually neo-Marxist scholars, writing about education and 
change, have conceptualized resistance using the prominent figure of male working class 
youth and their fathers65. Scholars such as Michael Apple, Henry Giroux and Paul 
																																																								
65 See for example, Paul Willis’ Learning to Labor (1977) 
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Willis—who have highlighted the need of the working class to rebel against a perverse 
neoliberal system that alienates them— have generally foreground this central male 
figure.  
 As we have seen, this multi-sited case study is marked by a prominent departure 
from the critical tradition in educational ethnographies. It has revealed a critically 
different agent driving resistance practices against neoliberal education models. These 
agents are the mothers of the las huachas schools, neglected and abandoned by local 
municipalities across Chile. These strong women have had a unique role in this 
resistance process and should change how we think about the meaning of what 
constitute resistance to neoliberalism in education. Thanks to these mothers resistance 
can be conceptualized as taking care of those who have been abandoned, taking care of 
those who are closer to us, that need us, our young little children, instead of fighting 
against a theoretical evil. Resisting is to recognize our own dignity, as women and 
mothers, to recognize our deep strong female side. 
 Finally, the fight that these mothers carried out bore fruit when the Bachelet 
government took over, having promised to transform the country's public education. 
This governmental change meant the beginning of a new chapter for these schools: the 
reopening.  
The Promises of the New Government: The New Public Education 
 The organizations that supported the occupations had better connections with the 
new authorities, with whom they also shared a political vision. Additionally, one of 
Bachelet's campaign promises was to improve the country's public education, 
introducing structural reforms that would increase equality in society. For this reason, 
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the reopening of these schools could be a task to reflect this commitment to public 
education. María from APADE and Deputy Carlota saw this opportunity fairly clearly, 
so they concerned themselves with actually attending to the mothers' demands.  
As APADE, we were concerned with getting their [the spokeswomen’s] word 
out of Las Lilas. Once the problem was known, once we had the groundwork, 
then we had to knock on other doors, then the change in government came (...) 
the government made the wise decision not to refuse, no hubo banderas66, there 
was no room for a "no", and after seven months they managed to reopen the 
schools (...) it worked, there was a connected community and institutional vision, 
with SEREMI67, DEPROV, the Supreme Court, the media, where the social and 
the political met. (María, APADE, 2015). 
 
 The Ministry of Education, through SEREMI, DEPROV, and mainly under the 
supervision of the Superintendence of Education68, came together to put into effect the 
Ley de Administrador Provisional (Provisional Administrator Law). This legal figure 
has roots in a scandal at public universities, where there was embezzlement of public 
funds administrated by private parties. The purpose of the provisional administrator is to 
replace an administration that does not comply with the minimum requirements for 
operation. The goal is that the educational institution in question continue operating and 
not close to avoid lapses in the students’ studies.  
 While conversations with the government progressed, La Mesa decided to 
abandon the legal actions they had been pursuing, since their fundamental purpose was 
to reopen the schools and not to get involved in a battle that had an uncertain end and 																																																								
66 "No hubo banderas" refers to the fact that the organization that supported the mobilization and the 
mothers who were in the schools, along with the government, were concerned with taking individual 
political advantages apart from what it would mean to open the schools.  
67 SEREMI: The Regional Ministry Secretary is a government organization that supervises government 
institutions at the regional level. DEPROV: The Provincial Department of Education is responsible for 
supervising education services at the provincial level including various communities in a region.  
68 Superintendence of Education: Began operating in 2012 during the first Bachelet administration. "Its 
object is to ensure, in conformity with the law, that administrators of educational institutions officially 
recognized by the State adjust to the laws, regulations, and instructions set forth by the Superintendence, 
and oversee the legality of the use of resources by establishments that receive state contributions" (Chilean 
Government, 2015, s/p). 
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could become far too drawn out. For this reason, both the appeal for legal protection and 
the letter sent to the UN special rapporteur on the right to education were dropped.  
 In late May and early June, they began to receive more definite news from the 
government that the reopening was possible. As the schools had been closed for so long, 
La Mesa started an intense door-to-door enrollment campaign. Each spokeswoman was 
responsible for obtaining signatures on a "pre-enrollment" document, where parents and 
guardians would commit to re-registering their children at the schools if they were 
reopened. They also organized social events inviting people from the community to visit 
the schools. This work yielded positive results, and the word quickly spread through the 
neighborhoods that the schools could be reopened.  
Reopening Project  
 In the June prior to the reopening, La Mesa prepared a 14-page document 
entitled "Plan for Reopening the Las Lilas Schools", in which they argued as parents and 
guardians that the closure of these schools denied their children's right to education and 
emphasized that the current political scene was marked by the idea of driving and 
materializing an educational reform, "one of the pillars of which being the RESCUE OF 
PUBLIC EDUCATION" (sic, Plan Reapertura, 2014, p.1). In this same document, they 
explained why their children's right to education had been violated: 
The right [to education] was violated as a result of an arbitrary and illegal 
decision made without consultation, which meant that, overnight, students, 
teachers, administrators, teaching assistants, parents, and guardians found 
themselves obligated to emigrate to other educational establishments, because 
the ones in which they had worked and studied were closed (...) It has been said 
that there was no violation of rights on the part of the mayoral authority of Las 
Lilas, because students and some teachers were relocated and were able to 
continue studying and working. However, the right to education takes into 
account that families can choose the type of education and the school that fits in 
with their preferences, be they religious, value-based, social, cultural, etc. This 
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was not the case, as they found themselves unexpectedly obligated to comply 
with the new reality. (sic, p.1) 
 
 In the same document, they explained how "it is agreeable that they have won 
the first battle", given that the schools were in the process of being reopened, but the 
challenge that should be continued was to develop "PUBLIC EDUCATION WITH 
SOCIAL PARTICIPATION AND COMMITTED TO THE WISHES OF THE 
COMMUNITY AND THE TERRITORY" (sic, p.1). The way in which this document 
was drafted, considering the words that were emphasized, reflects that there is an 
understanding that the closure of these schools violated the right to education. The main 
argument is that the parents' decision should have been respected, but later in its 
development, the idea of education as a right is associated with the desires of the 
community and the territory.  
 In the same document, they established the general responsibilities that the new 
provisional administrator would have, which were mainly linked to selecting personnel 
and reestablishing the minimal institutional networks that each school needed to operate 
normally. To a great extent, they expected that this person would create records of the 
material resources that each school currently had and manage financial resources. In 
turn, they prepared professional profiles for the principal and UTP positions at each 
school, highlighting those that needed experience in education (more than five years).  
 The document also assigned technical pedagogical responsibilities, in a section 
called learning environment where they essentially alluded to facilitating, supporting, 
and supervising the teachers' technical pedagogical tasks. But beyond tasks, in this 
document they expressed a Technical Pedagogical Proposal. On one page they 
described administrative tasks that all of the schools would carry out under the 
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supervision of a Plan de Mejoramiento Educativo (PME) (Educational Improvement 
Plan), where the schools established strategies, actions, and indicators for the school 
year and the updating of the Proyecto Educativo Institucional (Institutional Education 
Project), where they defined the general Mission, Vision, and Objectives that the schools 
should aim for. Additionally, they defined a set of tasks, in bold, that they proposed as 
the Evaluation of development of learning potential, which would suspend the SIMCE 
test and request that professionals who belong to the PIE Team (Plan de Inclusión 
Escolar) (Plan for Scholarly Inclusion)69 focus on supporting scholarly inclusion.  
 The idea that the schools rely on PIE teams was particularly significant for the 
parents and guardians from Holy Day School. During July of 2014, before the schools 
were reopened, I heard of how Manuela told all of the parents and guardians that this 
school would be a new school, similar to how it was before, but much better. In these 
remarks, she emphasized that they would have the PIE working to attend to all children 
with special educational needs.  
 In each school, people presented proposals for the principal and UTP positions. 
At Sergeant Mandelaria, they proposed Amaro as principal and Jovita as UTP (they 
currently occupy those positions). At Fabricio Bombardi, they proposed Karen as 
principal (who held the position during 2014, but in 2015 became Inspector General) 
and Merta as UTP (now in the position). At Holy Day, they proposed Margarita as 
principal, but there was no proposal for UTP. Margarita never came to hold the position. 
She came in the month of July to get to know the schools and the reopening project, but 
																																																								
69 The PIE team consists fundamentally of psycho-pedagogues, and their focus is on supporting students 
who have been diagnosed with special educational needs, such as hyperactivity, hearing impairment, 
attention deficit, etc.   	
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upon learning about the conditions and lack of resources, including her salary, she 
decided to decline.   
The Complicated Reopening: The First Provisional Administrator in Chile  
 The reopening process was extremely complex and relied on scarce resources. 
For many parents, it was unclear how these resources would be managed. The legal 
administrative figure was rather weak and created a series of bureaucratic problems with 
the Superintendence of Education. Only at Sergeant Mandelaria did the principal and 
UTP maintain their positions, while the other schools underwent more institutional 
changes. Even though there was a sister agreement among the schools, various 
participants in the investigation perceived preferences toward Sergeant Mandelaria. 
Furthermore, the inclusion of a large quantity of new children triggered violent 
situations and conflicts that were not quickly managed. Holy Day was the school with 
the most critical situations. La Mesa broke ties with Manuela, who had led the resistance 
there, and many parents and guardians from this school went from adoring the new 
administrator to hating her. However, the reopening also meant a test of a new 
alternative education project, with a series of activities and workshops for the children in 
the community where there was a great deal of participation. This was valued by the 
whole community, and also tells how, in spite of all of the conflicts, the people of Las 
Lilas are committed to their children’s education. 
One Month to Create a New Administration  
 The provisional administrator named by the Ministry of Education was Carla 
Fardella. She states that in May 2014, she participated in a public competition to become 
provisional administrator, in which they examined competencies in management and 
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coordination in complex contexts, but it was never clear what position she was applying 
for, nor that it would be directly connected with the schools in Las Lilas. They told her 
that she had won the competition in June and invited her to a meeting on July 11, where 
a team from SEREMI explained the job that she had applied for70. At this meeting, they 
told her about the position, and it was then that she learned that she was "provisional 
administrator number one in Chile", as no one had ever held this position, which meant a 
great number of uncertainties with respect to her actual responsibilities.  
 At this meeting, they asked her to prepare a work plan as provisional 
administrator to submit on July 15 – four days later. This seemed strange to her, as she 
had no familiarity with the area, nor a total budget to use as a general reference. It was 
clear to her that those who requested this report were thinking of her administration as a 
pilot program for the demunicipalization reform that would soon be carried out by the 
government. On July 17, she says that someone stole all of the information on these 
schools from the Superintendence, so, for her, there was no official information to use as 
a reference with respect to the resources she could truly count on. At the same time, she 
found out about a plan that had been drafted by the community about what they 
expected from the administrator in terms of pedagogical management, but in that 
document, they did not explain the characteristics of this management in detail.  
 The way that Carla took on the administration role is corroborated by various 
government officials and by Maria from APADE, who saw how Carla assumed the 
																																																								
70 She already knew this team, as she had worked with them before, so the relationship was very fluid. 
Some parents and guardians found out that she already had contacts in SEREMI and believed that meant 
she was put up to the job.  	
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administration of these three schools in a complex, precarious situation with many 
challenges to overcome.  
Carla leapt into the unknown, rather conscious of the process that had been lived. 
Without certainties, there was nothing, just three schools to reopen (...) she didn't 
have a team, she had to build a team on her own. She had a week legal figure, 
which generate many conflicts with the superintendency, she did not have an 
official role to administrate the schools (...) The political will failed to take into 
account concrete facts of support. Nobody wanted to sign the documents. The 
lawyers, meanwhile, looked for ways to resolve things while they watched the 
process and the schools go on (Maria, President, APADE, 2015). 
 
 On July 20, the schools were officially reopened. A minimum of 100 students 
had been established for each school, but Carla says that they could not reach this 
number, which had direct consequences on the budget she could actually rely on. On 
July 22, she met with APADE, who had a better understanding of what was happening 
and what was needed in each school, and on July 24, she received a formal proposal 
from the principals and teachers laying out what each establishment would ideally like 
to have. But for her, everything she agreed to, both with the government and with the 
parents and guardians of La Mesa "were words, they are assumptions, but nothing 
outside of that." (Carla, Provisional Administrator, 2015). Upon comparing the budget 
that she truly had to work with to the expected resources, she had to negotiate.  
 This negotiation was particularly serious at Holy Day School, where there were 
very few students committed to return, and with whom there was a conflict on July 25. 
Basically, the teachers were not prepared to return with the salaries that she could truly 
pay them, and they rejected the principal that had been proposed by the parents and 
guardians. According to Carla the teachers of Holy Day viciously discredited the 
proposed principal and asked for a salary of two million, so the proposed principal 
withdrew and the process fell behind. This was a rather complex issue, considering that 
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the reopening would take place in only a few days, so it was decided to reopen the 
schools anyway, with only 40 students and a provisional principal.  
 Finally, the schools reopened on July 28, and thanks to the efforts of the parents 
and guardians who were most committed to the schools, they managed to enroll about 
70 students per school. This was under the expected number, and so the schools began 
operating under a financial deficit.  
 These problems created a difficult conflict among visions of the schools as they 
were before, the schools that the parents and guardians imagined and worked for, and 
the schools as they truly were when they reopened. In addition, the figure of provisional 
administrator was totally new for various government institutions, and this uncertainty 
triggered a series of administrative obstacles. 
A Challenging New Administration for a Complex Scenario  
  The most serious challenge that Carla faced, was that "they didn't allow me for 
paying salaries." There was also a lack of clarity regarding whether she was able to hire 
personnel, given that her role was to "administer" resources and existing personnel, but 
the position was rather weak when it came to giving her major responsibilities. This 
meant that a large number of the people that she needed to hire, like the psycho-social 
and financial management teams, came in on what she called "friendly arrangements", 
with contracts that seemed to depend more on her word than official.  
 Carla honored some requests from La Mesa and the parents and guardians. In 
2014, she kept the principal and UTP proposed for Sergeant Mandelaria, as well as for 
Fabricio Bombardi, but, at Holy Day, as I have explained previously, things were 
different. At both Fabricio Bombardi and Holy Day, there was a series of conflicts with 
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the principals who took over. In both schools, the principals had previously been UTPs, 
so this change in their role was difficult. The UTP usually supervises the teachers' work 
in the classroom, but to a great extent, they also support them and help make their work 
more manageable. For this reason, taking on the role of "boss" was simply strange, and 
for Carla, these were not the right choices for the positions.  
 Carla believes that there were different expectations with respect to the role that 
she had to develop, and she comments that, "since SEREMI, this project was seen as the 
example for what 'new public education' should be. DEPROV as well, to a certain 
extent, as a path to demunicipalization, and the parents and guardians expected to go 
back to how the schools were before they were closed." Among all these different 
expectations, she has felt like she has to answer to everyone, which has created 
frustrations for all involved. Given that the operation of the three schools has not totally 
reflected the expectations of these parties, she says, "From the chiche I became the 
cacho"71 
 In 2015, the figure of provisional administrator could not continue to operate, as, 
legally, the position only lasted until December 2014. For this reason, her position 
changed to co-administrator together with the government of Las Lilas. In practice, this 
meant that she became more familiar with municipal officials, but none of them had the 
authority to intervene in her work. A serious problem that she had during her time in this 
new role was that in March, a computer was stolen. On this computer, she had saved 
codes to enter official Ministry sites in order to input enrollment information from the 
schools, as well as sensitive information on the accounts of each school she 																																																								
71 "El chiche" can be understood as something special that lights up to reflect value.  "El cacho" is a very 
Chilean way of saying "problem". So she is saying that she became from being a very valuable person to 
being a big problem for everyone. The full saying is “Pasé de ser el chiche a ser el cacho” 
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administrated. In April, she managed to regain entry to the system, but she saw that her 
profile had been used and all of this information erased, which created new fiscal 
administrative problems when it came to making payments and receiving funds from the 
ministry.  
The Decline of the New Administration  
 Among all of these administrative problems, Carla felt that she had lost time and 
energy to a bureaucratic job that had deviated from the role that she wanted to fill, one 
that should have been connected with technical pedagogical matters and focused on 
building an interesting educational proposal for the schools. With all of this, each school 
had its own critical situations involving serious violent conflicts among students, and, in 
some case, involving parents and guardians. One of the most dire situations was an 
incident at Holy Day where a girl in her eighth year brought marijuana into the building 
and forced a fourth-year girl to smoke the drug. At Sergeant Mandelaria, a boy brought a 
knife to school and threatened other students, days after these children's parents had 
been fighting outside the building, throwing rocks at each other and damaging the cars 
of some of the school's teachers.  
 Confronted with these problems, Carla says that she has "gotten a master class in 
tolerance to frustration.” In spite of everything, she has been able to put together a large 
team, including administrative personnel who helped her clear up the accounts and pay 
personnel on time. Additionally, she has formed a psycho-social team that is able to 
attend to and support the schools. She has also designed a model for visiting classrooms 
that she has been able to apply with some teachers and promoted the organization of 
"summer school", where artistic and audiovisual workshops are held in the schools. 
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These workshops have been very crowded, and valued by the children and the 
community in general.  
 In late July 2015, as a result of a series of irregularities in the Las Lilas 
government (which had a debt of 250 Millions of Chilean Pesos, around 370 thousand 
dollars – only in the item of payments) the Ministry of Education negotiated with the 
Las Lilas Board of Education for it to cede the administration of all of its schools to 
Felipe Pereira as the new administrator, with the support of the Unit for Municipal 
Support, coordinated by Ratelmo Gutierrez. Although Carla retained her role throughout 
2015, in December, she and her entire team were relieved of their positions. After this 
incident, the future of the three bastard schools was, again, uncertain. It seemed that they 
would never find calm and stability. As it happens, in January 2016, a recognized 
research journal claimed that the new authorities who had taken over the coordination of 
all of the Las Lilas schools (Felipe and Ratelmo) had committed tax fraud. Felipe 
continued in his role, but Ratelmo, as a result of these accusations, has been cut off from 
his work at the Ministry and is under administrative investigation.  
 This constant instability in all the schools of Las Lilas schools, but especially in 
these three bastard schools reflects the State's abandonment of public education, which 
profoundly damaged the social fabric of the vulnerable community of Las Lilas. The 
words of the Diputada who has been paying attention to this process explain with a 
metaphor how the State has re-traumatized the community, the parents/guardians, and 
the children in these schools, by supposedly reopening them, committed to caring for 
them, but then delivering an even stronger blow by abandoning them once again.  
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This has a lot to do with the resilience72 of the children, which says that you can, 
after childhood trauma, through a link with an adult figure overcome the trauma. 
Through an exclusive link you can make up for much of the trauma, but when 
that adult who says that they are going to rescue you hurts you instead, the pain 
is much worse. Because you broke something, that adult hit you, the government 
that told you that it would help you creates a break in the body that is the 
community (Carlota, Diputada of Congress, 2015). 
 
 Just like the closures, the resistance and reopening put these schools through 
complex situations, misunderstandings, conflicts, and violence. But they have also had 
joy, fulfilled fantasies, and satisfaction. Furthermore, there are emergent themes in the 
way that the participants in my case study assign meaning to these experiences, and with 
them interpret the world in which they live. These are connected with my research 
questions. Following Stake's (2005) methodology, I have decided to categorize these 
into two general issues: A) The right to education as a social inclusion dilemma. B) 
Differing visions of quality education, none reduced to the SIMCE. After presenting 
these two issues I describe a summary of my multi-sited case study analysis in 
consideration of my research questions. 
A) The Right to Education as a Problem of Social Inclusion  
During the resistance in 2014, it seemed that the parents from the occupied 
schools shared a common view on the right to education, understood as public, quality 
education with good teachers and a connection to their own communities. María, the 
leader of APADE saw the process of resisting the closing of these schools as a fight to 
protect and promote public education, which was one of the missions of the parent 
association in this particular context. They sought to “empower school communities and 
make the problems that occur in a community visible, recognizing that they are not 																																																								
72  Resilience is a concept that comes from psychology and alludes to a person's capacity to rise up despite 
living in adverse situations, or to overcome life events fraught with severe emotional pain. The term is 
taken from the resistance of some materials, which, after being bent, can retake their original shape. 
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isolated but account for a crisis in public education.” (2014) One of the rallying cries of 
this political organization is the defense of the right to education, understanding it as a 
“compulsory education, [that] the State must ensure, regardless of the condition 
[personal] or social of the child, as such should not only provide coverage, but also 
[generate] a school environment where they [children] can develop their potential in a 
diverse and protected space.” (María, 2014).  
 The parents from the occupied schools seemed to share this view on the right to 
education. Particularly the idea that public education is a fundamental right that must be 
respected and that is not limited to access to an educational institution, but also relates to 
the resources that schools have. For example, a father states that the right to education 
“is like a human right, like the right to healthcare, there must be the right to education, 
with all the things it entails, books, materials, adequate infrastructure, and above all 
things, a good human infrastructure that gains satisfaction from what it does” (Luis, 
Holy Day, 2014).  
 Furthermore, guardians noted that the right to education ought to involve 
equality in the quality of education. They believe that this is not yet the case in Chile, 
due to the existence of paid education that benefits higher economic classes. A father 
comments on this theme, saying:  
[O]ne has to pay so that [good] education can be given to my son. Here, I don’t 
have to pay for it [education], because in Chile not everyone has the economic 
condition of the wealthy. They [the wealthy] made that law. Not everyone has 
the money to pay for [the education of] their children. There are people who 
barely make enough to get by for the month. It sucks that they don’t see this. The 
people who made the law are the people who have money and can put their 
children in any school they want (Pelso, Holy Day, 2014). 
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 In this sense, the idea of school choice, for those who cannot afford it, is a 
fallacy. This discourse where the right to education is related to an idea of free public 
education is present in other parents and guardians, who note that, traditionally in Chile, 
this education has existed and should be protected, as Daria comments: 
I studied in a public school, all of my siblings were raised with public school, in 
fact here in this school, and today they are professionals, so I believe in public 
education, it's not about what you pay or don't pay, it's about what you learn and 
what they teach you and what you have here, in your head. (Daria, Sergeant 
Mandelaria, 2015).  
 
 In the interviews and conversations that I had with parents and guardians during 
the occupation in 2014, they tended to maintain a rather consistent discourse, where the 
right to education was related to free and quality public education. In 2015, a year after 
the reopening, among the parents and guardians there seemed to be some differences 
surrounding the implications and meanings of this right. The central point of contention 
was in regards to the conditions under which these schools are required to guarantee this 
right to highly troublesome students. This situation was especially complicated for Holy 
Day School, where the parents and guardians felt that they had admitted many "children 
with problems", and that the school's personnel was not sufficiently capable of receiving 
them. One parent commented that, "It's fine that they open the school to more students 
because it is their right, but it's bad for other students and for the guardians who don't 
want this school now" (Juana, Holy Day, 2015). For several parents/guardians, this has 
reached a critical point, where the new students have also created a disparity among the 
images of the school that they had, the one they imagined, and the one that the truly 
have now. For example, Marta comments on how her school is now an unsafe place for 
her son:  
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There are children with extremely bad behavior, that since the school opened 
supposedly they [the administration] couldn't give to anyone, and they've 
received all of them in the school. Here you never used to see fights, you never 
used to see or hear that the children were smoking marijuana, now you see 
everything, you never used to see this, since my children were in their first year 
you never used to see that, now you see everything (...) When they reopened the 
school, there were many problems, I live here in front and you would hear fights 
with knives, things that you never used to see. My son ran into that around the 
corner, he says that he saw a boy from here and he saw them with a knife and I 
tell him, "Don't try to look and don't say anything to them," and here they said 
that they were going to put in security, but so far nothing (Marta, Holy Day, 
2015). 
 
 The principal of Holy Day also shares this vision with the parents/guardians, 
agreeing that their school is not the best institution for violent children who have 
committed a crime at some time in their lives, and that now have access to Holy Day. 
These students are older than regular students, and the school simply doesn't make sense 
for them. In fact, as they have restrictions on expelling students, a strategy that they 
implemented in one case was to put more restrictions on the guardian so that they would 
stop bringing their child to the school and choose another alternative. Here she talks 
about this case: 
We had a boy in his eighth year, from the beginning, who created a lot of 
conflict, so we said, let's bring it to the guardian, who comes every day (...) then 
in the end the guardian maybe felt so much pressure from the school that she 
couldn't control him, and in addition this guardian was the sister of the father's 
partner (...) Then all of a sudden these programs that couldn't bring kids to the 
school, even though they were, quote, threatened by SENAME73, what more can 
the school do? We can't, or if we are supported in a program and the program 
doesn't have results (...) then if this program isn't there, in which we support 
ourselves, that it comes to their house, that they don't learn, that they don't 
consume drugs, these are more complex problems. What more can we do about 																																																								
73 "El Servicio Nacional de Menores (SENAME) (The National Service for Minors) is a centralized 
government organization, collaborator with the judicial system, and dependent on the Ministry of Justice. 
They are charged with the protection of the rights of children and adolescents, as well as regulating and 
controlling adoption in Chile" (SENAME, 2016, s/p). This institution operates both as a justice center for 
children (under 18) who commit crimes and as a refugee center for abandoned children. Occasionally, 
SENAME reintegrates students in public schools with specific scholarly support programs. For Amelia, 
this program did not work very well and the threat of SENAME that she alludes to is that if the student 
doesn't have good behavior and qualifications, they can be penalized by SENAME.	
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this? Furthermore, the school has fewer tools to be able to help (Amelia, 
Principal, Holy Day, 2015).  
 
 Finally, this boy dropped out of the school, as demands on the guardian for the 
boy to be able to study increased. Although several guardians mentioned this problem, 
some still believed that these schools should remain open to the community in order to 
defend the right to education for these vulnerable children, as Romelia says: 
The thought is that the right to education is one that all children have. Even if 
they are more disorganized or restless, they need to be given the time, and for 
that I believe that the whole class should be able to study, not just the ones that 
learn the most quickly. (Romelia, Holy Day, 2015).  
 
 This situation also presented itself in other schools; the most serious problems 
were with drugs (marijuana) that students brought in, and with violent incidents 
involving threats with knives among students and in one case towards a professor. At 
Sergeant Mandelaria, Prisila attributes these problems to these children’s families and, 
for the same reason, believes that it is the responsibility of the school to help these 
children or find the institutions that can best help them.  
Children have come here with social problems, with family problems, where 
they have parents who are alcoholics, parents who are drug addicts, parents who 
are in jail... we had a case with one boy who was problematic, I have always said 
"it is not the children's fault being born where they were born and being who 
they are," and he was very aggressive and everything, and people began to get 
scared because he was aggressive, but in the end they made the decision not to 
kick him out, but to transfer him to a place where he could be (Prisila, Sergeant  
Mandelaria, 2015).  
 
 The psycho-social team in the three schools, headed by Jorge, was informed of 
these problems, and they also perceived a difficulty with the personnel that they had to 
rely on to take the lead in these situations. Even then, it seemed essential to continue 
accepting students, since the idea was that these schools would be open to the 
community and all would be accepted.  
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I also suggest, from my position to the administration, that it is necessary to have 
other people in the schools, because given that we have opened the schools to all 
children, this means having more complex children, they should have 
empowered some roles. Like, for example, grounds supervisors with people who 
would be, preferably, experts in social work, big guys who would have distinct 
experience with more complex children, but it still happens that the communities 
are surprised with the disruptive child that you're still going to have to continue 
accepting (Jorge, Psycho-social Coordinator, 2015). 
 
 The problem with difficult and violent situations in the schools was also creating 
more and more distance between Manuela and La Mesa, as she felt deceived. She 
expected that the initial operation of these schools was going to rely on specialists in 
scholarly integration, but this was never implemented on time. In addition, Manuela and 
many guardians from Holy Day were more accustomed to their school being an 
exemplary institution in terms of discipline and performance. The influx of new 
students, without personnel who could prevent and resolve violent situations, resulted in 
the complete opposite of the image of education that they expected for their children.  
Re-framing the Human Right to Education  
 The conceptualization of the right to education promoted by many members of 
this community can be identified as Tomasevski’s “4 As scheme” (2004): availability 
(having access to schools with good teachers and appropriate facilities), accessibility (no 
economic barriers to access), acceptability (respect for the social and cultural heritage of 
the community), and adaptability (response to the community’s social needs). The 
school closing process in this community infringed on the indicator of accessibility, in 
the sense that it generated new economic barriers for parents to find an education for 
their children. The closing also infringed on the indicator of availability because 
children were forced to be educated by bad teachers, with whom they had very negative 
relationships. This is an important point because one of the aspects that has been 
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questioned about the human right to education is the identification of this right with 
access to formal education, which in some cases might actually undermine the 
realization of this right (McCowan, 2010).  
 In this case, children had access to different schools, but did not have good 
teachers. In fact, some of them suffered psychological or even physical abuse. This is 
also connected with the criteria of acceptability that includes respect for parent’s 
decisions about the education that they choose for their children (with human rights 
corrections, meaning that this decision cannot produce discrimination). When the mayor 
closed these schools after that parents had already enrolled their children, their human 
right to choose their children’s education was violated. The closing of these schools also 
meant a challenge to the adaptability criteria because these are schools deeply rooted in 
the community. Therefore closing them was also harming the community where they 
have existed for several years.   
 This multi-sited case study also highlights the negative consequences that the 
school closing process has in people’s everyday lives. This process responds to a 
“neoliberal imaginary,” which materially and symbolically guides a group of 
educational policies and influences the way in which individuals interpret their lived 
experiences, relate to others (based on a competition for limited resources), and imagine 
their future (as uncertain and risky) (McCarthy, 2011; Rizvi & Lingard, 2010). This 
neoliberal understanding of society is very different from the way in which this local 
community experiences education and the value that it has for them. Far from being just 
a place where their children go to learn, as in other communities, education is an 
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important place where they meet with their neighbors, and it is a place for social 
cohesion and social connection (Lipman, 2009, Núñez, Solis & Soto, 2014).  
 Base on this study is also relevant to rethinking the right to education as a human 
right from a global perspective in the 21st century, in which education implies moral 
universal principles that exceed local legalities and challenges policy makers to think 
about this right beyond the idea of access. As Lee (2013) has stated, "It is not enough 
simply to defend the child’s right to access education— one must defend the child’s 
right to an education, which is focused on the need to develop the child’s own autonomy 
and potential for independence." (p.8) For the parents from the schools that were closed 
(and then re-opened), the closing process affected their children's dignity, and their own 
dignity as human beings. From a human rights perspective, when the dignity of some 
people is being compromised it is the dignity of humanity as a whole that is being 
challenged, and that is the reason why it is important, and even mandatory, to resist 
these unfair processes, as these families actually did. 
 The parents and guardians seem to agree with these conceptualizations about the 
right to education, especially when their schools were closed. Upon being reopened, the 
idea reappeared that the right to education is linked to the students' ability to study in 
public schools with good teachers and adequate infrastructure. However, when the 
schools are opened to the community, allowing the access of more troubled children, the 
guardians take different positions surrounding the right.  
 Some guardians believe that these schools should educate problematic children, 
as it is their right. Others prefer that they go to specialized institutions with professional 
personnel who have the competencies to work with these children, but not to their 
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schools, even when this means a form of exclusion. Those who have this perspective 
seem to take this position thinking of the well being of these children. One group of 
guardians fears these children, as some are very violent and they see them as a risk to 
their children. In these cases, they do not want these children in their schools mainly 
because they don't want anything to happen to their children, and, furthermore, they 
believe that these children damage the image of the school that they had before the 
closure. 
 These different perspectives surrounding the inclusion of children who are 
difficult to educate reflect a dispute around who should have access to public education 
and what capacities are needed for the schools to be truly inclusive. It is not enough to 
have a discourse on inclusion and open the doors of the schools to new children. There 
must be able personnel available to help work with these children, who require a greater 
effort and professional abilities. From the perspective of the right to education as a 
human right, the State is responsible for supplying its scholarly institutions with 
sufficient resources to be truly inclusive.  
 On analyzing the closing, resistance, and reopening process of these schools, 
there is the impression that the violation of the human right to education does not begin 
with the closing of these schools, nor was it guaranteed once they were reopened. The 
Chilean State has been a ghost in this story, the schools were never left to be huachas, 
and it is only thanks to the effort of the community of parents and guardians, mainly 
mothers, that they have been able to survive. With this, I do not want to discount the 
work done by administrators and teachers. On the contrary, they have also been present 
and working in highly complex situations, with surprising administrative instability, 
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surrounded by instances of corruption and political tensions that do not allow them to 
count on stable conditions so that they can carry out their jobs in a calm manner. For that 
reason, it is central to reframe the human right to education beyond school access and 
the parents' freedom (or lack thereof) to choose their children's education, as, if the 
center of our attention is the dignity of the students, the parents, and even the teachers, 
then we will not see it protected because there is a physical place that they call school. In 
these marginal contexts, the people's dignity is suppressed by a constant battle. Given 
that the State is not present to protect them, they must fight for their own dignity, and, in 
this case, for their own education.  
 Some carry out this fight in a collective manner, as a community, building a 
discourse and a social imaginary where communal living is fundamental. Others have 
reassigned meaning to the neoliberal discourse and imaginary to survive on their own, 
with their children, isolated from others who are competing with them for survival. They 
may associate themselves with others to succeed, but they prefer to avoid those who are 
even more vulnerable than themselves, or others who may be dangerous and may 
impede them on their path to triumph. 
 These distinct visions of how to live in a community are also reflected in the idea 
that they have about what constitutes a quality education. Although the guardians share a 
general vision where there exists a refusal to reduce educational quality to a SIMCE, 
there are disagreements surrounding what a quality school should be like and to what 
extent the reopened schools achieve this image. These visions about their schools are 
also related to how the administrative teams have developed their work and to their own 
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perspectives on their schools and how these relate to Carla's administration. In the next 
section I discuss these themes in greater detail.    
B) Differing Visions of Quality Education, None Reduced to the SIMCE.  
  In general, for the parents, the quality of education relates to an integrated 
process. The quality of a school is reflected by the children’s interest in going to school, 
what they write in their notebooks, and their grades. All of these elements are linked to 
the work done by teachers and the relationship that parents can have with these teachers, 
where communication is a crucial element.  
 The parents and guardians criticize the national standardized test, SIMCE, as 
they do not believe that it is a good measure of the quality of education. They feel that 
the test gives false data, which is used to discriminate against students that need more 
support, does not account for the daily process of learning, and can be used to stigmatize 
public schools that do not obtain high results. In regards to the discriminatory practices 
that the schools implement, one mother commented: 
Several years ago, when the kids were in their fourth year, and a boy was very 
troublesome, they asked that boy not to come on the day of the SIMCE, and what 
happened was that the school did very well with the children who went, who 
were few, and they brought them to Valparaíso as a reward. They discriminated 
against those who got poor results (Marta, Holy Day, 2015).  
 
 Many guardians mention that the schools end up preparing the students to 
achieve better results on the test, something that does not reflect the quality of the 
schools, but the emphasis that these institutions give to the SIMCE. For example, one 
guardian from Fabricio Bombardi values that her school is simple and friendly with the 
students instead of worrying about making them compete. However, her school must 
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compete with others that focus on the results of this test, and consequently her school 
looks worse than the others when, for her, this is not the case.  
I don't like the SIMCE, because if the education was the same in all the schools, 
private or public, they wouldn't have a reason to measure anything with it. Then, 
the teaching in this school is many times more basic, but that doesn't mean bad, 
but simpler, more relevant to the students and guardians, so how do we compare 
this school with a school that focuses more on knowledge than on the children? 
So I don't like the SIMCE, they shouldn't measure the schools by just one 
SIMCE (Daniela, Fabricio Bombardi, 2015). 
 
 Some guardians did not understand very clearly what the SIMCE measured nor 
when it applies, and they commented that the use of the test is to show that the school is 
good, for it to be recognized, even when it may have deficiencies. In essence, the 
advertising role of the SIMCE stands out as a sort of positive marketing tool when the 
school achieves good results.  
I haven't heard much about the SIMCE, something that sounds to me, it seems 
that my son took it the year before last, yes... it works for the school to make it 
better... what is it called? The SIMCE rank, I think that there was a year that the 
school got third place, and so they don't go saying that this is a bad school, so 
that works, to show off the school (Amelia, Sergeant Mandelaria, 2015). 
 
 The administration's psycho-social team in these three schools share a critical 
view of the SIMCE. They feel that it is not the best measure to account for the whole 
picture that happens in the school. They see the SIMCE as a measure that relies on an 
image of the school that does not reflect reality, as it is a measurement that can be 
prepared without reflecting significant learning in the students. The coordinator of this 
team states: 
The SIMCE is a disaster, the standardization of children's knowledge does not 
reflect the process (...) what happens is that in general in this country they 
prepare the SIMCE, the SIMCE is like taking an annual photo with the family, 
you put on your best shirt for that day, you don't put on your polo with... the one 
that, for example, you wear to market (...) because it doesn't reflect the 
development process. When you have a kid who doesn't want to come to school 
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and after he comes to school starts to behave well, not like staying quiet 
anymore, but participating in activities, you think, "Here is a new level of 
development!" But the SIMCE hides this and impedes it from showing itself 
(Jorge, Psyco-social Coordinator, 2015) 
 
 In general, this critical perspective toward the SIMCE appears in several 
participants in the study during the two years that I spent visiting this community. 
However, the critical look at the SIMCE and preference for comprehensive education is 
only one element of how the parents and guardians understand the quality of their 
schools. In 2015, the image that the guardians had of the quality of their schools became 
linked to the role that the provisional administrator held, to the way in which the schools 
were driven by the administrative teams (principal, UTP and psycho-social team), and to 
the relationship that formed among the sister schools. To continue, I present the images 
of each schools created by the parents and the administration team, and their visions 
regarding what constitutes a quality education.  
Oldest Child: The Sergeant	who Guides 
 Sergeant Mandelaria School is clearly the most valued of the three schools and 
is, for the administration, the closest thing to an ideal school that they have. The 
administrative team works in a collaborative manner; both the principal and the UTP 
were there before the closure and participated in various activities to achieve the 
reopening. To a great extent, the administration feels that this school operates in 
accordance with what they hope for, thanks to the work of the principal.  
From my point of view, it most approaches an ideal [the Sergeant Mandelaria 
principal's work], because the man is very meticulous in terms of the 
administration, but he continues to be a leader. He isn't treated like a leader who 
makes no mistakes or has no negative qualities, but he is someone that you see as 
a leader for the others, that you see that he is committed to his cause, that he is 
there in his school, and furthermore he has a sense of distinct popular support in 
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the territory, he has a relationship with Las Lilas (Jorge, Psycho-social 
Coordinator, 2015). 
 
 Upon speaking with the principal of this school, it is evident that he loves his 
job, and that, from his perspective, the new administration has created the conditions for 
his style of leadership to thrive. As principal, he seeks to encourage others to carry out 
their jobs in the best way possible, which requires perseverance and conviction. As he 
says, "People don't change with just persuasion, one has to be there like the water that 
runs through the rivers, eroding the rocks until they take shape" (Principal, Sergeant 
Mandelaria, 2015). In order to carry out his work, the support of Carla's administration 
has been key. Not only has it permitted him to execute everyday tasks, but also to 
contribute with his own vision of a style of work for the school.  
The administrator has been something refreshing, she has kept the rhythm of 
work and provided resources. I know that I count on resources and I have them, 
before [the closure] I didn't have them, and I also receive support in 
administrative management (...) Because I like my work, I believe that today I 
have something to say but I also have more to do in this role [as principal]. I am 
not the executor of orders from above, I have my vision of education and my 
perception of education is committed to this project that we are carrying out 
(Amaro, Principal, Sergeant Mandelaria, 2015). 
 
 The community of parents and guardians recognizes the principal as a figure that 
they trust, respect, and have known for a long time, since before the school was closed 
and reopened. However, some guardians feel that the closure, together with the role that 
Carla has come to carry out, has brought about a change with respect to what the school 
was before, where, inevitably, something has been lost that cannot be recovered. One 
guardian identifies this with the metaphor of a vase that has been broken and cannot be 
the same as it was before.  
I refer to the fact that we had a school with some teachers, with very caring 
teachers, I don't want to say that those [current] teachers are not good teachers, or 
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that they are bad teachers, but like I told you, the vase breaks and it will never be 
the same, or the structure is the same, but they aren't the same children, they 
aren't the same teachers, that's what I'm referring to with this, I personally feel 
that the vase was broken, we were able to put it back together, but it is not the 
same as before, with regard to teachers, children, that they brought in from other 
places, the school may even be better, but it's not the same school (Miriam, 
Sergeant Mandelaria, 2015).  
 
The most difficult thing for this school has been confronting serious conflicts 
among students, which not only affects their relationships with their guardians, but also 
generates divisions within the school. However, as a school they feel that they have been 
able to overcome these conflicts, thanks to the support that they have found in the 
administration.  
When they realized that this [violence among students] was happening, Carla 
came several times to speak with us, and then she went to speak with each of us 
individually, because she was noticing that it was starting to fracture our 
relationships, she noticed, it was evident (...) With Carla's help, and with our 
work, we were able to move forward with what we were doing, and Alfredo took 
over this work [disciplinary action], more firmly, to call the parents, and we 
began to make ourselves more firm, all with the same criteria and aiming for the 
same thing, and that helped so, so much (Jovita, UTP, Sergeant Mandelaria, 
2015). 
 
This school seeks to be open to the community through the organization of many 
social events intended to strengthen participation in the arts. Even the principal plays the 
guitar and dances at some of these events. In turn, they have defined common criteria to 
deal with violent situations. The idea is that the quality of education relates to 
comprehensive education, and is strongly linked to experiential learning through play. 
This is the mission that the administration has strived for in all of its schools, but it 
seems more clearly reflected at Sergeant Mandelaria. The administration's psycho-social 
coordinator indicates: 
To me, it is important for the word "school" to have a pedagogical meaning, play 
has to do with learning, I spent years studying the idea of art for learning, but in 
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reality, it is the same. The important thing is the link that you create with 
something entertaining, for example, the important thing is that they see that 
children can also see and learn many things through fun (Juan, Psycho-social 
Coordinator, 2015). 
 
 These values surrounding play and creativity as pedagogical strategies are key 
for the administration. From this standpoint, they organize several workshops during the 
vacation called summer workshops, where they run programs in soccer, art, film, and 
circus activities for the students, but they are also open to the community. These 
activities were important for all of the schools, but they have been especially valuable 
for the guardians from Sergeant Mandelaria, where the school has been extraordinary 
with promoting and coordinating these programs. 
For 15 days, they did workshops where the children received food, they received 
lunch, where they did workshops in theater, workshops in film, workshops in 
circus, soccer school, there were workshops in painting (...) young people 
participated in these workshops, and instructors; I saw many times what they did 
with the children around here, where you saw their caring, and they accepted 
them so well, and around 80 children came (...) because the children are at the 
school until 3:00 in the afternoon, and school is not just a place for writing, 
writing, and writing! The children have many things that they do, for example 
artistic things. For that reason participating in artistic workshops is so important, 
because they can learn to have more personality, and that has helped many 
students break out of their shells because they are good inside and this lets them 
show it, because they have hidden talents, and in these workshops they are 
discovered, there, they break free (Prisila, Sergeant Mandelaria, 2015). 
 
 The administrators and guardians from the other schools also feel that Sergeant 
Mandelaria has developed with a clear identity, but they believe that this has been due to 
the school receiving greater support from the administration, as if it were Carla's favorite 
child. The principal of Fabricio Bombardi School is explicit in this respect, and he also 
believes that the other school, Holy Day, is in a state of crisis, and therefore has also 
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received much of Carla's attention, leaving Fabricio Bombardi as the middle child74, 
neither bad nor good, but very alone.  
Fabricio Bombardi: The Middle Child who Organizes  
 Traditionally, Fabricio Bombardi has been a school open to the community, 
where guardians have had a lot of freedom to approach and speak with teachers and 
administrators whenever they need. The closure was much like a breakup, where many 
guardians and students lost this space for social connection. For the reopening in 2014, 
Karen assumed the role of principal in the school. She has traditionally been valued as a 
very caring and accessible teacher, especially to the students. She has spent many years 
in the school and participated actively in the resistance. However, in her role as 
principal, she had a series of difficulties. The administration noted that Karen had a 
difficult time guiding the other teachers, and that instead of seeing her as a leader to 
follow or collaborate with, they saw her as a source of resources, which they 
occasionally abused, without respecting the appropriate administrative boundaries for 
the new position she had taken on. For these reasons, her position was changed in 2015, 
when she was placed in a role as school inspector and they decided to install a new 
principal who had more technical administrative strengths. Finally Carlos, a 
psychologist and philosophy professor by profession, was selected by the administration 
to take over this role. He describes his work in the following manner: 
Carla knew me and she knows that I am the obsessive type, which means having 
a plan like so [shows agenda filled with tasks for each day] and yes, I believe 
that she chose me because of this, she knows that I know how to manage teams, I 
am very demanding and I can be stifling, but I suffocate a little (...) because in 
public school, what you have to do is organize it, structure it so that the school 																																																								
74 In Chile there is a saying about the middle child (between the oldest and the youngest): that they are not 
as valued as the oldest, but they tend to be forgotten because they are not as complicated as the youngest 
sibling. Fabricio Bombardi School seems to be in this position. 	
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stops blaming external factors for its own failures, even though that is real that 
the context is challenging, there are deep internal deficits that we must be 
accountable for (Carlos, Principal, Fabricio Bombardi, 2015).  
 
 This style of work, which is extremely focused on the execution of technical 
tasks, has brought some conflicts to the principal with guardians and teachers in the 
school. It has meant a cultural shift away from being a very open institution with little 
interest in administrative aspects. For the principal, these are vital in orienting pedagogy, 
but for the teachers it seems like more deskwork, making the institution a less friendly 
place for families. For example, as a policy, this principal has established that all of his 
meetings be coordinated via email, something that not all of the guardians can manage 
and that is not very common even among the teachers in this school.  
 On the other hand, Karen, the previous principal who now occupies a different 
role in the school, continues to view her work in direct relation with the students and 
more removed from administrative issues. In fact, the interviews that I held with these 
professionals were in very different contexts. Carlos and I had a long conversation in his 
office, without anybody interrupting. Karen and I held the interview in a classroom, 
where children were coming and going, then continued talking in the schoolyard. During 
the whole interview, children came and asked her questions, and she responded to them 
while also taking care to answer my questions. For Karen, administrative work is 
secondary to being with the people and the youngsters in her school, who, according to 
her, need close, personalized attention. 
 The principal has had a difficult time compromising with the other teachers in 
the completion of more technical tasks, and sometimes he has even spoken pejoratively 
of the teachers in the school, as if they were lazy and do not want to do their jobs. 
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However, he sees great value in Karen as someone who is committed to her job, albeit in 
a different manner than how he understands his own.  
If you look at Karen, she is dedicated. I am mentally dedicated, I put my whole 
head into this, but she is dedicated in her heart, she puts her life into it. Karen 
puts her whole self, her life into this. I believe that while I insist on this [the 
technical administrative issues] they have started understanding more, I don't 
know about following, but at least understanding more. But at the beginning, this 
all may as well have been in Chinese, all confusing and making no sense to them 
(Carlos, Principal, Fabricio Bombardi, 2015). 
 
 The guardians seem to feel that the new principal brings a different style of work 
to what they have traditionally related with their school, however they tend to value 
what this principal has done and how he has concerned himself with making the school 
more organized, and they know that has been his emphasis.  
First we received him [the principal] very cautiously, because we had had 
experiences with dishonest and lazy principals. But Mr. Carlos, he is a 
psychologist, he has shown that he wants to do things well, because he started 
from scratch, because another principal would have said let’s go without thinking 
properly what to do, but not him. He realized that programs were lacking, the 
PEI [administrative document] that they [teachers] said, there are many programs 
that the school doesn't have, so he started practically from zero, he has had to 
organize a school, he had to raise a school practically from the dust. (Daniela, 
Fabricio Bombardi, 2015). 
 
 Despite the progress that the guardians have seen in this school, the relationship 
of the principal with the administration has been an uncertain one. The principal feels 
that the school has benefited from the least support and fewest resources from the 
administration, even though they see that Carla can be a better administrator than 
another municipal one. The problem that the principal sees is that Carla cannot give the 
school the attention it deserves, because, on one hand, there are many critical situations 
to deal with at Holy Day, and on the other, she seems to have a greater preference for 
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Sergeant Mandelaria as an ideal school. In this sense, Fabricio Bombardi is the typical 
middle child, and by being in the middle, it feels lonely.   
I'm not even talking about financial resources, I'm talking about human 
resources, zero, zero, and of course this creates tensions, because of course, other 
than our schools, than our sister schools, they have two supervisors in the yard, 
and they tell me, “but what’s going on boss?, they have us here, with no 
supervisors in the yard.” As the most organized and structured school, we have 
fewer conflicts in the yard, because we know what to do and when to do it, and 
so we have been the least favored in how they distribute resources (Carlos, 
Principal, Fabricio Bombardi, 2015). 
 
 Despite these insufficient resources, the principal has concerned himself with 
making sure that the school institutionalizes basic processes, establishing a mission and 
a shared vision, where they have been able to define what they understand as an 
institutional goal based on the ideal of comprehensive quality. This is understood as 
good treatment of the school's professionals toward students and guardians. For the 
principal, this mission is ideal not only because of the culture that the school has 
traditionally had, but it also seems to be a practical and feasible objective to settle on.  
This school's mission is quality understood as good treatment, and why? (...) 
because it is economical, and good quality is very complex, that means that from 
the moment that the children are brought to lunch, there has to be a moment of 
quality, so our teachers have to take care of these children the way they take care 
of their own, and we choose good treatment because it is also affordable. Good 
treatment is complex, but you don't need to buy a soccer field or guitars, like you 
would have to if you define it as an artistic school [like Sergeant Mandelaria] 
(Carlos, Principal, Fabricio Bombardi, 2015).  
 
 The guardians understand this idea of quality as "good treatment”, but it doesn't 
seem to be an idea that they have as clearly conceptualized as the principal has. In fact, it 
seems that many guardians hope that beyond just good treatment, the children in this 
school can learn content and especially develop values and abilities that allow them to 
take care of the environment and find a place of work.  
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By quality, I understand that they teach the children their material well, of 
course, because they teach, for example, human rights, that they teach the 
environmental part, the ecological, it is important in these times. And that they 
give the children tools for the future, because many don't finish their middle 
education and then they stay with the primary, and from primary they have to 
know something, and for me that would be the ideal of a primary school, that the 
child has tools to defend themselves in the future (Juana, Fabricio Bombardi, 
2015). 
 
 The administration feels that this principal has been capable in organizing his 
school, but they would like for him to be more open to the community – to be a leader of 
the school and not just an administrator. For example, they compare Carlos to Amaro, 
and they see that the latter participates in “holydays”, dresses in traditional Chilean 
outfits for national holidays, and also does administrative work, while Carlos seems very 
focused on administrating, without leading and mingling with his community. Or at least 
he is not doing these things like Amaro does.  
 In spite of these tensions between the administration and the principal of Fabricio 
Bombardi, in general this school seemed to overcome the reopening, creating a certain 
connection with the guardians by rescuing the ideal vision that they had for their school 
and adding technical administrative aspects that the guardians recently began to see as 
relevant. This is a contrast to the situation at Holy Day, described by administrators as a 
critical school, with permanent and systematic tensions among those in the 
administration, in addition to confusing leadership, which has been incapable of 
navigating all of the crises that have emerged in the school. This is the youngest child of 
Las Lilas, Holy Day, the survivor.  
Holy Day, the Youngest who Survives 
 Holy Day is a school that has been in constant conflict with the administration 
since before the reopening. Manuela, who led the guardians in the community, has felt 
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that Carla has done an awful job as administrator and that she places her political 
interests over the educational ones. At the time of the reopening, Salamandra was 
designated as principal. She had participated actively during the resistance, but she had 
traditionally been a UTP at this school. Much like at Fabricio Bombardi, she could not 
lead the school and was not treated by the teachers as legitimate in her role. On the other 
hand, her appointment created a new rift with Manuela, who had expected that a 
different teacher would assume this role.  
 In 2015, Amelia was selected as the new principal. This was the first time in her 
career that she had taken on this role, having been UTP in another school, and still she 
did not seem to be the person driving the school. One particularly serious issue in this 
school is that the building also houses Carla's administrative offices, so the person who 
is formally the boss (and mother) of these three schools is also located in this institution, 
which has generated confusion with respect to roles and serious tensions in the 
everyday. The principal explains this problem with the metaphor of "the two dueñas de 
casa75."  The fact is her role is confused with Carla's, who is always present, so it is not 
clear who is the head figure at her school.  
Thus, it is as if there are suddenly two dueñas de casa in one house (...) It is a bit 
complicated, but we have become accustomed so as not to interfere with each 
other's work. Nevertheless, when I believe that we are accustomed, suddenly 
they [the administration] call us from the third floor [where the administration is 
located] and they don't actually know what is going on in the classrooms, but 
they call us, because they saw something, and then we have to go, regardless of 
what we are doing (Amelia, Principal, Holy Day, 2015). 
 																																																								
75 In Chile, dueña de casa can be understood as the mother of the house, or the woman who assumes this 
role: the control and management of the house, making sure that her house is organized and there is food, 
taking care of the children and doing the housecleaning. This is obviously a rather sexist figure in today's 
society, but it has persisted as a metaphor throughout time. Nowadays, the dueña de casa can be 
understood as a woman who also works outside the home, but she is still the mother or the woman who 
takes charge in the home.   
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 The psycho-social team in Carla's administration is also located in this school, 
and they also feel that the fact that they share a building has generated a great deal of 
confusion regarding roles and several conflicts, which may have been avoided if they 
were not there.   
It's horrible, because if I was in a separate office I would not be an issue for 
them, but it's not just me, the fact that we have to pass through this hallway and 
this stairway, and we just see two children grabbing each other, getting into a 
fight, obviously Carla is going to put herself in the middle [to resolve the 
conflict], just like any person is going to put themselves in the middle of a fight 
between two kids, but you realize that nobody else caught on. So, we realize that 
actually they are not doing what they suppose to be doing [that none of the staff 
at the school worries about resolving the conflict]. (Jorge, Psycho-social 
Coordinator, 2015). 
 In this confusing context where there is no total clarity of who is the dueña de 
casa when it comes to decisions that affect the school, the guardians tend to lay 
responsibility on Carla, the administrator, since it is her who seems to make the 
decisions that affect daily life in the school and they do not perceive any power in the 
principal's decisions. The conflict with Carla has led several guardians to stop 
participating in activities as they did before. Some have even removed their children 
from the school.  
I only let my son continue in this school because I promised him, because I told 
him that I would let him go until his final year, I have to endure it. We were 
extremely participatory moms, I came and did everything, but since that woman 
[Carla] came, you can't do anything, because she directs, she directs the students, 
she directs the teachers, I don't understand, there is supposed to be the role of 
principal, she is supposed to make the decisions for the students, but she doesn't 
have authority here, because the one who is in charge is the administrator (Marta, 
Holy Day, 2015). 
 
 An event that definitively broke relations between Carla and the guardians was 
when the school suddenly began remodeling – knocking down walls and creating 
offices. Holy Day is a three-story school. The second floor was remodeled to build these 
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offices, meaning that the children on the third floor, who had previously used the 
bathroom on the second, could no longer use that space and would have to go to the 
bathroom on the first floor. So that these offices had their own entrance, they built a 
metal staircase outside of the school, which covered a mural painted by the children 
during the reopening.  
 The guardians did not have information with respect to who was carrying out 
these renovations nor why. After a few months, they found out that these would be 
offices for the new educational administration team for all of the Las Lilas schools, 
which greatly bothered parents and guardians because they were not informed and 
because it meant that adults they did not know would be sharing space with their 
children. Besides the fact that their young children (between 8 and 10 years) would have 
to go from the third to the first floor to use the bathroom, it seemed dangerous and 
shocking. Many guardians suspected that these structural changes were agreed to in an 
illegal manner.  
There are many things that are bad [in the school], a lot of arreglines76 on the 
part of the school administration, and we all see it very clearly and we know 
where it comes from. I went to the city council where they talked on the topic of 
money, because this, that they did here, in an educational establishment, is 
illegal, there cannot be offices in an educational establishment, there cannot. 
Secondly, the children being on the third floor, the children have to have a 
bathroom because the children cannot go downstairs, cross the floor, and get to 
the bathroom, because the bathroom was passed on to those who are now going 
to occupy these new offices. I understand that they did not even get permission 
from public works to do this [the construction], and it is already done, it cannot 
be undone, and they are already installed (Solange, Holy Day, 2015) 
 
 The principal of the school simply does not understand who made the decision to 
make these renovations, which meant losing valuable space in the school. According to 																																																								
76 An "arreglin" is an agreement between people that tends to be secret and often illegal, where those 
involved take advantage of their political, labor, or economic positions.  
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her, Carla was informed at the last minute about these remodels, and they were a violent 
intervention that everyone, including teachers and guardians at the school, were exposed 
to.  
We have few students and we could have assigned those rooms for other things, 
but now we have lost those rooms, we have lost them definitively, I believe, 
maybe not. It was then a little violent for the teachers in the beginning, but it was 
all so fast that there was not even a moment to react, so one Friday they advised 
Señora Carla that there were going to get to work and that was that, and we all 
stayed as if marking busy... busy [Chilean telephone metaphor, when someone 
calls and there is a sound indicating that the line is busy and no one answers] 
(Amalia, Principal, Holy Day, 2015) 
 
 Jorge, coordinator of the psycho-social team, understands the guardians' 
frustration and recognizes that they have found themselves in a critical situation. He 
thinks that the remodeled space should have belonged to the school. He assures that 
Carla had no responsibility for these renovations, but as the guardians see her as an 
important authority, they blame her for everything negative that occurs in the schools, 
especially for these kinds of serious situations.  
I vote for that space to be for the school, I imagine a tremendous space for the 
PIE, a meeting room for the teachers, it would be for the school, or well … the 
truth is that Carla didn't have anything to do with it, but they always blame her, 
that she decides everything, but that is not the case, she is not omnipotent (Jorge, 
Psycho-Social Coordinator, 2015). 
 
 These kinds of situations are not isolated events. Rather, they reflect the type of 
critical situation that exists between the school's administration and the guardians. The 
majority of the guardians have felt cheated by an administration that has not fulfilled its 
promises, and they are especially bothered by the fact that the integration workshops for 
children with special educational needs were never implemented. This is an issue that 
many guardians link directly with the idea of a quality school.   
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They said many things that they have not accomplished here. That there was 
going to be a better quality of education in the sense that there was going to be 
integration, and that was very delayed or doesn't work well, my daughter goes to 
the integration project and here they don't have it, you can't imagine how much 
she has regressed because they lied to us (Andrea, Holy Day, 2015). 
 
 Another promise that they heard was that the teachers would have the resources 
and support to carry out their jobs, but they see that the opposite has happened, and this 
has had a negative impact on the children's education. They are very delayed in 
comparison to others, and in the past, this was an “excellent school”77 in the 
neighborhood. This decrease in the level of education is quite frustrating for the parents.  
The first year children (...) they still don't know how to read and they are going 
to pass to the second year. I talked about this in the meeting with the teacher, the 
moms help a great deal in her classes, but they have problems because they 
haven't given her support. A student who is studying comes one month and then 
doesn't come back, la tia doesn't know what to say, she is a good teacher, but she 
doesn't have support (...) In language the teacher don’t even make students read, 
they were reading the same book for three months and it was awful. They are not 
getting an education that matches up. The children in other schools have a 
guideline with the books that they are going to read during the year. Here they 
don't have a guideline for anything. (Carmen, Holy Day, 2015).  
 
 As they see that there is some progress in the other two schools, they suspect that 
the resources are being distributed unequally, a suspicion supported by neighborhood 
rumors. They feel that there is a prejudice against Holy Day in favor of benefiting its 
sister schools, especially Sargent Mandelaria.  
Because, for example, here in the school there was so many guitars and new 
things, and now there aren't here, they took them to another school (...) They 
came to the school, then they did an inventory and there are things that the 
children are supposed to be able to enjoy them, but someone took those things 
away, probably to the other school (Andrea, Holy Day, 2015).  
 
 This environment of distrust complements a general perception of a lack of 
transparency in the decisions that Carla's administration makes, where the principal of 																																																								
77 An “excellent school” is not an opinion, it is a classification that public school can achieve and usually 
use to attract new students.  
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Holy Day has no power. More and more guardians prefer to follow rumors and have less 
confidence in the administration. As Marta, a mother from this school, says, "There is 
no transparency with what they do at the school, academic, educational, economic, 
nothing." (Marta, Holy Day, 2015). 
 In general, the guardians feel that this is no longer an institution of quality, in 
contrast to Sargent Mandelaria, where the guardians understand that it is not the same 
school as before, but they value it. At Fabricio Bombardi, there is a view that the school 
finds itself on a path toward quality, even though it is not there yet. At Holy Day, they 
simply feel that their school is not of high quality, and it is a long way off from what it 
was before, which they characterize by excellent, personalized, and disciplined 
education.  
At this time this is not a quality school. I think that for me quality is not so much, 
that there is confidence that you can count on things, that if you don't know 
something the teacher has the patience to teach the children, that things are more 
personalized. Maybe I am asking a lot, I don't know, but I think that's what's 
missing, and cracking down more, more clarity for discipline control (Andrea, 
Holy Day, 2015).  
 
 The guardians blame Carla for the decline of Holy Day. For them, she has shown 
a preference for the other schools, she has not been capable of properly distributing 
resources, she is seen as a person of authority, and for some she is dishonest, and they 
suspect that she has acted on the edge of the law and caused the school's insecurity. Holy 
Day has been the most damaged sister of the three bastards schools, and is also the one 
whose guardian leaders have been in direct conflict with Carla's administration. 
Manuela, who led the resistance, has even come to say that the school was much better 
under Gotti's administration than Carla's. 
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 In fact, once the schools ceased to be under Carla's administration, Holy Day was 
one of the few schools whose guardians gave an official welcome to the new 
administrator, while representatives from Sargent Mandelaria concerned themselves 
with a farewell homage to Carla and all the support she gave them.  
Summary of this Analysis in Consideration with my Research Questions 
 My multi-sited case study is directly connected with my research questions. My 
first research question relates to how policies have been designed and implemented; 
therefore I have chosen to focus on the next two questions of my research. I will begin 
with my second question: What does the right to education mean to a group of poor 
Chilean parents who, in 2014, successfully resisted school closings in their community? 
During the process of resistance, the parents in my research did not directly address the 
Constitution, but almost all of them shared the idea that public education is a 
fundamental human right that must be respected and that is not limited to access to an 
educational institution. Furthermore, guardians noted that the right to education ought to 
involve equality in the quality of education nationwide and providing sufficient 
resources to operate.  
 The conceptualization of the right to education promoted by many members of 
this community can be identified as Tomasevski’s “4 As scheme” (2004): availability 
(having access to schools with good teachers and appropriate facilities), accessibility (no 
economic barriers to access), acceptability (respect for the social and cultural heritage of 
the community), and adaptability (response to the community’s social needs). The 
school closing process in this community infringed on the indicator of accessibility in 
the sense that it generated new economic barriers for parents to find an education for 
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their children. The closing also infringed on the indicator of availability because 
children were forced to be educated by bad teachers, with whom they had very negative 
relationships. This is an important point because one of the aspects that has been 
questioned about the human right to education is the identification of this right with 
access to formal education, which in some cases might actually undermine the 
realization of this right (McCowan, 2010).  
 During the process of reopening there was a difference among the parents of the 
three schools. In Holy Day, the central point of contention was in regards to the 
conditions under which these schools are required to guarantee this right to highly 
troublesome students. In the other two schools, especially in Sargent Mandelaria, even 
though they dealt with challenging students and situations, they did not believe that the 
right to education should be conditional on the characteristics of the students, but that it 
is the responsibility of the institutions to create the appropriate conditions to received 
them. 
 The varying perspectives on the inclusion of children who are difficult to educate 
implies a disagreement about who should have access to public education and what 
capacities are needed for the schools to be truly inclusive. It is not enough to have a 
discourse on inclusion and open the doors of the schools to new children. There must be 
able personnel available to help work with these children, who require a greater effort 
and professional abilities. From the perspective of the right to education as a human 
right, the State is responsible for supplying its scholarly institutions with sufficient 
resources to be truly inclusive.  
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 The differences among these three schools’ interpretations of the right to 
education in regards to inclusivity can be attributed to the previous history and prestige 
of these institutions and how selective they were in the past. Holy Day has been 
traditionally identified as a successful and disciplined school. The enrollment of new, 
undisciplined students challenges this image, and, even worse, transforms the imaginary 
that parents had of their own school as a safe and exemplary place into an unsafe and 
poor quality environment. It seems to me that the neoliberal project and its values made 
sense for many parents of this community prior to the closing. Holy Day was a selective 
school with the highest results in the community on the SIMCE, and even though 
parents criticized the logic of the SIMCE when the school was closed, it did not seem to 
be a problem for them when the school was open and receiving positive results.  
 Given that these parents were directly affected by the unjust closing of these 
schools, they were more open to creating links and relationships with other schools 
facing similar circumstances. This helped to develop a sense of community that was 
crucial to protecting the right to education for their children, but not necessarily for the 
whole community. After the reopening, the parents saw that the school was not only 
reopened for their children, but for other, more challenging children as well. This 
changed their view of the reopening process as well as their interpretation of what 
constitutes the right to education. They began to view it as a much more exclusive right 
for their own children, particularly when the relationship between Manuela and Carla 
fell apart. The situation reached a critical point with the infrastructural transformations 
to the school were carried out without their consent.  
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 Fourteen years of neoliberal policies and a very poor relationship with the 
administration cannot change the values of a school community, even when they have 
fought together in the past for a collective purpose. One of the ideals of the current 
Chilean educational reform is to create a cultural change, to promote a more 
collaborative environment among schools and developing a more comprehensive 
education. Based on my multi-sited case study, and, in particular, on the failure to 
promote these values within these particular schools, I think that this reform may create 
a great deal of frustration if it is not supported by sufficient resources, especially in 
marginalized communities where part of the population believes in the prerogatives of a 
neoliberal discourse and feels that the only path of success is competition and survival in 
a risky society. Real collaboration in this scenario is a challenge for the school and their 
communities, and if the voucher system or the Simce are not modified, this cultural 
change will be more difficult to make a reality.  
 The case of Holy Day is very different from the case of Sargent Mandelaria, 
which has never identified itself as a selective, prestigious school. It has always been 
open to the community; therefore, when it was reopened, it was not a big surprise for the 
community to receive new students despite the fact that they faced many challenges in 
educating them. They also had a lot of support from the current administration, which 
shared their view about promoting a more comprehensive and artistic education.  
 In regards to the right to education, my multi-sited case study helps to understand 
that are elements that are not covered by the idea of school access, nor do I perceive 
them in Tomasevski 4’As’ scheme. One of these elements is the relationship that schools 
form with meso-level institutions. It is not only about having sufficient resources – 
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which, in my research, Holy Day School felt that they never received – but also how 
schools can create a relationship of trust and feel the support of this crucial educational 
actor, the administrator.  
 The relationship between the schools and the administration impacted the views 
that these parents held about the new children. In the case of Sergeant Mandelaria, even 
though they enrolled similar students to Holy Day, and they also experienced critical 
situations, they understood these events from a different standpoint, mostly because they 
always felt that they had the support of Carla, the administrator. In this sense, my 
research highlights that the right to education should be framed considering Tomasevski 
4 As’ scheme, adding a procedural element which is the relationship of schools with a 
meso-level institution, which is a key institution to protect and guarantee the right to 
education. 
 I will next address my third research question: What should be the role and 
influence of parents in the design and implementation of educational policies in their 
community? It is common to think that parents should have a role in the education of 
their children; this is not new and I believe that there is a general consensus that parents 
factor significantly into the education of their children. The idea that parents should have 
a role in the educational policies that affect their community is quite different from their 
responsibility in the education of their own children.  
 In my research parents had different roles and were influential at different 
moments in the development and implementation of educational policies that affected 
their children. First, clearly they were the key actors in reopening the schools. Teachers 
and principals could not occupy that role because they were contracted by the 
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municipality – if they explicitly resisted they could lose their jobs forever, instead of just 
being relocated to a new school during the closure. So, it was up to the parents to reopen 
the schools. This was a political effect of their social organization, and it evidently 
affected their local policies; they accomplished their goal to reopen the schools that are 
embedded in their communities.  
 Parents also had a significant role in the design of the educational project that 
was written for their schools during the reopening process. Thanks to their involvement 
with the schools, the project that they wrote explicitly stated that public education must 
consider the “Social Participation and [be] committed to the whishes of the community 
and the territory” (Plan Reapertura, 2014, p.1). The new reforms that aim to 
demunicipalize the administrations of public schools also promote a more democratic 
and direct involvement of the local communities. This multi-sited case study is an 
interesting example of how this connection can be developed, especially taking into 
consideration the networking process that these mothers accomplished with various 
social and political agents (La Mesa). 
 During the reopening process, the role of the parents changed from being a 
collective unifying group fighting for the same goal to being the parents of the reopened 
schools. Parents have different expectations and imaginaries of what the school should 
be, and this had repercussions in the implementation of the new educational project. In 
the case of Holy Day, the opposition of parents to Carla’s administration and the 
principal that she chose for the school lead this project to failure. It was evident that 
parents had a very different view of what these schools should look like, and even 
though Carla’s administration was aware of the written opening project, parents of Holy 
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Day understood this project from a very different point of view. In the case of Sergeant 
Mandelaria there were a similar understanding between Carla’s administration and the 
parents, and even though they faced similar challenges to Holy Day, they were able to 
grow together and implement more elements of the educational project, mostly because 
they shared an image and dream of public education.  
 Based on these cases, local administrators must not only manage educational 
resources effectively, but they must also be able to negotiate the educational project and 
ideal of education that they have with their community, keeping communications 
transparent. Otherwise, misunderstandings can quickly become in irresolvable conflicts.  
 In summary, parents were politically influential in reopening the schools, and 
they played a direct role in the design of the reopening project for these three schools, 
meaning that they were also influential in the design of the local policies. Additionally, 
they were influential in the policies of the schools when they were reopened. This 
amounts to three roles: a) influencing local policies, b) contributing to the design of 
educational policies that affect them, and c) supporting the implementation of 
educational policies in order for them to succeed. Based on in this multi-sited case study, 
parents are active members who have a significant role in influencing local policies. 
They shape the educational project, and if they are not properly involved in the decision-
making process of the local administration, the whole project might fail.  
Concluding Remarks: Re-framing the Human Right to Education in Chile   
  Las Lilas is a marginalized community, like others in Chile, and the way in 
which education is administrated in this sector does not only reflect the negligence and 
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ineffectiveness of a mayor, but also shows how the human right to education is not 
guaranteed in poor sectors of Chile.  
 The schools of my multi-sited case study were developed thanks to the 
community, to the neighborhoods that needed an education for their children. The State 
joined this community effort very late. Instead of the State promoting public education 
for its population, it was the population of Las Lilas that demanded its own education 
from the State. Then, the State abandoned this community’s education to the 
municipality, a national reform that basically left education under the purview of private 
enterprise. As I explained in my second chapter about the Chilean neoliberal experiment, 
municipalities did not want or know how to administrate public education. This is an 
extreme case of how bad this administration can be, but it is certainly not unique to this 
community.  
 The closing of these schools had terrible consequences for guardians and 
students that can be divided into three levels: a) A personal, psychological level for the 
guardians, who became sick and depressed, feeling powerless and frustrated. b) A 
psychological and academic level for the children. They became victims of 
discrimination, stigmatization, and physical violence on the part of other children and 
teachers in the schools where they had to relocate. When this did not occur, depressive 
symptoms have surfaced all the same, in some cases quite severe. c) A community level. 
The schools are intimately linked to the settlement's identity and their closures have 
damaged this intricately woven social structure.  
 When the mayor closed Sargent Mandelaria, Fabricio Bombardi, and Holy Day, 
the State did not interfere or act in any way. The community then engaged with the 
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defense of these schools, and the State was forced to interpose itself between the 
community and the municipality, its action clumsy. The administrative figure chosen to 
reopen these schools was not up to the community’s expectations, and when problems 
started to arise, instead of supporting the administration of these schools, the State again 
choose to give over administration to the same municipality that had decided to close 
them. As a father that has abandoned his child, these schools are bastard-huachas from 
the State, and it is thanks to relentless mothers that they have survived.  
 As with the huachos of Chile, the mothers are the one who are taking care of 
these abandoned children, first against the municipality, then fighting for recognition 
from the Sate, and finally some them started to fight against their “stepmother”. The 
figure of the huacho is an appropriate metaphor for these schools because it reminds us 
of the complex Latin-American identity, in particular what constitutes being Chilean: to 
live in that constant fight for recognition of our European past, the colonizer, who raped 
our mothers and abandoned us. These schools have no father, no State to support them, 
and they have to fight not only for survival but to discover their own identity – who they 
are. Sargent Mandelaria has been able to gather enough strength to recreate itself while 
Holy Day is in a constant state of crisis, and Fabricio Bombardi, as many middle 
children, goes almost unnoticed.  
 As I have described in my second chapter, the SIMCE is a national policy to 
describe what constitutes educational quality. These schools’ fight for legitimacy is also 
a resistance against this standardized test. In general, the schools reject the SIMCE and 
they have developed alternative views about educational quality. Sargent Mandelaria 
seems to be the most advanced in this regard, creating an idea of artistic education, 
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while Fabricio Bombardi seeks to develop integral and caring education, and finally 
Holy Day, which, as in many other aspects, seems lost and just fighting for survival, 
rejects the SIMCE but has not been able to provide an alternative discourse about 
quality.  
 In light of this multi-sited case study, the demunicipalization law that creates a 
separate administrative entity for public education seems to be an essential initiative, as 
this law establishes that decisions cannot be made unilaterally by any local authority. I 
am not arguing that schools should remain open regardless of their circumstances, but if 
a closure is necessary, clear criteria must be established to support those kinds of critical 
decisions. Also, new procedures of school closings should be developed, and they 
should actively involve affected members of the community. 
 The cases that I have investigated also differ from other experiences with school 
closings in the way that the guardians organized to avoid the definitive closing of their 
schools, and in the success that they had in reopening their schools. Successful 
resistances to school closings are not common. In rural areas of Chile where many 
school have been closed, resistances has not even occurred (Nuñez, Solís & Soto, 2013). 
In urban cities of the United States, resistances to school closings have not been very 
successful (Lipman, 2011), thus it is important to reflect about what makes these cases 
different from what seems to be the norm. A crucial element was the constant 
networking among these three schools, where the support of María, leader of APADE 
had a significant role. It seems that she occupied what the literature of school 
networking named as the role of external facilitator knowing how the network operated 
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and monitored the political context in which the resistance took place (Hadfield & 
Chapman, 2009).  
 The current government in Chile has developed an educational reform in which 
school-based networking is central. For me, this multi-sited case study is illuminating, 
not only to understand how resistance can be enacted by networking, but also to 
highlight the value of networking in and of itself, especially the importance that 
members of the network actively collaborate to accomplish a shared and valued purpose. 
In this case, the purpose was profoundly significant to the participants, and I think that if 
the goal is to promote networking, two crucial ideas can be taken from this case study: 
the need for an external facilitator who can read the political and general educational 
climate to support the network but that also knows very well the internal functioning of 
the net.  
 The resistance and reopening process of these schools is also significant in that it 
reflects other aspects of the educational reform proposed by Bachelet's government. For 
example, the idea of inclusion has been one of the key concepts for promoting this 
reform; recently a law has been approved regarding scholarly inclusion in Chile. 
Inclusion is a laudable value and I believe that it should be defended by any government. 
The problem is when this discourse does not contain sufficient resources to become 
reality. True inclusion requires personnel who are sufficiently qualified to fairly support 
the inclusion of students who have traditionally been excluded. If the objective goes 
beyond simply opening the doors of the school to all children, and it is truly expected 
that they learn in our public schools, resources must be allocated to enable existing 
personnel and/or hire people who are already able to create more inclusive educational 
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environments. The cost of a poorly financed and managed reform can be worsening the 
system's conditions even further, and, in this case, damaging the valuable idea of 
inclusion, not because inclusion is a negative thing in and of itself, but because it has not 
been provided with the resources to become a reality. This deception can be highly 
destructive, as happened in the case of Holy Day, where the guardians would now prefer 
to have a much more exclusive school than they do, and perhaps more than it was before 
the closure.  
 The multi-sited case study that I have conducted can be situated among those in 
social inquiry that seek giving voice to marginalized groups (Ragin & Amoroso, 2011), 
because of the characteristic of the community with which I worked. Nevertheless, I 
have actually learned, thanks to my research, that these marginalized communities have 
their own voice and they do not need for researchers to take their voice to policy makers 
or to academia. I would say the opposite: we as researchers need their voices to better 
understand the complexities of social phenomena and to reflect on what should be our 
role in helping to promote changes in the society in which we live.  
 The people of my multi-sited case study were not very educated (in the formal 
sense of the term), but they have excellent skills to fight back against injustice, perhaps 
because they have been living in injustice and unjustifiable conditions for so long. There 
is a general idea in the Human Rights community that we should spread the knowledge 
of these rights to those who are not educated in human rights, however I wonder if the 
people of my multi-sited case study are better educated in human rights because they 
have been constantly denigrated. At least, I believe that they have found their own 
dignity by resisting the closing of their children’s schools. It is as if they, with that 
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event, have finally been able to say that enough is enough. I am not trying to imply that 
human rights education is not useful or that we should not promote it. On the contrary, I 
do believe that human rights education is essential for everyone, not only for poor 
people. The point I am trying to make is that maybe we need to increase our efforts to 
educate the people that are in positions of power and may violate human rights. Those 
are the people who need more urgent education. We, as social researchers, need to be 
highly educated in human rights because we are in the power position to see and 
contribute to helping to protect the human rights of those who, right now, are fighting 
for their own rights.   
 The parents of my multi-sited case study were very influential in the policy-
making process that affected their community as well as in the implementation of 
educational policies. Their role and influence were crucial to the successful resistance to 
the school closings, and also to the design of the educational project and the reopening 
of these three schools. After the schools were reopened, differences, tensions, and 
conflicts began to emerge, especially between the parents of Holy Day and the new 
administration. It seems that this administration had an ideal of public education based 
on artistic education that clashed with the ideal of these parents who preferred a more 
successful and exclusive school. Furthermore, a lack of coordination and changes to the 
school that parents were not informed of created a climate of distrust and disgust 
between the parents and the administration. In short, a local educational administration 
requires a healthy relationship with the guardians and parents of the schools that they are 
administrating. There must be transparency in the administration of resources and the 
negotiation of the educational project that is to be implemented.  The current educational 
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reform to be implemented in Chile has at its center the ideal of collaboration and 
inclusion. It is going to be a major challenge to achieve these ideals in a context that, for 
more than thirty years, has been dominated by neoliberal policies that have promoted the 
competition among schools and selective educational institutions. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS. REFRAMING THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION  
A general conclusion of my dissertation is that the right to education should not 
be reduced to school choice or school access because those understandings divert 
attention from a fundamental value of the right to education. Instead, the right to 
education should been defined based on one of its essential goals, which is the full 
development of the human personality and the strengthening of respect for human rights 
and fundamental freedoms.  
As I discussed in my first chapter, “A History of the Right to Education as a 
Human Right: Dignity as Political Struggle,” the idea that the right to education should 
not be reduced to school choice is stipulated by many scholars (Donoso, 2013; Ishay, 
2008; Latapí, 2009; Lee, 2013; McCowan, 2010; 2013; Tomasevski, 2000; 2001; 2004). 
It is less common to find authors that disagree with the idea that the right to education 
should not be reduced to school access, although it has been stipulated by some in the 
sense that school access should be a starting point for the right to education (McCowan, 
2013; Tomasevski, 2004).  
The contesting approaches to the idea of equating school choice with the right to 
education share a critical view of market-oriented educational systems, which can 
produce or increase social segregation and racialization within countries, as Tomasevski 
(2000) has clearly stated, “The obviousness that segregated education generates 
fragmented societies raises the difficult question of how to reconcile the freedom of 
parents and communities to educate “their” boys and girls, with the need to educate all 
boys and girls together to create inclusive societies” (345). This point does not imply 
that parents should not have the opportunity to choose the education that they desire for 
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their children, but that this decision should be constrained by the principle of inclusion 
and diversity that the Universal Declaration mandates. 
School choice policies are central for market-oriented educational policies. In my 
second chapter, “Principles, Educational Policies, and the Contradictions of the Chilean 
Neoliberal Imaginary,” I discussed the values and ideals of an educational model based 
on the ideals of the free enterprise, which, from my perspective, promotes a neoliberal 
imaginary. In this chapter, I have shown how Hayek and Friedman used the idea of 
freedom to promote market-oriented educational systems. From my perspective, these 
authors have hijacked the value of freedom, reducing it to individual choice. Chile has 
been an experimental site of neoliberal policies, and it is one of the first countries that 
developed a voucher system to promote school choice. It privatized the public 
educational system through the municipalization policy and developed the SIMCE, a 
national standardized testing system. I have shown how these policies do not work as 
they promised, and I specifically describe three contradictions of this market-oriented 
educational model: a) The market policy is based on efficiency, but it gets poor results; 
(b) Standardized tests for accountability as a quality parameter reproduce inequality; and 
(c) This model promotes parent’s School Choice when actually parents are being chosen 
by the system. All of these arguments support the idea that the right to education should 
not be reduced to an idea of school choice.  
The idea that the right to education should not be reduced to school access is 
mainly supported by my empirical multi-sited case study. The poor community of Las 
Lilas is an extreme example of how it is wrong to equate right to education to access to 
education. Even though these parents – and not the Chilean state – were able to organize 
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themselves to construct the schools that I have studied, when the state assumed the 
administration of these schools, they did not fulfill their duty to uphold the right to 
education due to a poor and vicious administration which was directly connected with 
the municipalization educational policy imposed during Pinochet’s dictatorship. As 
Carlos, one of the principals of these schools metaphorically explained, “The 
neoliberalism of the dictatorship created a graveyard and those who have lived in this 
graveyard and have lived [administrating and working in this system] since 1981 on 
haven't stopped digging graves.” The schools of my research have been huachas for a 
long time, long before being closed by the mayor. These closings were just a reminder 
of how lonely they are, and how much they need the support from their neighbors to 
survive, given that the State has not recognized them as its main responsibility.  
Despite this national negligence and the unfortunate local administration, these 
schools were able to grow, thanks to the support of the community, until they were 
closed. This is another argument that supports the assertion of how misleading it can be 
to claim that the right to education is equivalent to school access. Parents were given the 
opportunity to enroll their children in other schools (though this was not the case for all), 
so it could be argued that their right to education was not violated because their children 
still had the option to attend another school. But, from the living experiences of the 
participants of my research, having access to another school did not promote the full 
development of their children. On the contrary, it harmed them deeply and the whole 
school closing process denigrated them as parents, and also denigrated their children. 
The key to all human rights is to protect and promote the equal moral dignity of all 
human beings. When this prerogative is being infringed upon, as it was by the closing of 
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these community schools, having access to an alternative that is not desired by the 
parents cannot guarantee their right to education, even if they have access to another 
school.  
Rights are not simply legal documents, but rather, they have a cultural function, 
which allows us to position ourselves politically in our society. Human rights are a 
particular, and I would say special, kind of rights, in which we can recognize our own 
humanity despite our different cultural settings, but they should be analyzed in 
consideration of their context. The responses developed by Dhillon (2007) to the Asian 
Challenge to human rights helps to explain that human rights are a productive 
framework that helps us to read and act on specific situations in a dialectical manner, in 
full consideration of the context where they are being analyzed, with the ultimate goal of 
promoting the dignity of all human beings.   
Considering this cultural function of human rights, my multi-sited case study 
revealed a critically different agent driving resistance practices against neoliberal 
education models. These agents are the mothers of the las huachas schools, neglected 
and abandoned by the State and local municipalities across Chile. The mothers from 
these schools commented on how protecting their children's rights helped them realize 
that they were worthy of respect, that they could defend themselves and their children 
when faced with any authority. They transformed themselves in the protectors of their 
children right and through that process they recognized their own dignity as human 
beings. Usually neo-Marxist scholars, writing about education and change, have 
conceptualized resistance using the prominent figure of male working class youth and 
their fathers. Thanks to these mothers resistance can be conceptualized as taking care of 
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those who have been abandoned, taking care of those who are closer to us, that need us, 
our young little children, instead of fighting against a theoretical evil. Resisting is to 
recognize our own dignity, as women and mothers, to recognize our deep strong female 
side. 
Beyond establishing that the right to education should not be framed as school 
access or school choice and that it must be reframed in consideration of its fundamental 
goal, and how resistance can be reconceptualize thanks to this multi-sited case study, I 
specifically addressed these three questions: First, generally, how has the right to 
education, stated explicitly in the Chilean Constitution, been interpreted as educational 
policies are being enacted? Second, what does this right mean to a group of poor Chilean 
parents who, in 2014, successfully resisted school closings in their community? Third, 
what is the role and influence that parents should have in the design and implementation 
of new educational policies in their community?  
 To respond to these questions I conducted a mixed-methods study (Greene, 
2007) based on two methodological approaches. First, a critical discourse analysis 
(Fairclough, 2001, 2003, 2005) of the right to education as it is elaborated in the Chilean 
constitution and, second, a multi-sited case study (Stake, 1995; 1998; 2005) of parent 
and community resistance to school closings. 
 In regards to my first question, “How has the right to education, stated explicitly 
in the Chilean constitution, been interpreted as educational policies are being enacted?” 
based on my critical discourse analysis I have explained how the Chilean Constitution 
has been fundamental to imposing the neoliberal Chilean experiment that I discussed in 
my second chapter. In this context, the right to education in the Chilean Constitution, by 
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the Ortuzar commission that drafted this right, has been interpreted as a duty of the 
parents and not as a fundamental role of the State, which contradicts fundamental values 
of the Universal Declaration.  
 For my second question, “What does the right to education mean to a group of 
poor Chilean parents who in 2014 successfully resisted school closings in their 
community?” based on my multi-sited case study, during the resistance process, there 
was a general agreement among the parents in my research that the school closings 
violated their children’s right to education. In general, in this community, the right to 
education ought to involve equality in the quality of education nationwide and have 
sufficient resources to operate. I identified the use of this right for this community with 
Tomasevski’s “4 As scheme” (2004): availability (having access to schools with good 
teachers and appropriate facilities), accessibility (no economic barriers to access), 
acceptability (respect for the social and cultural heritage of the community), and 
adaptability (response to the community’s social needs).  
 During the reopening process there were differences among the views that the 
parents of the three schools held regarding the meaning of this right. They had diverse 
perspectives about whether the right to education implies the inclusion of children who 
are difficult to educate, and if those difficulties should be the schools’ responsibility. 
One group of parents believed that the right to education implied that these schools 
should be inclusive, but that they required additional resources to educate these children. 
For others, especially in the case of Holy Day School, troubled children should be 
enrolled in specialized institutions and not in their school.   
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 In regards to my third research question, “What should be the role and influence 
of parents in the design and implementation of educational policies in their 
community?” from my critical discourse analysis, the role assigned to parents is to be 
responsible for their children's education, but this is reduced to their capacity to select 
the best place to educate them in the logic of the invisible hand of the market. Parents 
are consumers of a service, and their children act as an asset, and, just as with any other 
property, they must be enrolled in the best educational institution for future gains. 
 From my multi-sited case study, parents were politically influential in reopening 
the schools, they had a direct role in designing the reopening project of these three 
schools, and they were key actors in the success or failure of the implementation of new 
educational policies as educational projects in each of these schools. Based on this 
research, I believe parents should have these three roles in influencing the design and 
implementation of local policies: a) a role in the policy-making process, specifically 
about the provision of public education such as school closing or school openings, b) 
contributing to the design of educational policies/projects that affect them, and c) 
supporting the implementation of educational projects.  
 In my mixed methods research I have sought a deeper understanding of the right 
to education as a sociopolitical phenomenon, contrasting two perspectives about this 
right. This form of mixed method research can be positioned in the complementary 
paradigmatic stance for the purpose of initiation, meaning that my goal has been to find 
divergences, paradoxes, and contradictions between these two conceptions of what 
constitutes the right to education. There is an evident contrast between my critical 
discourse analysis and my multi-sited case study. The Ortúzar commission tried to 
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remove the role of communities in the design and implementation of local educational 
policies, restricting the role of parents to consumers of the educational service. 
According to these lawyers, parents are responsible for their children’s education, but, 
paradoxically, without influencing the policies that might affect them. Perhaps these 
lawyers were intending to create a law that would only benefit people like them, who, at 
that time, had the power and economic resources to actually choose an education for 
their children. As Pelso, one of the parents from Holy Day School mentioned, “The 
people who made the law are the people who have money and can put their children in 
any school they want.” The alarming fact of these particular laws is that these are the 
Constitutional laws, the moral guidance of a country. Nevertheless, as my multi-sited 
case study has shown, communities are alive, and they can resist unjust educational 
policies. They can organize themselves and make their voice heard to change a crucial 
political decision, then contribute to the design of an educational policy and support or 
challenge the implementation of that policy. 
 In regards to the meaning of the right to education, the contrast between 
the Ortúzar commission and the community of parents is not pristine. During the 
resistance process, there was an evident difference – the parents would not have agreed 
with the Ortúzar commission about the idea that the right to education is mainly their 
responsibility, as they clearly believe that their children’s right to education is a duty of 
the State, and as I mentioned before, they believe that the State should guarantee the 4 
A’s scheme developed by Tomasevski – availability, accessibility, acceptability, and 
adaptability. However, during the reopening process, dissonances among parents began 
to emerge, especially between Holy Day and the other two schools. Essentially, parents 
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from Holy Day grew to believe that their school should not been open for all kinds of 
students. This can be interpreted as a belief that public education should imply selection, 
which is contradictory with the criteria of accessibility and adaptability that a school 
should provide for the community. Specifically, parents of this school believed that 
troublesome students should study in specialized institutions, not in their school.  
 I was surprised to find this result in my research. I do not think that the parents of 
this school changed their minds about the meaning and scope of the right to education. I 
believe that they honestly thought, during the resistance process, that their children’s 
right to education was being violated because their school was closed. But I believe that 
when they were talking about the right to education, they might actually have been 
thinking about their freedom to choose. They chose that school for their children, and, as 
a consumer, they felt betrayed when the school was closed. Fourteen years of neoliberal 
policies have actually impacted how people feel and think about the right to education 
for their children, and they position themselves as consumers, just as the Ortúzar 
commission framed the right to education. If the educational service that they are 
receiving is not up to their standards, they feel that they have the right to complain and 
demand a quality  education, not as a public good for the community, but as a private 
good for their own children. it seems that they understand that a prestigious system may 
be an exclusive one.  
 It is true that Article 26 of the Universal Declaration states that parents have the 
right to choose their children’s education, but, as I discussed in my literature review of 
this right when I analyzed the Universal Declaration, Tomasevski (2004) argues that if 
school choice produces segregation, then the fundamental value of inclusion is being 
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violated, which implies that there is not an equal dignity for all, because some are being 
excluded. Discourses are not naïve words; they involve values that shape how people 
think about themselves. A neoliberal imaginary that was violently imposed still shapes 
how people think about their concrete living conditions and their future expectations. 
The parents of Holy Day want their children to succeed, even if this implies excluding 
some children from the school. When the same school was closed by the mayor, they 
felt that it was an injustice, but now they want to close that school to troublesome 
children. Freedom must prevail, but, from my perspective, the meaning of this freedom 
should be considered as it relates to the value of justice. 
 I believe that Carla’s administration was able to understand this challenging 
context, but was unable to come to an agreement with the parents or to prove its 
credibility and trustworthiness for that particular community. Based on this experience I 
think that the right to education should also be considered as it relates to the 
administrative processes of meso-level institutions with their schools, which is not 
exactly part of Tomasevski 4 As scheme. These organizations can be crucial for the 
successful implementation of local policies, but if they do not have appropriate 
resources and capable personnel, then they cannot guarantee that the schools fulfill their 
goals, affecting the full development of the students.  
 One of the declared goals of the educational reform led by the current 
government is to encourage public schools to be more inclusive and to collaborate with 
each other instead of competing. The case of Holy Day is also illustrative of the 
sociopolitical conditions and the challenges of these ambitious goals. A basic lesson is to 
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avoid situating meso-level administration institutions inside of one of the schools that 
they are administrating; in Holy Day’s case this was a disastrous decision.  
 A more complex sociopolitical condition of trying to transform the educational 
project of an institution is that the community already has values and goals that must be 
negotiated. Carla’s administration tried to implement an educational project with values 
that simply did not make sense and seemed to contradict the ideals of this community. In 
the years to come, the implementation of the reform is going to face similar challenges, 
but on a larger scale. Collaboration and inclusion are complex values by themselves, and 
it is even more challenging to try to promote these values in an educational system that, 
since the Constitution of 1980, has promoted competition and student selection. The 
challenge of this reform is, therefore, more cultural than technical. It will also require 
many economic and human resources. One of the problems of Carla’s administration 
was that parents perceived that resources were focused on Sergeant Mandelaria and not 
distributed equally among all three schools. As with Carla, the government has produced 
a lot of propaganda about how “new,” “inclusive,” and “collaborative” the educational 
system will be with and after the reform. If these claims are not supported by sufficient 
resources, frustrations will be great and the consequences detrimental, meaning that the 
schools that start to incorporate new students – more challenging students – may become 
even more exclusive rather than inclusive. Also, creating the conditions to produce real 
collaboration among schools will require a revision of the current voucher system that 
operates in the logic of competition as well as profound changes to the SIMCE. This 
evaluation system also makes sense in the market-oriented educational model that the 
reform is ostensibly attempting to change.  
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 From this research, I have learned the significance of social networks in the field 
of education. To a great degree, the resistance to the school closings was a result the 
connections of many different social actors focused on a similar purpose. I have been 
recently hired by a research center that has a main goal of analyzing school-based 
networks with a focus on promoting collaboration, innovation, and educational 
improvement. I have seen how significant an external facilitator can be for helping a 
school network to succeed. In my new position, I will be in charge of supporting school-
based networking, contributing to the formation of external facilitators, and analyzing 
how school-based networks function. This research has allowed me to develop a 
practical approach, a glimpse of how an external facilitator of a network can behave. 
School-based networking is a new educational organization for the Chilean context, and 
being close to this multi-sited case study gives me a highly valued field learning 
experience. In short, this research will have a direct impact on my future professional 
practices.  
 I have also been able to learn that ideals are not actual realities. This seems 
obvious, but from this research I have seen how my own perspective of the phenomena 
that I was studying was framing the results of my research. As I have declared in my 
methodological chapter, I consider my role as researcher to be that of a political agent. I 
have a critical stand against neoliberalism which allows me to have a point of view 
about the social phenomena that I have studied, but this strong political perspective can 
bias my understanding. A concrete example: in 2014 I was so excited about the parents’ 
resistance that I think that I was reluctant to see how many parents from Holy Day were 
framing their resistance from a different standpoint than the parents from the other 
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schools. I am sure that frustrations with the administration took this position to a more 
obvious end, but, thinking backwards, there were some elements in conversations held 
in 2014 that I simply did not consider. 
 Despite the fact that it was very time consuming to conduct a mixed-method 
research, which has involved analyzing many legal documents and then conducting an 
in-depth case study, I believe that it has really allowed me to have a better and deeper 
understanding of the right to education in the Chilean context. I have seen how the 
cultural functions of rights operate thanks to mixing my critical discourse analysis with 
my case study. If I had only conducted one of these methodologies and had not 
considered in detail the constitutional words or the lived experiences of the parents in 
my research, I think that I would not be able to actually understand how people interpret 
and assign meaning to their own human rights. In this regard, I have been able to 
comprehend how poor people can have insightful knowledge of their own human rights, 
even if they have never read the Universal Declaration, and also how they can encounter 
their own dignity by resisting unjust actions such as school closings. 
 One of the limitations of my mixed method research is that studying and 
applying two different methodologies makes it very difficult include all of the materials 
that might make each analysis by itself more robust. In the case of my critical discourse 
analysis, I did not include enough material from public news that is central to mediated 
and re-contextualized social discourses. For my multi-sited case study I support a lot of 
my analysis in the interviews that I conducted, but I was unable to include more 
observations of the field and of the actual practices that I observed. I believe that these 
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methodological weaknesses would have been overcome if I had focused on only one 
methodology.  
 My multi-sited case study considers diverse experiences from many different 
parents from each of the schools that are part of my study. Nevertheless, it was easier for 
me to interview more parents from Holy Day and Sergeant Mandelaria, mainly because I 
lost contact with parent leader from Fabricio Bombardi, despite that, I have included 
parents from this school as well. The scope of my research is also limited by the 
participants that I interviewed, and it is possible that the image that I am portraying from 
Fabricio Bombardi might have changed if I had been able to include more parents from 
this school. Also, in general, I interviewed parents who were active participants in the 
resistance process and who usually attended social events or were in the schools when I 
visited them after the reopening. I am missing the perspectives of a significant number 
of parents who were left out of my research. Including them might have changed my 
portrayal of each of these schools. Furthermore, even though I included many different 
participants in my research, I was unable to include people from the municipalities who 
might have provided a very different perspective about the school closing and reopening 
process.  
 During the realization of my multi-sited case study I was able to observe the 
significant role that women played in the resistance process and in the reopening project 
of the schools, but I was unable to deeply analyze this phenomenon. I believe that future 
research on school closings could consider gender as a central aspect of analysis. I have 
included some insight in this research about school-based networking, I believe that 
future research on resistance to school closings could be enriched by this theoretical 
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framework. Beyond understanding the right to education, future research could be 
focused only on better understanding how these networks operate and why they fail or 
succeed. In my critical discourse analysis, I have included materials from a document 
that, as far I have found in my research, no other author has reviewed: the history of the 
freedom of education. I believe that this document can continue to be explored in depth. 
Again, it would be interesting to better understand the networks among the people who 
wrote the right to education, and it might provide insight into the political influences that 
are behind these documents, which I suspect might still be active today.  
 The right to education is not a new theme in education. I do think that my 
research contributes to reframing how this right is usually understood in academia and in 
the Universal Declaration. Too many times, I have heard scholars talking about how 
successful a country is in providing quality education based on the number of schools 
that are operating, the options that parents have to choose a school, and the result in 
national or international standardized testing. I am proposing that these three elements 
can be actually detrimental to the values that sustain the idea of the human right to 
education. Based on my research the right to education should consider the 4 A’s 
scheme developed by Tomasevki, but, more precisely it should be reviewed based on 
how inclusive an educational system is, how diverse and non-standardized the provision 
of this education is, and if the relationship of meso-level institutions with the schools is 
actually supporting the realization of this right or is, on the contrary, not allowing 
students to achieve the dreams that they have for their own education.  
 Additionally, my research contributes to the general field of parent and 
community involvement in the education of their children. Again, many times this issue 
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is being analyzed from the perspective of parents supporting their children in learning 
particular subjects. My perspective differs from this one, as it is much more radical, in 
the sense that I believe that this instrumental involvement of parents is insufficient. 
Many parents have a lot to say about the education that they want for their children. 
They do not portray themselves only as consumers, and they do not think that they vote 
with their feet. They can support a resistance and work for a closed school to be 
reopened; they can influence the design of local policies and act as a fundamental factor 
in the success or failure of the implementation of these policies. It is not about the 
researcher giving them a voice – they have their own voice, and many of them can seek 
the spaces to be heard. The problem might be that some researchers and policy makers 
are just not willing to heard their voices.  
 Finally, this research provides a great deal of diverse and humble insight for the 
current development of national policies. Chile is now in the process of changing its 
constitution and implementing a profound educational reform. This research provides 
some insight into three fundamental elements of this current reform: the development of 
school-based networking, the general ideal of constructing more inclusive schools, and 
the change of a neoliberal educational model, based on a culture of competition and 
selection, to a system that relies more on a culture of collaboration. I finish this 
dissertation with the concern that all of the necessary resources must be provided in 
order to achieve the goals of the reform, but also with the optimistic mindset that when 
people honestly come together to achieve a common goal, as the parents of Sargent 
Mandelaria, Holy Day, and Fabricio Bombardi did, change is possible and part of our 
dreams can come true.  
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